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Introduction

The events of September 11 were truly horrific and have caused drastic 
changes throughout American society. There is no doubt that the effects on our 
popular culture will cause widespread reverberations for some time to come. While 
we are sure to receive articles that address diverse perspectives on the attacks and 
the following ‘“War Against Terrorism,” the articles included in this issue of Popular 
Culture Review were secured before this momentous event.

Articles with themes of food, travel, and representations of sexuality 
(including sexual deviance) intersperse articles on film, filmmakers and film critics 
in this issue of PCR. We open the issue with Linda Ambrose’s “Forever Lunching: 
Food, Power and Politics in Ontario Women’s Organizations” a fascinating article 
that details the social, educational and political activities of “Women’s Institutes” 
— collective women’s groups that evolved throughout the 20**" century in Ontario, 
Canada. Ambrose notes that the many Institutes, through their monthly meetings 
(and consequent “tea parties”), provided individual women a range of opportunities 
for coalition building, social reform, entrance into community politics, and personal 
education. Her research techniques are unique, as Ambrose relies on personal 
correspondences and interviews with women throughout Ontario, Department of 
Agriculture reports, rural newspaper articles, and the “minute books” of diverse 
Women’s Institute groups. Hers is an unusual topic in popular culture and the 
revisionist historical approach is refreshing.

Matthew Henry’s critical yet often humorous analysis of the treatment of 
homosexuality on television since the time of the Reagan Administration provides 
an important comment on America’s “tolerance” shifts over the past thirty years. 
In “ The Whole World’s Gone Gay!’: Smithers’ Sexuality, Homer’s Phobia, and 
Gay Life on The Simpsons'' Henry traces the exposure of some aspects of “a gay 
sensibility” on television from the I970’s shows Maude and Soap through current 
airings of Will and Grace to demonstrate how the degree of representation of gay 
characters on the major networks reflects changing political shifts in the U.S. The 
article focuses mainly on the social and political satire. The Simpsons, as a measure 
of and a guide for America’s growing — yet tentative — acknowledgement of gay 
lives. While Henry is quick to point out that gay life on television is still generally 
based on limiting stereotypes, he views The Simpsons as a forerunner in accurately 
and sensitively portraying the diversity of gay life, and he celebrates the humor of 
the show as both promoting a subversive gay politics and aiding “hetero” America 
out of its homophobic mindset.

Philip C. Kolin’s essay suggests the possibility of an early comment on 
the AIDS virus through a short story written by Tennessee Williams in 1977. In his



story ‘‘Mother Yaws,” Williams depicts the horrible reception a woman receives 
from her family, her community, and the medical world when she develops an 
unattractive growth on her face. Postulating that “yaws” is a code for Kaposi’s 
sarcoma, Kolin compares the woman’s ostracism to that experienced by gay men 
in the 1980’s as AIDS became identified and associated with homosexuality. As 
Kolin puts it, “In 'Mother Yaws’ Williams.. .offers a medical document of horrific 
proportions” and very possibly the story contains the first popular literary references 
to AIDS.

Our travel articles focus on highways and trains, and in “Uncovering the 
Northernmost Named Trail: The Theodore Roosevelt International Highway,” Max 
J. Skidmore offers a personal tour of the entitled highway, complete with anecdotal 
information about the president for whom it was named. Skidmore’s mile-by-mile 
guide encourages readers to hop in their cars and follow the trail from Portland 
Maine to Portland, Oregon. From this tour of the TRIH, we’re “Movin’ On” to 
Michael Green and Bill Thompson’s biographical tribute to Hank Snow in their 
article, “I’m Movin’ On: The Wanderings and Musings of Clarence Eugene 'Hank’ 
Snow, the Singing Ranger.” Green and Thompson supply a comprehensive study 
of one of the most prolific artists in country music.

In the world of film we include several articles commenting on the works 
of two American directors and the French film critic, Andre Bazin. Two movie re 
makes and one movie adaptation of a novel are also addressed. Sheri Chinen Biesen 
provides a detailed account of the evolvingy//w5 noir of director/producer Howard 
Hawks and his molding of the careers of Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. 
Chinen Biesen argues that films such as To Have and Have Not and The Big Sleep 
-  known at the time as “red meat” films because of their emphasis on cold 
masculinity, violence and sexism -  established the film noir genre prior to its alleged 
1946 French origins. In his interview with Robert Downey Sr., Wheeler Winston 
Dixon outlines Downey’s career as a filmmaker from his first 30 minute silent film 
in 1963 through his satirical, big studio films Chafed Elbows and Putney Swope. 
Dixon notes Downey’s use of “repetition humor” and his blatant non-conformity 
to Hollywood standards. While the majority of film viewers are very familiar with 
Downey’s son (the actor Robert Jr.), Dixon’s article provides many of us our first 
look at the life and works of this “famous father.”

Bert Cardullo exposes us to the great French critic Andre Bazin in his 
translations of three of Bazin’s film reviews. Cardullo chooses Ivan the Terrible^ 
the 1944-46 Russian classic; Niagra, the 1952 Marilyn Monroe femme fatale story 
which is singularly interesting for Bazin’s (or is it Cardullo’s?) preoccupation with 
Monroe’s lower back; and Scarface (the Howard Hawks directed 1932 version).

In “From Karloff to Vosloo: The Mummy Remade” J. Robert Craig 
provides us with the popular culture, literary and filmic history of the horror genre.
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particularly as exemplified by creature we all know as 'The Mummy”. He focuses 
most directly on a comparison of the original 1932 Universal Studios film, The 
Mummy with its 1999 remake. As Craig makes clear, the remake adds little to the 
classic (starring Boris Karloff in the lead role) but computer generated special 
effects and an alleged feminist slant And in “The Sexual/Textual Infidelities of 
Peter Sellar’s Don Giovanni”, Denise DiPuccio summarizes the latest reincarnation 
of Don Juan. Despite contemporary claims that Don Juan is dead (“ .. .defeated not 
by moral rectitude but ethical indifference” claims DiPuccio), DiPuccio reaffirms 
that the “bad boy” is still alive and tricking. As she explains, in Sellar’s opera the 
infamous lover is characterized as a “black drug dealer and user from the projects” 
and the opera becomes a comment on the racial, social and economic inequalities 
of contemporary American society. DiPuccio comments that Don Juan’s character 
has recurred right up through the twentieth century because of his ability to 
“insinuat[e] himself into the needs of a particular historical period or a specific 
dramatic moment.” Robin Blyn’s article actually intersects several of the themes 
and topics of this issue: her article touches on sex, film, and film re-makes. In her 
comparison of Nabokov’s Lolita with director Adrian Lyne’s 1995 film adaptation 
of the novel, Blyn re-addresses -  and boldly “challenges and supplements”— 
traditional scholarship’s study of film adaptations of literary works with its emphasis 
on the “fidelity” of film to literary precursors. Proving the inevitable filmic 
“perversion” in attempts at fidelity to the literary text, Blyn’s essay is yet another 
provocative take on Lolita.

Finally, in a category all his own, Daniel Metzger discusses the important 
works of the early twentieth century philosopher, Jacques Maritain. Metzger 
demonstrates Maritain’s focus to be one of re-situating medievalism and medieval 
studies in Universities today even when, for the students, “ ...there is little chance 
of their gainful employment.” In the process, Metzger attempts to define Maritain’s 
“medievalism” and to summarize some of his hefty (and voluminous) Thought. 
Touching on some of his ideas relating to history, philosophy, and Christian theology 
in general, and Thomism in particular, Metzger guides us through the intricacies 
of Maritain’s work (at least I think that’s what he’s doing).. .It will take uninterrupted 
concentration (and more than one read through) to truly grasp Metzger’s take on 
this historian/philosopher/medievalist but it is worth the effort. (Kind of brings 
you back to graduate school -  So do it for the memories!).

We hope that you enjoy this 13*̂ ' issue of Popular Culture Review and 
welcome your input and articles on the many “Popular Culutre” events that are 
affecting our world today.

Juli Barry 
Associate Editor
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Forever Lunching: Food, Power And Politics 
In Ontario Women’s Organisations^

On June 8,1942, a wartime editorial on the women’s page of the Sudbury 
Star newspaper reported that local women were adjusting their food intake as an 
act of patriotism. “With the outbreak of war, the ladies cut down considerably on 
the quantity and quality of these post-meeting tea parties.” The writer was convinced 
that, “this step will, more than likely, be as beneficial to the women themselves as 
it will be to Canada’s war effort. Women, the homemakers of the nation in particular, 
do too much eating at any rate. They are forever lunching — if not at meetings, at 
afternoon teas and the like.”- One could read the Sudbury^ editorialist’s sarcastic 
insinuation that women did “too much eating” as condescending, stereotypical, 
and perhaps even misogynist in tone. And yet there is truth to the fact that women’s 
groups typically paid great attention to food whether it was wartime or not. Indeed 
very often, the culture of twentieth-century rural women’s groups in Ontario did 
revolve around food. The real question of interest is this: How did women regard 
these activities, and what deeper meanings or purposes might lay below the surface 
of their preoccupation with food?

The material for this paper is drawn from my study of the history of the 
Women’s Institutes in Ontario, though these vignettes undoubtedly have many 
parallels among other women’s organisations across North America in the first 
half of this century. American readers will recognise that rural Canada’s Women’s 
Institutes have much in common with state-sponsored Homemakers’ Clubs and 
the educational activities provided to communities through the extension 
departments of state agricultural colleges. Women’s groups like the Women’s 
Institutes (WI) in rural Ontario have traditionally fulfilled a threefold purpose 
including social roles, educational instruction, and community work. Since the 
end of the nineteenth-century when women’s organisations burst onto the social 
scene, to channel the energies of reformers and domestic crusaders alike, food has 
been central to their gatherings. At meetings sponsored by groups like the Women’s 
Institute, women socialised over food, studied about food preparation, and served 
food to the community.

It is time to begin theorizing about women and food in new ways; 
specifically, we need to think about how women themselves perceived food- related 
activities, and the meanings they attached to them. To begin the task of building 
theories around women and food, the writings of Rosika Parker on needlework 
provide a model for this revisionist task. Parker has shown that our initial 
interpretations of "traditionally female handiwork” are not simply what meet the
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eye. ‘The art of embroidery has been the means of educating women into the 
feminine ideal, and of proving that they have attained it,” Parker writes. “But it has 
also provided a weapon of resistance to the constraints of femininity.”'* According 
to Parker, “women have nevertheless sewn a subversive stitch — managed to make 
meanings of their own in the very medium intended to inculcate self-effacement.”  ̂
In this paper, I will argue in a similar way that we need to look more carefully at 
the history of women and food to discover the ways in which women have used 
food to accomplish ends which are quite different from what we have originally 
assumed. How did women use food in order to resist the constraints of femininity 
or to subversively map out new meanings of their own when casual observers 
might have only assumed, as the Sudbury editorialist did, that women were “forever 
lunching”?

Studying rural women’s organisations through an examination of the 
records left by each local group, one is struck by the fact that virtually every monthly 
minute book entry ends by stating that “a lovely lunch was enjoyed by all,” or that 
“the hostess served a dainty cup of tea.” What is a researcher to make of this 
shared experience that was repeated every time the women met? Because it fell 
outside the parameters of the business portion of the meeting, no transcript of the 
ensuing discussions was recorded. One can only extrapolate about the conversations 
that were exchanged over the teacups. Was the lunch served here simply a social 
nicety that built pretension into the meetings and led to exclusive practices? The 
minute books do sometimes record that limits had to be placed on the menu that 
was offered, so that members would offer only sandwiches and one type of cake, 
but not pie. Evidently, some members had begun using the occasion of the monthly 
luncheon to demonstrate their families’ economic status. It seems that some 
competition was brewing over who could serve the most extensive treats, and the 
members had to continually call themselves back to simplicity. Moreover, part of 
the female culture of the day was the demonstration of one’s culinary skill and the 
monthly meeting became a site for exhibiting that talent. On more formal occasions, 
the minute book might record the names of those who had the honour of “pouring” 
at an afternoon tea. This duty often fell to young unmarried women for whom it 
was an occasion of both privilege and pressure.

The purpose of the lunch, members reminded one another, was not to 
make a burden of the task of hosting, but rather to provide a forum to encourage 
friendships among the members. For many of the rural women who joined the 
Women’s Institute, that monthly meeting followed, by a cup of tea, was an important 
antidote to the isolation they experienced in their work routines at home on the 
farm. Indeed, the opportunity to gather in an all-female setting was something 
they looked forward to and valued very much. The WI was particularly appreciated 
in the northern reaches of the province where sparse settlement dictated that one
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might otherwise rarely see another woman.^ Yet even for women living in more 
populated parts of the province where isolation was not necessarily so acute, the 
monthly meeting was a welcome diversion from routine. Wherever the branch was 
located, female bonding was one of the most prized outcomes resulting from the 
creation of new Women’s Institutes. In countless cases, those friendships formed 
while food was being consumed.

When the WI movement was in its early stages, as organisers wondered 
about the procedures they should follow at the regular meetings, concerns over the 
place of food were raised. The issue of whether or not to serve refreshments at the 
monthly WI meeting was debated in 1910. When the issue came to the floor of the 
Annual Convention in Toronto, some members complained that ‘Ihey cannot get a 
large attendance without having afternoon tea,” while others were convinced that 
food was unnecessary because they could ‘‘get along better without afternoon tea.”  ̂
Not all of the delegates agreed. As one retorted, “That is not our idea. The social 
part is after our meeting is over, and we have the sandwiches and cup of tea. That 
is just how we get our members.” Another member from Preston, Ontario explained 
that some of their members walked five miles in the return trip and they needed to 
eat before they left for home. The Provincial Superintendent, George Putnam, 
conceded that local arrangements would vary and sometimes, like in the Preston 
case, food might be necessary. However, he added, ‘"we regret that a few Institutes 
have allowed the lunch part of it to become the most prominent and apparently 
most interesting feature. We trust you will not do that.”  ̂Evidently, many branches 
did emphasise refreshments, albeit for different reasons.

However, a shift away from food-centred meetings was emerging. A 
member from Waterloo County reported in 1911 that “a noticeable fact is that 
during the first year or so of a branch Institute, they are very much interested in the 
planning and preparing of foods, exchanging recipes, etc. But this is invariably 
replaced by other subjects.”® Indicating that food was no longer the chief focus of 
her local WI group, another speaker echoed that same sentiment, pointing out that 
with the statistical strength of the WI movement, there was the potential to move 
beyond tea parties and fancy work. “We are a goodly company — ten thousand 
women. Let us not devote too much time to ice cream, crisp salads, and eyelet 
embroidery. There are greater things.”  ̂ The greater things to which she made 
reference, included lectures from visiting professionals such as bankers and lawyers 
who spoke to the groups about how to ensure legal protection for themselves by 
opening joint bank accounts with their husbands and getting their names on the 
deeds to the family farms. For some local Institutes, especially those in Northern 
Ontario, it also included taking an active role in lobbying for female suffrage. 
Evidently, when the meetings closed with a shared cup of tea, members of the WI 
were sometimes thinking beyond female sociability to gender solidarity as they
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made strategies about their legal status, financial stability, or access to political 
rights.

Although the monthly meetings were important occasions for socialising 
and for becoming informed on important issues of the day, the Women’s Institute 
organisation also gained a reputation for being a leader in home economics 
education. "‘In the regular monthly meetings the members have an opportunity to 
pass on to each other the information gained in the school of practical experience.... 
The members often refer to the Institute as “ The Great Rural University.’”" The 
association with continuing education was not limited to those monthly meetings 
or tips shared from members’ life experiences. The idea of the WI as “rural 
university” came from the fact that through this oi^anisation, the Province of Ontario 
sponsored formal training in food preparation and nutrition through schemes know 
as “short courses.” These educational initiatives have caught the attention of 
historians.

Terry Crowley has argued that WI initiatives provide one of the earliest 
Canadian examples of continuing education opportunities for women because the 
organisation worked in conjunction with the provincial Department of Agriculture 
and the Macdonald Institute in Guelph to provide the services of travelling 
lecturers.'- These instructors would visit rural communities to offer short courses 
of instruction in cookery, garment construction and agricultural techniques for 
women. This mode of course delivery arose out of the reality that the new 
educational facility built in Guelph, Ontario in 1903 at the provincial agricultural 
college was failing to attract farmers’ daughters in the numbers that the school 
administration had predicted. The logical solution seemed to be that if young women 
could not come to the school, then the school should go to them. The very first 
short courses were offered off-site by Macdonald Institute in conjunction with the 
WIs of Haldimand County in 1912.'''

Many rural women eagerly took up the opportunity to study without 
leaving home, at a cost that was affordable, and on a schedule that suited the rhythm 
of their unpaid work in the home or on the farm. The 1913 report to the Department 
of Agriculture described the typical format: “The attendance at these demonstration 
lecture courses varied from twelve to twenty, the time period usually occupying 
each afternoon for ten days.”'"

This educational opportunity enjoyed sustained popularity over the next 
four decades, as the statistics provided in annual reports amply demonstrate. Even 
during World War I, when branch members were preoccupied with war work, 
attendance at the short courses remained consistently high. In 1915-16, fifty-five 
courses were offered throughout the province with an attendance o f21,643. During 
the war, rationing created a market for information on food conservation and a ten- 
day course was developed entitled, “Food Values and Cooking.”'̂  During the 1930s,
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the WI continued these courses and added some of longer duration. In 1936-37, 
thirty-five one-month ‘'schools in Home Economics” were held across the province, 
with 1,038 women in attendance. In 1936, when it became clear that many 
homemakers found it impossible to attend classes on a continuous basis for several 
weeks, special five-day and three-day versions of the courses were created.'^ In 
1952, the annual report boasted that 551 short courses, most in a one-week format, 
had been offered and 14,498 women had attended.‘̂ Obviously, the opportunities 
for formal instruction in food preparation and studies in nutrition were very popular 
indeed.

Historians such as Robert Stamp, exploring domestic science education 
for women, have interpreted this phenomenon as evidence of a scheme to ‘"teach 
women their God-given place” in society.'* Thus, education that centred on food 
has been seen as a form of social control, of limiting the career options of young 
women by channeling them into socially prescribed gender roles. As Margaret 
Kechnie has recently shown, attention to the pre-1920 records left by government 
officials and even by WI leadership confirms that this was indeed the agenda that 
many of the elite were seeking to accomplish.'^ However, Ruby Heap provided a 
different approach to the question when she considered the experiences of the 
women who worked as educators in the field of domestic science. She argued that 
the academic disciplines of nutrition and dietetics were sites where some women 
made very successful careers for themselves within the university as institution 
builders, administrators, or dietetic professionals.-^ Clearly then, these instructors 
were more than mere pawns of some government scheme of social regulation.

Not only was the field of domestic science potentially empowering for 
the instructors of courses, but the women who took up these educational 
opportunities placed a great deal of value on what they were doing. The records we 
have which represent the point of view of members taking these government- 
sponsored courses, whether written sources or those collected through oral history, 
support this view. Historian Karen Dubinsky has recently reminded us that feminist 
researchers need to beware of falling into what she called ""the pit of feminist 
arrogance” assuming for example, that women in certain kinds of organisations 
were “obviously” marginalised.^' When exploring groups like the WI, feminist 
researchers need to beware of falling into a similar trap by prematurely concluding 
that if the women were studying topics related to home economics, then they were 
being limited, stifled, and controlled.

When women recounted their experiences in WI courses, they reported 
opportunities for sociability with other students, skill development in practical 
areas from which they could make immediate application, creative outlets, and 
certification that validated the experience. One case in point is Ivy White, a young 
woman from Northern Ontario, who completed two years of course work through
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the WI system in 1927 and 1928. Almost seventy years later. Ivy proudly displayed 
her certificate of achievement and remembered the instruction as a highlight of her 
young life.“̂  Whether the educational opportunities arose through formal courses 
or through information presented at regular monthly meetings, the opportunity to 
learn was attractive to women.

A poem written by a WI member from the London, Ontario area described 
the monthly meeting as an important highlight in the life of “mother,” a character 
from the postwar era who made a monthly reassignment of the usual kitchen duties 
in order to attend her Institute meeting:

Mother’s at the Institute-^
That time of the month has rolled around 
The kitchen’s empty, there’s no sound.
And hubby knows without dispute 
She’s off to the Women’s Institute.
A casserole will be the winner
When Mom comes home to cook the dinner.
Something fast must be the way 
When WI meets for the day.
When this day comes, there is no doubt 
There’s no one home, the cook is out 
And hubby really doesn’t mind 
Somewhere a sandwich, he will find...

One would be hard pressed to decide which was more highly valued by 
this participant, the new cooking technique, or the afternoon away from her usual 
routines. In deference to prescribed gender roles, the poet describes her husband’s 
reaction to her outing. She explained that not only did he also welcome the news of 
neighbourhood gossip she would bring on her return, but as the last line of the 
poem states, “he thinks she’s pretty cute, to belong to the Women’s Institute.” Her 
new found knowledge does not change that heterosexual dynamic of his fond 
(though patronising) declaration of her “cuteness” nor does it really challenge the 
predetermined ideas about appropriate gender roles. Clearly, cooking was her 
domain, since he would have to invoke special coping mechanisms in her absence 
just to feed himself

An earlier poetic piece written in 1915 is also a comment on gender 
relations within the homes of Women’s Institute members. Entitled “A Husband’s 
View of the Women’s Institute,”-̂  this poem finds the man in a similar situation, 
having to cope with his wife’s absence while she goes off to hear “a speaker of 
some repute” or to deliver a paper herself to her peers at the local branch. What
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differs here is the fact that this writer fears the WI could ultimately change male 
and female roles:

That my wife is busy there is no dispute,
For she is a member of the Institute.
I eat my mush raw and I drink cold tea 
For my wife is a busy as she can be.
She is writing a paper on canning fruit,
Which she will read at the Institute.
Now I make my own bed and sweep up the floor.
And clean all the rubish from the door....
When women get votes as I’ve no doubt they will.
The first thing they’ll do is to pass a new bill 
For to make it both lawful and just to shoot 
Or to herd all old men in some Institute.
You need not expect me at home for tea 
Was the parting salute my wife gave me 
We are having a lady of some repute 
To lecture today at the Institute.

This poet/husband was concerned that women’s preoccupation with food at WI 
was simply a front for more profound social reorganisation that would assign 
political power to women while men would be relegated to housework and meal 
preparation.

Though the pre-suffrage poet’s fears about new models for the gendered 
division of labour in the home were never fully realised even after women did 
receive the right to vote, there is significance to the association between women’s 
meetings, food and power. For large numbers of women, access to educational 
opportunities (even domestic science education) was an important first step in the 
process of empowerment. For some, this was their first occasion to move in a 
circle outside their own homes, and the only possible way to pursue continuing 
education. Regardless of their previous level of education, women found that these 
courses granted them access to formal instruction. That alone was significant. For 
others, expertise in domestic science was a step toward liberation. At a very personal 
level, this meant that some women strategized about how to become more efficient 
so that they could have more leisure time. For others, leaving their homes to study 
food together represented a shift in the gendered division of labour while husbands 
learned to fend for themselves in the kitchen. Over the long term, that shift was 
never fully realised of course, but just as men could learn to cook, this anti-suffrage 
poem suggests that women would learn to vote and to use that political power to
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reorder the gendered construction of work in the home.
Though the poet’s fears about complete gender reversals were exaggerated, 

women did gain a greater voice in the public sphere through their work with food. 
This is most clearly demonstrated when one turns attention to WI members and 
their work in community catering. Women’s work in community food provision 
was most often done for the purpose of fundraising.-^ What did this work mean to 
the women who were involved in it? Because of their role in community food 
provision and the profits they generated from that work, women had an important 
voice in shaping community life.-^ Very often the funds on hand gave the women 
the financial power to provide a community meeting space. Such was the case 
with the Stratton Women’s Institute. “The Stratton women had a dream. It was to 
provide a place for the community to meet together for social and cultural growth. 
And so they had bake-sales [sic], teas, suppers, anything that would raise money.” 
From the proceeds of their public food service, they bought a hall, and according 
to a 1929 report in the local Tweedswiiir History Book, “the Hall has been the 
centre of social and cultural life of Stratton. Local Dramatic Club plays were 
highlights for many years. It has been used as a polling booth in elections. The 
Institute sponsored a TB Clinic.”^̂  In Ayr, Ontario the WI branch determined to 
purchase a piano for the community hall. They could then dictate who would use 
that instrument, for what purpose and at what price. In effect, control over their 
fundraising dollars allowed the Institute women to shape the nature of community 
leisure organisation. Certainly there was more going on here than compliance with 
the assumption that whenever a public event was hosted, the women could be 
counted on to make the sandwiches. Although they probably did provide the lunch, 
by doing so, women were generating money that gave them license to control what 
the next community event might be.

The 1924 Annual Report gave a typical example of women who directed 
their fundraising proceeds to the local public library and cemetery. After donating 
to those projects, “the balance.. .was invested in .. .gravelling the schoolyard. This 
yard had been in a very muddy condition and when the Institute, through the woman 
school trustee, brought this to the attention of the board, the board agreed to pay 
for the gravel if the Institute would bear the expense of hauling it — an interesting 
piece of community co-operation.” *̂ Yet work with the schools usually went far 
beyond improvements to schoolyards. As an extension of domestic responsibility 
in providing for one’s own family, women took on the responsibility to be 
community nutritionists when they decided to provide solid nutrition for the children 
of the community through school lunch programs from the 1920s onward. In her 
study of the Women’s Institutes of British Columbia, Carol Dennison has argued 
that members extended their homemaking skill to the community in practical ways 
to achieve reform.-^
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In Ontario Institutes, women began by providing the pots of soup, and 
that simple act soon gave way to political lobbying for public health campaigns 
and health inspections in the schools. WI members overtly strategized that the 
provision of hot lunches was a temporary means to press the elected officials into 
assuming greater responsibility for these provisions through changed public policy. 
The extended household duties gave way to a shift in the traditional gendered 
definitions of work when these women stepped beyond their ‘‘female” responsibility 
of food provision into the previously “male” realm of politics by allowing their 
own names to stand for election.

“They say the women should get on the School Boards. How are we to 
get there?” Mrs. W. Buchanan, a member from the Ravenna Women’s Institute in 
Grey County, asked her audience at the Central Ontario WI Convention in 1915. ‘T 
tell you, ladies, somebody has got to go first, and it takes a lot of nerve. I have 
never been to a school board meeting yet, but, ladies, I intend to go.” With that 
bold declaration, Buchanan urged her fellow members to do the same, saying, "T 
hope a number of you will go to these school board meetings, because somebody 
has got to take hold of the work. We have heard a great deal about the work we 
have done, but we haven’t heard about the power behind the work. I think there 
must be a great many trained women connected with the Institutes, or the work 
that has been done could not have been accomplished. Providing a pot of soup 
for the school was only the beginning. That communal food provision soon gave 
way to more political activism.

Minute book entries of women’s organisations can speak volumes with 
their simple statements about women and food. As historians interested in women’s 
experiences, and especially the meanings which women constructed for themselves 
around those experiences, we must be careful to look more closely at the records 
that are left to us. For example, what exactly might it mean when a minute book 
simply reports that “The members then enjoyed a lovely cup of tea”? Chances are 
that there was more going on than Just a group of ladies “having a little tea party.” 
Similarly, when the records show that “The members voted to bring a short course 
instructor on cookery,” what are we to make of that? In many cases, it was more 
than just a cooking class designed to “teach girls their god-given place.” For some 
of the students it may in fact have represented a chance for continuing education 
and an early step toward political awareness and participation. In the same way, 
when a community event was scheduled the unspoken assumption was that 'Ihe 
members of the Institute [were] to provide refreshments.” This was much more 
than just a shared community expectation that “the ladies could be counted on to 
provide.” It was often a chance for those women to make money. That money 
meant those same women had an opportunity to determine the social organisation 
of the community by controlling the use of the community hall. For some women.
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their success in catering school lunches gave them the collective political confidence 
to elect one of their own as an official to speak for them in the arena of municipal 
politics.

At one level, minute book entries of an organisation like the Women’s 
Institutes are tedious because of the repetitive way in which they record the meetings’ 
proceedings. What those entries cryptically disguise however, are the multiple social 
meanings which members of women’s organisations attached to food in the first 
half of this century. Careful analyses of the records reveal that while it was invariably 
the ladies who provided the foods, those foods represented various meanings for 
the ladies. Why were women forever lunching? Perhaps it was a simple social 
gesture, but in many cases it was clearly their first step toward gaining access to 
education, community activism, or political power.

Laurentian University Linda M. Ambrose
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“The Whole World’s Gone Gay!”: 
Smithers’ Sexuality, Homer’s Phobia, and Gay 

Life on The Simpsons

“Deviations can only be perceived against a norm.”
David Lodge

Those who are not regular watchers of The Simpsons might be inclined to 
raise an eyebrow at a topic such as gay life on The Simpsons. However, those who 
are among the faithful are likely to recognize that such a discussion is not 
inappropriate, considering both the show’s cast of characters and its political aims. 
As is well known. The Simpsons very quickly established itself as a biting satire on 
American society and culture; and, although its satirical edge has waned somewhat 
in recent years, it continues to function in this capacity week after week. The 
Simpsons most commonly offers its satire from a leftist political position, and it 
works from this position to lambaste, among other things, so-called “traditional” 
family values. “Family values,” which appeared to be the catch-phrase of the 1990s, 
is a concept that has had increasingly strong cultural purchase ever since the 1992 
presidential debates, during which George Bush made his infamous call for “a 
nation closer to the Waltons than the Simpsons” (Stein 31). Not surprisingly, the 
conservative attitude returned full force in the 1996 presidential election, with 
Bush’s sentiments strongly echoed by Bob Dole. The political rallying was for a 
return to “traditional family values”—meaning, it seems, male dominance, female 
submission, and compulsive heterosexuality. Concurrent with this was a push for 
the reflection of these values in mainstream popular art forms such as film and 
television.

I highlight the focus on family life here to provide a context for my 
discussion of gay life on The Simpsons, an element of the show that has not yet 
received due critical attention. More often than not, mainstream media represent 
gay life as existing outside the confines of traditional nuclear family structures. 
The Simpsons is no exception; however, due to its ideological agenda, I believe the 
show enacts a different kind of representation, one that does not position 
homosexuality as a threat to the traditional family. Of special relevance to my 
purposes here is the fact that the show consistently deplores America’s exclusionary 
practices: in particular, it repeatedly provides critiques of the treatment of various 
minorities in American culture, notably those whose status is based on gender, 
religion, race, and age. Though done in a less strident manner, I believe the show 
also intends to deplore exclusionary practices based on sexuality. To do so, of
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course, it must ofifer representations of such sexuality, that is, of gay life.
In discussing gay life on The Simpsons, I am mostly referring to gay male 

life, particularly as it centers on Waylon Smithers. Moreover, my use of the term 
‘‘gay ■ ’ is meant to invoke the large set of styles and attitudes which make up that 
elusive thing known as the “gay sensibility.” In short, the gay sensibility borrows 
largely from the ironic camp associated with gay males, female movie icons, and 
drag queens. It is important to emphasize, however, that the gay sensibility is not 
the exclusive province of gay people. I believe that The Simpsons itself enacts and 
maintains a gay sensibility by numerous means—namely, by making abundant 
allusions to gay life and sexual orientation, flaunting a camp sensibility, toying 
with the fluid nature of sexuality, incorporating peripheral gay characters, and 
patiently charting the coming-out process on its one recurrent gay character, Waylon 
Smithers. I further believe that The Simpsons, contrary to most mainstream media, 
promotes a progressive political agenda by foregrounding a gay sensibility, 
maintaining a gay character in a major recurring role, and overtly critiquing the 
oppression of sexual “minorities” in American culture.

Homosexuality on the Periphery
Until quite recently, gay life was not widely reflected in America’s popular 

arts. Over time, therefore, gay men and women have had to look very hard to find 
representations of themselves, positive or otherwise. As Andy Medhurst eloquently 
puts it:

Denied even the remotest possibility of supportive images of 
homosexuality within the dominant heterosexual culture, gay 
people have had to fashion what [they] could out of the 
imageries of dominance, to snatch illicit meanings from the 
fabric of normality, to undertake a corrupt decoding for the 
purposes of satisfying marginalized desires. (328)

In the wake of Stonewall and the organized gay political movements of the late 
1960s and early 1970s, Hollywood made some concession to the presence of 
homosexual men and women in American culture. Nonetheless, during this same 
time period, gay characters in Hollywood film by and large either committed suicide 
or were murdered by another character. On television, something similar was 
happening. As John Leo points out, during the 1970s many well-meaning and self 
consciously liberal television shows tried to acknowledge gay life and offer direct 
representations of homosexuality (31). Notable among these bt q AII in the Family, 
Maude, and Soap, which gave us Billy Crystal as Jody, prime-time’s first recurring 
gay character. However, these shows often portrayed gayness as a “problem” to be
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solved; the incident was inevitably isolated and the story line focused upon a straight 
character trying to deal with and/or accept someone else’s homosexuality. During 
the 1980s there was a strong shift back towards the genre’s conventional family 
center and its hermetic, middle-class lifestyle, a movement that coincided with the 
conservative Zeitgeist of the Reagan years. The erasure of gayness from everyday 
life led to the erasure of gayness within the television world. When it was there, it 
was increasingly equated with the AIDS epidemic of the late 1980s, which helped 
reinvigorate the proscribed “roles” for gay people in film and television: namely, 
victim and villain (Gross, “Out” 30). However, in the 1990s, things seemed to 
have changed, and “gay” appeared to be back in vogue. In 1995, Entertainment 
Weekly published a special issue on “The Gay 90s,” claiming that entertainment 
has “come out of the closet.” In the cover story, John Cagle discusses “gay-ffiendly” 
entertainment, which he sees evident everywhere in the 1990s—in advertising, 
music, and film, and on television and Broadway (20). In light of all this, Cagle 
quite optimistically crows: “In 1995, the gay stream flows freely into the 
mainstream” (23).

I think that Cagle’s claim is somewhat naive in its assumption of wide 
acceptance for this “gay stream.” The media may have had a change in attitude, 
but I think the public at large has not. As John Leo more perceptively notes, although 
the media have opened up significantly in recent years, they have done so out of 
necessity. This is particularly true of television: faltering network ratings and a 
loss of revenue due to competition from cable and video have led to a state in 
which “what used to be censored as controversial is now welcomed as sensitive 
theme programming” (39). Leo’s assessment is more accurate since it acknowledges 
the capitalist interests underlying this apparent change in attitude: gay sells, and 
the media capitalize on this. In some ways, yes, things have changed, and one 
cannot deny what both Cagle and Leo point out: gay characters abound on television. 
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) operates a web-based 
project that records the number of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered 
characters on television. According to the GLAAD TV Scoreboard, as of November, 
1998, there were 24 gay characters on television. This seems encouraging in the 
post-£//^« era. However, most of these characters are still in minor and/or non 
recurring roles. How, then, are we to categorize The S i m p s o n s Smithers? 
As noted above, I contend that The Simpsons has placed a gay character into a 
major recurring role, and that this is a significant political move. However, in 
doing so, I am thus compelled to ask: Is the representation of gay life on The 
Simpsons merely another example of well-intentioned liberal sentiment, a 
sympathetic lip service akin to what was happening 20 years ago, or is it something 
more? To begin answering these questions, we need first to examine the show’s 
origins.
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Gay Simpsons
When looking over the entire series, one is struck by just how prominent 

the gay sensibility is on The Simpsons', there are abundant allusions to gay life and 
sexual orientation, and numerous examples of high camp. Of course, the 
incorporation of a gay sensibility seems almost expected if one considers the career 
of the show’s creator. Matt Groening. Groening first yoked the gay and cartoon 
worlds together in his Life in Hell comic, in the form of Akbar and Jeff; the 
camaraderie of these two characters was soon read by many as a gay relationship. 
In response to being pointedly asked during an interview if Akbar and Jeff are 
indeed gay, Groening said that he designed them as “a comment on all relationships” 
(Sadownick 32). However, in this same interview, Groening made clear where his 
sympathies lay. He was raised with what he calls the “good lefty politics” of the 
1960s; he has many close gay friends, some of whom he has lost to AIDS over the 
years; and he is “pissed off” at the lingering injustice he sees in America (32). 
Although Groening concedes that there is a lack of representation for gay individuals 
in the popular media, he emphasizes that there is even more of a lack for gay 
couples; as he says, “gay men are starved for positive portrayals of lasting love” 
(33). Hence, the creation of Akbar and Jeff, who provided a much needed palliative 
for many.

It is thus no surprise that a gay sensibility is a large part of The Simpsons. 
And, indeed, it has been there from the start. As the series develops, so too does the 
gay sensibility, especially among the show’s male characters: although all are 
strongly positioned as heterosexual, many of them frequently reference gay culture, 
toy with the notion of same sex unions, freely hug and kiss, and rather casually 
participate in drag. This is particularly true among the Simpson family males (Abe, 
Homer, and Bart), who have each been central to numerous moments of camp and 
one or more incidents of cross-dressing. For example, in “The Front” we are given 
a sequence in which Grandpa (Abe) Simpson dreams of himself as “a Queen of the 
Old West” who is tom between the love of two cowboys. More overtly, in “Lisa 
the Beauty Queen,” Bart gives Lisa advice on how to compete in a local beauty 
contest. Lisa, who cannot manage the victory walk in high heels, is ready to quit. 
“There’s nothin’ to it,” Bart quips, “Gimme those heels.” As he proceeds to 
demonstrate the posture, Lisa asks “Do you really think I can win?” With a swish 
of the hip, Bart replies, “Hey, I’m starting to think I can win!” A similarly flexible 
attitude toward sexuality is evident in “Last Exit to Springfield,” in which Homer 
takes on the role of union representative and has to negotiate with Mr. Bums for a 
dental plan. Homer, misreading Bums’ metaphors for unscmpulous negotiations 
as come-on lines, says “Sorry, Mr. Bums, but I don’t go in for these backdoor 
shenanigans. Sure, I’m flattered, maybe even a little curious, but the answer is no.”

By its fifth season. The Simpsons had moved beyond allusion to gay culture
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and into a frank acknowledgment of gay identity and an alternative lifestyle. The 
episode entitled “Lisa vs. Malibu Stacey” provides a fine example of how the 
show allows gay life its own place and displays a refreshing tolerance for it. When 
Lisa wishes to launch a campaign against the recently marketed talking doll and 
presents the idea to her family, she is chastened for her continual activism. Bart, 
for example, notes that Lisa made the family march in a local gay rights parade, 
brandishing a copy of the local newspaper to emphasize his point. What interests 
me here is the fact that it is the level of her activism they criticize (“You’ve been 
doing that a little too much lately,” Marge reluctantly admonishes) and not the fact 
that they were photographed alongside gay men in the parade nor that this photo 
wound up on the front page of the Springfield newspaper.

The camp sensibility of The Simpsons is perhaps best illustrated in a 
seventh-season episode entitled “Radioactive Man.” In this episode, Hollywood 
moguls are in Springfield to make a film version of the exploits of Radioactive 
Man, comic-book superhero and one-time star of his own television series. As the 
producers of the film say, they want to “stay as far away from the campy 70s 
[television] version as possible.” We then see a flashback to a scene from Radioactive 
Man, done as an obvious parody of the 1960s Batman television show. The Simpsons 
knows full well that the original Batman was saturated with a gay sensibility, and 
they highlight this fact by paralleling Batman with their stand-in for all “real world” 
comic book superheroes. Radioactive Man. The Simpsons then takes the gay 
sensibility one step further by having the villain be that weird combination of 
pubescent effeminacy and adolescent masculinity: the boy scout. The effect is 
additionally underscored in having the villain, a.k.a. the Scoutmaster, voiced by 
Paul Linde, who encourages his henchmen: “Don’t be afraid to use your nails, 
boys.” Of course, to create this effect, the show relies on some well-worn and less 
than favorable stereotypes. As Larry Gross rightly notes “media characterizations 
[typically] use popular stereotypes as a code which they know will be readily 
understood by the audience” (“Out” 27). With regard to gay males. Gross has in 
mind here such stereotypes as lisping speech, limp wristedness, and the effeminate 
sashay. I concede the Batman parody utilizes these stereotypes; indeed. The 
Simpsons utilizes many of these for peripheral gay characters on a regular basis. 
But I think the show does so with an ulterior motive. Such representation here is 
not at the expense of the gay community, but in support of it. By rehearsing the 
patterns of the Batman series, it is in effect rearticulating the gayness of the show 
for mainstream audiences, overtly enacting the same reading that gay men and 
women have done covertly for years.
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Mr. Smithers’ Coming Out
As I have tried to demonstrate, a gay sensibility is strongly evident on 

The Simpsons. However, a discussion of gay life on The Simpsons would not be 
complete if it did not center on the show’s gay character, the self-described 
sycophant, Waylon Smithers. As I noted above, it is essentially gay male life on 
display in The Simpsons. Those who have faithfully watched the show over the 
course of several years know that there has been a slow but steady coming out 
process for Smithers. They know also that the object of his affections is his boss, 
Mr. Bums. Smithers’ concern for the well-being of Bums was well established 
early on. The aforementioned episode “Bmsh with Greatness,” in which Bums 
contracts Marge to paint his portrait, provides an example of Smithers’ devotion. 
At the Simpson home. Marge accidentally walks into the bathroom to find Bums 
exiting from the shower, naked, and Smithers offering him a towel. Marge 
apologizes for the intmsion and quickly leaves. Smithers asks: “Would you feel 
more comfortable if I left too, sir?” “Of course not, Smithers. You’re ... you’re 
like a doctor.” The comment positions Smithers in the role of caretaker and has the 
effect of both desexualizing their contact and affirming Bums’ heterosexuality. 
But, for the viewer, it also provides an indication of both the physical and emotional 
closeness of the two men, which evidently fuels Smithers’ desire. A similar 
circumstance is found in “Bums Verkaufen der Kraftwerk.” After Bums sells the 
plant to a German consortium, Smithers is saddened by the loss of his job and, 
subsequently, his ties to Mr. Bums. Bums meanwhile occupies himself with bocce 
ball and beekeeping. But he too misses the camaraderie, so he invites Smithers for 
a drink at his estate. When Smithers arrives. Bums politely introduces him to the 
bees he is tending. Pointing, he says: “That’s Buzz, that’s Honey, and see that 
Queen over there? Her name is Smithers.” Smithers replies: “That’s very flattering, 
sir.” Of course, this is subtle; understanding how this scene implies a homosexual 
proclivity requires a certain in-group knowledge of the term “queen,” which some 
viewers might be lacking. Smithers’ desire is a bit more overtly on display in “Dog 
of Death,” in which Homer reluctantly turns to Bums for a loan to cover the cost of 
an operation for Santa’s Little Helper, the family dog. Bums cannot understand the 
attachment and asks Smithers: “[w]hy anyone would spend good money on a dog.” 
“People like dogs, Mr. Bums,” Smithers replies. “Nonsense,” says Bums. “Dogs 
are idiots. Think about it Smithers. Iff came into your house and started sniffing at 
your crotch and slobbering all over your face, what would you do?” Smithers non 
committal reply: “Mmmmm...ifyow did it, sir?” Presumably, he is savoring the 
image.

The first overt and truly audacious reference to Smithers’ sexual 
orientation—the one that got many fans viewing the show in a whole new light— 
was made in an episode from the fourth season, “Marge Gets a Job.” Marge goes
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to work alongside Homer at the Springfield nuclear plant because the family needs 
money for home repair. Like an evil overlord, Bums watches his employees on the 
TV monitors installed in his office, berating them all for their shoddy work: 
‘‘Jackanapes, lolligaggers, noodleheads...” But when he sees Marge, he is 
captivated: ‘"Enchantress,” he exclaims. Infatuated, Bums begins to court Marge 
and in short order offers her both a raise and the adjacent office, which supplants 
Smithers. Later on. Bums, acting like a smitten schoolboy, attempts to express to 
Smithers his depth of feeling for Marge. When Bums asks Smithers ‘"You know 
that dream where they fly in through the window?” we see for the first time a clear 
acknowledgment and direct representation of Smithers’ erotic desire—in Smithers’ 
dream, it is Mr. Bums who flies in the window. This overt representation of desire 
is then repeated in equally direct ways in subsequent episodes, such as “Rosebud,” 
which appeared the following season. In this episode, Smithers laments not getting 
what he wants for his birthday: namely, Mr. Bums popping out of an oversized 
birthday cake, clad in nothing but a sash, and doing a bad impersonation of Marilyn 
Monroe’s breathy rendition of “Happy Birthday.” What I find intriguing about 
these three sequences I also find a bit disheartening: they each relegate Smithers’ 
homosexual desire to the realm of fantasy. And the show is often guilty of such 
relegation. It does not regularly represent homosexuality as a livable lifestyle; 
instead it positions it as unsatisfied sexual desire and/or unrequited love. As 
Smithers’ coming out process was increasingly foregrounded, the creators of the 
show increasingly pushed the issue into the periphery by making it literally fantastic. 
Though visually and textually overt, the show seemed fearful of being politically 
overt with the issue of sexuality.

However, the show has since offered us images that move gayness out of 
the periphery and make it a more substantial aspect of Smithers’ "‘actual” life. 
Perhaps the best example of this attempt to portray an actual gay lifestyle is from 
an episode in which Homer teaches a community college class on marriage, ‘"Secrets 
of a Successful Marriage” (1995). Deep into the fifth season, the producers decided 
to make it clear—at least to those who can understand the literary allusions—that 
Smithers is indeed a gay man. Homer initially gets the class to share personal 
secrets and reveal the failings of their marital relations. Smithers speaks up, saying 
“I was married once. But I just couldn’t keep it together.” We are then given a 
flashback scene showing Smithers having an argument with his wife over Mr. 
Bums and Bums himself passionately calling out for Smithers. This flashback, a 
wonderfully rendered parody of scenes from two of Tennessee Williams’ most 
famous plays. Cat On a Hot Tin Roof and A Streetcar Named Desire, has great 
resonance within the context of The Simpsons. To fully appreciate it, one must 
know something of not only the two plays cited but also of Williams himself, of 
his own stmggles with both heterosexual and homosexual desires and the ways in
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which these struggles were incorporated into his art. The creators of The Simpsons 
offer what I think is a perfect parallel for the relationship between Smithers and 
Bums by combining Williams’ two most notable male characters and their defining 
characteristics: the suppressed homosexual desire of Brick and desperate 
dependence of Stanley. I also believe that this scene is significant in that it provides 
viewers an allusion to past experience, not fantasy. We are meant to read this scene 
literally, as one of Smithers’ memories; it is, in effect, a moment from Smithers’ 
‘Teal” life.

I think it important to keep in mind that these overt references to Smithers’ 
sexuality did not appear on the show until rather recently. We must remember that 
The Simpsons first appeared when Ronald Reagan was still in the White House, 
and it became the phenomenon it is now during the Bush administration. Thus, the 
show premiered on the heels of a highly conservative decade, one in which much 
of the ground made by various political movements in the 1960s and 1970s was 
lost. This is particularly relevant when we consider the current gay representation 
on television. Today, despite the demise of Ellen, there seems to be a widespread 
faith in the media’s liberalism, and gay characters have lately appeared on television 
with great frequency. Fred Fejes argues that such visibility is due to the 
advancements made over the past twenty years by gay activists, whose political 
organization led to demands for increased and more accurate representation (400). 
However, in the same essay, which was published in 1993, Fejes also avers that 
homosexuality remains as a subtext on television, that gay characters exist on the 
periphery, and that “A regular network program with a gay or lesbian main character 
is far in the future” (402).

Queer TV
Have things changed so dramatically in a scant few years? In October of 

1996, Entertainment Weekly published yet another cover story on “Gay TV,” this 
time in direct response to the “controversy” surrounding Ellen and the sexuality of 
the main character, played by comedian Ellen DeGeneres. As is well known, there 
had been much talk at the time about her character coming out as a lesbian in the 
season finale, talk that stemmed in part from speculation about DeGeneres herself 
in the tabloids. By the second week of the season, DeGeneres made herself visible 
on various daytime and nighttime talk shows discussing the issue. Notably, she 
appeared on The Rosie O'Donnell Show, where the two women joked at length 
about Ellen’s character being “Lebanese.” Of course, there had been similar 
speculation in the media about the sexual orientation of O’Donnell herself, thus 
adding an interesting double layer to the joke. The significant point, however, is 
that they made light of the issue, wanting to admit it without admitting it. This 
approach is funny, but it is also safe. The question thus remained: was America
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ready for its first lesbian in a lead role on television? It was admittedly a precarious 
situation for a major network. Apparently, ABC wanted to test the waters, which is 
probably why the coming out of Ellen progressed so slowly. However, it was soon 
apparent that network executives were willing to risk the show (and by extension 
the career of DeGeneres) by allowing Ellen to become “a testcase for the nation’s 
tolerance” (Cagle 28). Initially it seemed that the risk would pay off, and that the 
nation was ready for such overt representation. On the heels of a great deal of 
media attention, the infamous ‘'coming out” episode of Ellen aired on April 30, 
1997, and it garnered a healthy 36.2 million viewers (Cagle 28). However, in its 
subsequent season, the show was quickly criticized for being “too gay” and didactic. 
During the season, the show averaged only 12.4 million viewers and, amid some 
very public squabbling between DeGeneres and ABC executives, was soon 
cancelled (Cagle 28).

In light of the rather rapid demise of Ellen once DeGeneres came out 
publicly, I think it important to examine why it seemed so likely at that time to 
finally have gay character in a lead role on television, and why the response was 
initially so positive. As noted before, prime time television is currently “awash in 
gay supporting roles” (Jacobs 21). Ellen DeGeneres was a logical choice for the 
transition to a gay lead role and ideal for making homosexuality acceptable to the 
public at large because she was seen as “non-threatening” to mainstream audiences. 
In part, DeGeneres was less threatening because Ellen was a situation comedy and 
DeGeneres herself is a lesbian. As A. J. Jacobs succinctly put it: “she’d be a lesbian 
instead of a gay man, which, like it or not, makes her more palatable” (23). The 
gay kiss on Roseanne, for example, was also “palatable” because it was both on a 
sitcom and between two women. As is well known, our culture more readily accepts 
close female relationships; emotional intimacy is perceived to more easily slip 
into physical intimacy among women. The so-called “straight” pom industry, for 
example, is filled with gayness in the form of lesbianism. However, the sexual 
interaction of women in these movies is filtered through the male gaze and perceived 
to be part of a straight male fantasy; this effectively erases the “taint” of 
homosexuality and the threat it poses to masculinity. But unrestrained female 
(homo)sexuality, overtly put forth and not confmed by the male perspective, as 
was the case with Ellen, is seen as threatening and must be contained. Stiaight, 
white men, who still hold the majority of power and control in the media, are more 
often than not still unwilling to offer representations of homosexual relationships— 
female or male—in the mainstream.

This fact, alongside Jacobs’ astute observation that gay men are less 
“palatable” to mainstream America than gay women, should then force us to 
question the overt homophobia directed at gay males in American culture. Gay 
males are still widely considered social and commercial anathema. It is no surprise
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that the greatest inroads of late have been made by straight women sympathetic to 
gay rights, by gay women themselves, and by men masquerading as women 
(witness, respectively, Roseanne, Melissa Ethridge, and the films Mrs. Doubtfire, 
The Birdcage and To Wong Foo). Mainstream images of gay men who are not drag 
queens or of successful gay male relationships are still rare. Most recently, the 
method of handling homophobia in the popular media has been to pair gay men 
with straight women, thus offering visibility in a “safe” manner, since pairing a 
gay male with a straight female effectively erases the male’s homosexuality. The 
formula was very successfully employed in My Best Friend's Wedding (1997), 
which paired Rupert Everett with Julia Roberts, and then repeated with similar 
levels of success in the films As Good As It Gets (1997), The Object o f My Affection 
(1998), and The Opposite ofSex{\99%). More significantly, this formula was also 
used as a premise for the new NBC sitcom Will c& Grace, which has two gay male 
characters, one of them in a lead role. Considering what happened with Ellen only 
a year previous, it seems a bit surprising that NBC would risk losing both advertisers 
and viewers by placing an openly gay character in a lead role. It also seems surprising 
that Will & Grace did not meet with the same harsh criticisms as Ellen nor ignite 
another national debate over homosexuality. But upon closer inspection, it becomes 
clear why and how this is the case. Although Will and Grace have a platonic 
relationship and live together only as roommates, their living arrangement provides 
a pretense of heterosexuality. Not surprisingly, members of an NBC-sponsored 
focus group who watched the series pilot had no idea that Will was gay until told 
that he was (Jacobs [1998] 23). In this sense. Will and Grace are an idealized 
couple, free of the pains associated with a (hetero)sexual relationship and benign 
enough to appeal to the largest demographic. In short, NBC has taken an approach 
that packages gay men in a non-threatening—and thereby still lucrative—way for 
middle America. Thus it is that the praise for the increased representation and 
apparent attitude of acceptance needs to be tempered by an acknowledgment of 
the still sad state of affairs for gay men and women. In response to Entertainment 
Weekly's glowing portrayal of the gay 90s, one must stop and ask “What is so gay 
about the 90s?” Indeed, we have recently witnessed the passage of the Defense of 
Marriage Act; heterosexuality still dominates, and the pressure to remain closeted 
is still strong; many gay men and women are still fearful of coming out to family, 
friends, and coworkers; gay bashing and hate crimes continue unabated in many 
US cities; and negative and regressive images still abound.

Oppositional Politics
Perhaps in response to such a cultural climate. The Simpsons has become, 

in recent years, more openly political regarding homosexuality. The show clearly 
has a leftist political vision, but it regularly presents and juxtaposes both liberal
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and conservative ideologies (usually as a means of critiquing the latter). An episode 
from the sixth season, '‘Sideshow Bob Roberts,” well illustrates the battle of 
ideologies on the show and its engagement with the politics of sexuality. In this 
episode, conservative candidate Sideshow Bob runs for mayor of Springfield and, 
with the support of Mr. Bums, wins the election over the liberal candidate. Diamond 
Joe Quimby. It is clear, however, that Bob did not win the election legitimately. 
Lisa’s subsequent investigation leads her to an anonymous source, who provides 
her with information to expose the rigged election. After being inadvertently exposed 
as the source, Smithers confesses his guilt at betraying Mr. Bums. When Lisa 
observantly asks why he does so, Smithers states: "Unfortunately, Side Show Bob’s 
ultraconservative views conflict with my choice of, um, lifestyle.” There is no 
mistaking what Smithers means here, nor what the show is saying about the 
relationship between homosexuality and conservative politics: the two can not 
coexist. Moreover, whereas in the past Smithers’ sexual orientation was private 
and apolitical, it has now become public and overtly political.

The most recent attempt to directly engage the politics of sexuality on 
The Simpsom  appears in "Homer’s Phobia,” an episode from the ninth season. In 
this episode, the show finally confi-onts the specter of fear that surrounds gay identity 
by having the Simpson family befriend a gay man named John, the proprietor of 
an antiques and collectibles shop at the Springfield Mall. John makes a living 
selling "kitsch” and items with "camp” appeal, such as old issues of TV Guide, 
1970s-era toys, and inflatable furniture. Homer is incredulous that anyone would 
spend hard-earned money on such "junk,” but in the hopes of turning a quick buck, 
he invites John over to the Simpson house because, as he says, "Our place is full of 
valuable worthless crap.” Initially, Homer and John bond over their shared affinity 
for the "Junk” the Simpsons have amassed, and they quickly become friends. The 
two then spend time talking and laughing together and, in a wonderfully ironic 
scene, even dancing to Alicia Bridges’ disco classic, "I Love the Nightlife.” Despite 
such clear signals, Homer is oblivious to the fact that John is gay. However, Marge 
and Lisa both intuit this fact, and when they share this information with Homer, 
his homophobia comes to the fore. Initially, Homer is fearful that others will find 
out he has befriended a gay man, presumably because this would stigmatize him, 
so he refuses to go with John and the family on a tour of the sights of Springfield. 
In response, John is nonchalant—he does not react negatively to Homer’s fears, 
nor does he make any apologies for being gay— and simply tells Homer "You 
don’t even know what you’re afraid of.” What is clear to both John and the viewing 
audience is that Homer expects gays to be readily identifiable—he indicates as 
much to Marge when she chastises him for his narrow-mindedness; he says: "You 
know me. Marge. I like my beer cold, my TV loud, and my homosexuals flaming.” 
In short, Homer is upset at having mistaken a gay person for a straight one; in
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other words, he is upset that gays do not conform to his preconceived stereotypes.
As Homer’s phobia escalates, he begins to worry that John might have a 

negative “influence” on Bart. Homer is further convinced of such influence when 
he sees Bart begin to behave like John—that is, behave in what appears to be a 
“gay” manner. With a series of delightfully campy scenes. The Simpsons illustrates 
the telltale signs, which include Bart choosing a pink rather than a brown Hostess 
cupcake, using the phrase “You’re the living end,” and wearing a bright Hawaiian 
shirt which, as Bart innocently tells Homer, “just came out of the closet.” The final 
straw for Homer is when he sees Bart wearing a 1950s-style wig and dancing to a 
song by The Supremes. At this point, Homer decides to take action. He thus 
confronts John and very plainly tells him to stay away from Bart. In doing so, 
Homer displays a classic “us versus them” mentality. When Homer is at a loss for 
an adjective to describe “them,” John prompts him with the word “queer,” which 
launches Homer on yet another tirade. “That’s another thing,” he says, “I resent 
you people using that word. That’s our word for making fun o f you. We need it.” 
With that, Homer proposes to take back both the word and his son. His plan for 
doing so is to “make a man” of Bart by conditioning him towaid heterosexual 
desire and exposing him to traditionally “masculine” activities.

Homer’s first attempt at “heterosexualizing” Bart involves placing him 
for a few hours in front of a billboard that features three bikini-clad women 
promoting Laramie cigarettes. In a wonderfully satirical moment, the show 
demonstrates the absurdity of viewing gayness—indeed, sexuality itself—as merely 
a learned behavior while simultaneously showing how easily other behaviors are 
manipulated through exposure to advertising: when Homer returns and asks Bart 
how he feels, Bart simply shrugs and says “I dunno—kind of feel like having a 
cigarette.” In short, this scene echoes the rhetoric of contemporary gay activism 
and underscores the current and fairly widespread belief that gayness is an innate 
quality; unlike smoking, being gay (or being straight, for that matter) is neither a 
learned behavior nor a simple matter of choice. Having failed with his first plan, 
Homer’s next strategy is to take Bart to a steel mill to see “real men” hard at work. 
Unfortunately for Homer, the men at the steel mill aren’t quite what he had expected: 
as Homer is trying to process what seems “odd” about their appearance and behavior, 
one of workers tells Homer “We work hard and we play hard” and pulls the cord 
on a steam-whistle; with that the entire mill transforms into a giant disco-tech, 
complete with laser lights and a glitter ball, at which point a stunned and exasperated 
Homer exclaims “The whole world’s gone gay!”

Determined to condition Bart toward traditional masculinity, as a last resort 
Homer decides to take Bart hunting because he believes that killing a deer will 
make Bart “more of a man.” Sadly, the only deer Homer can find are reindeer, and 
when he orders Bart to shoot one, Bart simply says “I’m not going to shoot a
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reindeer in a pen, man.” At this point, the reindeer get restless, and the misguided 
hunting trip results in Homer, Bart, Moe and Barney being attacked by the angry 
herd. They are subsequently rescued, however, by John, who scares the reindeer 
away with a remote-controlled robot version of Santa, ‘Iheir cruel and evil master.” 
Moe and Barney lament being saved by “a sissy,” but Homer, having now confronted 
his own homophobia, rises to John’s defense—albeit in typically bumbling Homer 
fashion: in an effort to be politically correct, Homer first calls John a ‘"fruit” and 
then, realizing the term might also be offensive, a “queer.” “Queer,” he says, “That’s 
what you like to be called, right? Queer?” “Well, that or John,” John drolly replies. 
Regardless of the faux pas, by the end of the episode Homer has come to see John 
as fellow person rather than as a person.

Not surprisingly, "‘Homer’s Phobia” received accolades from the Gay & 
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, which each year awards the best and brightest 
media representations of gay and lesbian individuals and the gay community. At 
the Ninth Annual Media Awards ceremony in April of 1998, “Homer’s Phobia” 
won the award for ‘"Outstanding TV: Individual Episode.” I think it a well-deserved 
award, for the episode offers its mainstream audience cogent critiques of a number 
of myths surrounding homosexual identity. Foremost, “Homer’s Phobia” critiques 
what is perhaps the most common misconception about homosexuality: namely, 
that gayness is somehow contagious. Homer is thus a stand-in for all of the 
homophobic individuals in our culture who believe that homosexuality is a 
contagious ""disease.” I think that what the show intends to illustrate with this 
episode is the speciousness of believing that one can ‘"catch” gay ness or learn to be 
gay according to proximity. This is a timely message considering the current "‘ex 
gay” movement taking place in America and the religious right proposition that 
homosexuality is a disease that can be “cured.” It also fits in well with recent 
claims from within the gay community itself that a gay identity is not simply a 
choice that one makes. “Homer’s Phobia” also critiques the narrow-minded belief 
that violence and aggressiveness are part and parcel of a (heterosexual) masculine 
identity. The episode shows that homosexuality is not a threat to such masculinity; 
indeed, it implies that heterosexual male identity would benefit from the 
incorporation of certain emotional qualities traditionally associated with gay men. 
Lastly, I think this episode illustrates that homosexuality itself is not a threat to the 
family but that homophobia is; in essence, homophobia is destructive to the 
heterosexual as well as the homosexual community.

As stated at the onset. The Simpsons consistently critiques the mistreatment 
and exclusion of many so-called minority citizens in American culture. I thus see 
the representation of gay life on The Simpsons as a significant political move. By 
enacting a gay sensibility. The Simpsons is re-articulating ‘"gayness” for its audience, 
thereby making mainstream what is still derisively referred to as an “alternative”
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lifestyle and contesting how this is generally (mis)understood in American culture. 
I concede that in the process of establishing a gay sensibility, The Simpsons relies 
upon stereotypes that have often been exploited in television. However, I believe 
that such representation is not at the expense of the gay community, but in support 
of it. Notably, the most gratuitous stereotypes are never utilized for Smithers; more 
importantly, I think, the wide range of images displayed on the show reflects the 
very real diversity of the gay community as it exists in American culture. I believe 
that The Simpsons ultimately wants to both acknowledge gay lives and support 
them by maintaining a gay character in a major recurring role and overtly politicizing 
his sexual identity. The show allows Smithers, who is an integral part of the show, 
to be both openly gay and the focal point for its critique of the oppression of sexual 
“minorities'’ in American culture. As I hope to have shown. The Simpsons 
continually seeks to expose cultural homophobia, to criticize the institutional 
apparatuses that maintain it, and to deplore the attendant exclusionary practices 
based on sexual orientation.

Richland College Matthew Henry
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Bogart, Bacall, Howard Hawks and Wartime 
Film Noir at Warner Bros.:

To Have and Have Not and The Big Sleep

The studios have gone in for these pictures because the Hays 
office is becoming more liberal...okaying treatments now which 
they would have turned down ten years ago, probably because 
they feel people can take the hard-boiled stuff nowadays. Of 
course, people have been reading about murderers, cutthroats and 
thieves in the newspapers...for years, but only recently has the 
Hays office permitted the movies to depict life as it really is.'

Raymond Chandler, 1945

During World War II, women made unprecedented professional strides in 
the wartime American workforce, even in Hollywood. As a booming motion picture 
industry faced an immense (male) labor shortage, women gained tremendous 
behind-the-scenes creative opportunity in film narratives depicting stronger, sexually 
transgressive femme fatales in wartime Hollywood films noir. Female creative 
production involvement in these films noir during World War II corresponded to 
female representation on-screen depicting pronounced, shifting gender and sexual 
polemics coinciding with a changing wartime-postwar audience. (Women writer/ 
producers included Columbia’s production executive Virginia Van Upp, Universal 
producer and Hitchcock protege Joan Harrison, and Warner Bros, writers Catherine 
Turney and Leigh Brackett.) Yet, late in the war, Hollywood crime films became 
more masculine. Simulating combat and targeting an increasing returning veteran 
audience, tough wartime noir crime films promoted misogynistic violence. In fact, 
war-related conditions enabled a dark crime trend (cited by 1940s industry trade 
papers as Hollywood’s hard-boiled ‘Ted meaf’ cycle) before the term "film noir'" 
originated in France in 1946.^

By 1943 Hollywood studios began anticipating the end of the war and 
producing screen narratives depicting a “seedier” American homefront involving 
crime, corrupt detectives and former-GIs, tapping into the psychic identity of tough 
“destabilized” males exposed to inordinate violence in wartime combat. Screen 
violence was heightened as federal regulation changed and gender representation 
shifted— from weapons to women. Encouraging male camaraderie (though 
homosexuality was censored) and reformulating gangsters (censored as “un-
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American” during the war), “red meat” crime men “roughed up” tough, sexually 
transgressive “dangerous” women in wartime-early postwar narratives (such as 
G il da, initiated in 1944, produced in 1945, released in 1946). Moreover, publicity 
promoted violence (simulating combat) and misogynism (male stars beating up 
female co-stars) as hard-hitting “realism.”

One of the most powerful creative forces at wartime Warner Bros, was 
producer-director Howard Hawks (who was also actively involved in the writing/ 
adaptation process of his films). Hawks was savvy enough to recognize the lucrative 
potential of Warner Bros.’ formula for success, Casablanca, in adapting the fiction 
of Ernest Hemingway and Raymond Chandler during the war as an ideal masculine 
star vehicle for Humphrey Bogart and new female co-star discovery, Lauren Bacall.

Humphrey Bogart embodied 1940s American masculinity on Hollywood 
screens. His tough but often conflicted male image captured the spirit of hard 
bitten wartime (and, later, postwar) cultural experience and the destabilized 
psychological framework offilm  noir. Bogart had been known for his supporting 
roles as crime “heavy” in 1930s Warner Bros, gangster and B films, but his big 
break was the lead role as sympathetic crime hero, Roy Earle, in High Sierra. By 
1941, the former criminal catapulted to stardom as private detective Sam Spade in 
The M altese Falcon, then played an anti-Nazi gambler in All Through the Night 
and a trenchcoat-clad undercover military counter-espionage agent thwarting 
Japanese subversives in Across the Pacific. Bogart finally confirmed his A-film 
star status as tormented rugged individualist turned romantic wartime patriot, Rick 
Blaine, by 1942 in Casablanca. These roles solidified and consolidated his 
masculine screen persona. (Soon after, Bogart was loaned to Columbia studio to 
portray a tough, scrappy military leader of a remote ragtag desert combat squad 
who at first is uncompromising and psychologically conflicted, then humanized 
and ultimately “reformed” as Allied war hero in the 1943 film, Sahara.) Bogart’s 
star persona was later reformulated from wartime antihero to postwar urban 
individualist in Hollywood’s transitional shift from war-related to non-war-related 
(“red meat” crime) production and promotion strategies as evident in Howard 
Hawks’ dark film s noir To H ave and Have Ao/ (1944) and The Big Sleep  (1946).

Bogart’s model of tormented 1940s noir masculinity in wartime (and 
postwar) narratives related not only to grufifhard-boiled adaptation source material, 
but also to the reworking of gangster film cycles during the war, particularly since 
the classical genre’s protagonist and unethical/illegal ideology was determined to 
be “un-American,” banned as unpatriotic, and censored by the government’s Office 
of Censorship throughout World War II.  ̂ Following The M altese Falcon  and 
Casablanca, Warners cast the former gangster as a patriotic war hero/fatal martyr 
in Warners’ P assage to  M arseille (released in 1944), but not before the studio cast 
him as a “heavy” murdering his estranged wife (after eyeing her younger sister) in
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Conflict, a bizarre hybrid of female gothic and investigative detective thrillers (where 
Sydney Greenstreet switches roles with Bogart, piecing together the murder case). 
Conflict was a non-war-related mystery-thriller story, originally The Tentacle, 
written by emigre Robert Siodmak (in an effort to negotiate a Warners directing 
job with producer Henry Blanke in the early 1940s) and Alfred Neumann. It was 
sold to Warner Bros, in August 1942, shot shortly after Casablanca, then held and 
stockpiled by the studio until it was premiered for ‘-100 rain-soaked and mud- 
spattered G.I.’s” of the 137th Infantry Regiment in a ‘‘cold bam some 1,500 yards 
away from the front lines” in France on November 3, 1944 prior to its June 1945 
release."* (It was also one of the first red meat film s noir shown later that November 
1944 night in Paris.) It is significant that Conflict was withheld from release while 
Bogart’s wartime hero persona was developed in Sahara and Passage to M arseille 
during the war (as ‘"un-American” gangsters were censored and narratively 
reformulated), and Warners let Columbia take the risk of putting Bogie in its war 
film, then capitalized on his Sahara  success in Passage to M arseille. Bogart’s 
masculine image changed as his star power increased. The conflicted male in 
Casablanca  and Conflict became an increasingly patriotic wartime hero in Bogart’s 
next films Sahara and Passage to M arseille.

When Warner Bros, finally released Conflict on June 20, 1945 The Los 
Angeles Evening-Herald Express exclaimed: “There is no scarcity of red meat in 
Conflict. This muscular meller packed with gusto and Movieville’s dramatic Vitamin 
A-1” featured Bogart as a wife murderer.^ (The irony with the star’s real-life 
estranged and soon-to-be former wife, Mayo, is noteworthy here.) The film’s clinical 
realism is emphasized in a June 27, 1945 Los Angeles Examiner article noting 
“psychiatry in its relation to crime is vividly described” in Conflict which “points 
out that certain mental fixations can become obsessions and in some cases lead to 
violent crime.”  ̂Moreover, a June 10, 1945 Saint Paul Pioneer Press piece called 
Bogart “menace man de lux who returns to his evil ways again and murders his 
wife,” but nonetheless noted that the masculine star “tops all rivals in his home 
studio as the ‘pin up’ favorite of service women, including WAGS, WAVES, SPARS 
and Lady Marines.”^

Yet, a major problem in Conflict and M arseille was an ongoing concern 
for Warners and Bogart: Finding a sufficiently strong female star to cast opposite 
Bogart in his rising career with increasingly romantic roles. Warners had to borrow 
Ingrid Bergman from independent producer David O. Selznick for Casablanca, 
and Saharan's successful heroine at Columbia was a tank! Absent Warners borrowing 
Bergman from Selznick, Bogart had better chemistry opposite the tank than his 
Conflict or M arseille  co-stars. (January 1943 Production Code Administration 
[PCA] files for Sahara  even noted censoring “keep your pants on,” referring to 
Lulubelle the tank: “She’s just like a woman—she won’t say yes the first time.”*)
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This casting problem was solved for star and studio by the increasingly powerful 
hyphenate producer-director Howard Hawks (and wife “Slim”) who discovered 
and groomed 19 year-old model/covergirl Betty (renamed “Lauren”) Bacall, then 
cast her opposite Bogart as female co-star in To Have and H ave Not and The Big  
Sleep. This pairing was a significant improvement over other actresses—even better 
than female weaponry in Sahara.

Hawks’ discovery of female co-star Lauren Bacall and casting of the 
ingenue with Bogart in To Have and Have N ot and The Big Sleep  accelerated 
Bogart’s masculine screen reformulation. Like Casablanca^ Hawks’ To H ave and  
H ave N ot and The Big Sleep  were pivotal narratives for Bogart, transitioning his 
male persona from destabilized patriotic wartime (anti)hero to gritty, hard-bitten 
professional. Bogart’s “reformed” star image opposite Bacall in To Have and Have 
N ot and The Big Sleep  paralleled Warner Bros.’ shift from wartime to non-war- 
related narratives toward the end of World War II to target a postwar viewing 
audience. To Have and Have N ot refined Bogart’s rough hero supporting the war 
effort and The Big Sleep  moved his persona back to urban, hard-boiled terrain 
recasting him as a cynical noir individualist. The reforming and romanticizing of 
Bogart’s character throughout the war (from High Sierra  and Casablanca  onward) 
left an indelible imprint in his masculine armor, as did his amour to Bacall. Thus, 
the “sentimental” heart of High Sierra  and Casablanca  was invigorated by the 
sexual rapport of To H ave and H ave Not. Its Bogart-Bacall precedent would 
romantically inform the male star’s tough hide in The Big Sleep—as an “A” 
professional, despite an unsavory criminal milieu, no longer doing “B” “heavy” 
roles.

Howard Hawks effectively functioned as an in-house independent 
producer-director at Warner Bros, during the war. Hawks’ “hyphenate” producer- 
director creative position at Warners coincided with the industry-wide rise in 
hyphenate and independent production in Hollywood throughout World War II. 
While allowing more artistic freedom and greater creative control over the 
filmmaking process, hyphenate and independent production also provided 
substantial wartime tax advantages for prominent, highly paid “above-the-line” 
talent in avoiding 90 percent income tax brackets on their large salaries (often 
earning a percentage of the film’s gross box-office receipts in lieu of a huge salary— 
encouraging higher quality, first-run “A” film product— and being taxed at a mere 
25 percent capital gains tax). Hawks had considerable creative power with To Have 
and H ave N ot (and with The Big Sleep) in purchasing the stories, setting up the 
production deal, and selling the properties at a tidy profit to Warner Bros., then 
refusing to allow anyone to act as producer on the films he directed.

In the case of To Have and H ave Not, Ernest Hemingway’s novel was 
“cleaned up” considerably to appease the PCA and infuse wartime topicality. Red
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meat misogynism was rife in A. E. MacKenzie’s August 17, 1937 Warner Bros, 
synopsis of the original story (from advance galleys of Hemingway’s novel) about 
rum-running between Cuba and Key West, where life is cheap amid a ‘'depression” 
setting. Harry was ''hard and trained to kill when an occasion demanded ruthless 
action,” married, with three daughters, described as:

.. .young bitches at an age when they were liable to lay any one 
with the price of a movie they wanted to see badly enough.
That came from their mother’s side of the family honest enough.
Marie had been a whore before Harry married her, but he was 
the only man she ever found capable of subduing her physically 
and so she stuck to him with a more avid loyalty than any moral 
principle could have induced. By conventional civilized 
standards the Morgans were scum; but in terms of their 
background and jungle surroundings they were a worthy family 
unit of ‘"have-nots”. One must do what is necessary to live in 
one’s own world. Only sperm-less suckers try to kid themselves 
they’re in another.^

In addition to the synopsis’ pronounced gender polemics, MacKenzie’s 
1937 Warners rendering of Hemingway’s novel included repeated ethnic slurs— 
from “Chinks” to ‘"Spiks” to “Niggers.” All of this, along with shady rum-running, 
smuggling, gangsters and Cuban revolutionaries, was duly reformed and sanitized 
(‘white washed’) for the PCA to meet chief censor Joseph Breen’s approval. 
However, changes for the Code and the war in Warner’s To Have and Have Not 
adaptation actually used Casablanca's, framework to metaphorically suggest 
increased sex and violence (like Double Indemnity and other film s noir) as a means 
of gaining PCA approval. Rather than gangsters or other ""unsavory”characters, 
the villains were Nazis a la the Vichy French. Warners’ May 15, 1944 revised 
synopsis reeked of wartime espionage and duplicity, justified by overthrowing the 
Nazis. It read: “Vichy 'loyalists’ rule the French island of Martinique in the days 
following the fall of France. Under the calm surface, however, revolt brews in Fort 
de France, the capital, as Free French patriots continue to struggle for liberty.” '̂  

And rather than the male protagonist having a whore wife and three slut 
daughters—capitalizing on Bogart’s i^osX-Casablanca appeal—the hero, Harry 
Morgan (aka Steve), and new female co-star. Slim, were decidedly single. Breen 
purged any suggestion of prostitution or adultery, although it’s suggested in Slim’s 
recurrent ability to procure large sums of cash and entire wallets from seductively 
enticing men at the bar. And unlike the book, Bogart doesn’t die at the end of the 
narrative, but instead sails off with the girl. Enter Bacall. Howard Hawks had
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discovered Lauren Bacall and signed her up for a $100-per-week contract at his in- 
house independent H-F Productions to star opposite Bogart in To Have and Have 
Not and The B ig Sleep  at Warner Bros. After incorporating Ella Raines in B-H 
Productions (with partner Charles Boyer) and selling her contract to Universal for 
Phantom Lady, Hawks formed another independent company, H-F Productions, in 
1943 with agent Charles K. Feldman. Hawks was shrewd in gaining three hot 
properties for H-F Productions which he then sold to Warner Bros.: Ernest 
Hemingway’s To H ave and H ave Not, Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep, and 
19-year-old Betty Bacall.

Originally, Howard Hughes (who had worked with Hawks producing the 
gangster film S carf ace  in 1931-32) had purchased the rights to the 1937 novel To 
H ave and Have N ot from Hemingway on May 31,1939 for $10,000. By September 
7, 1943, a Warner Bros, memo outlined the “Howard Hawks deal” to pay Hawks 
$100,000 to direct the film for the studio plus 20% of the gross up to three million 
and 30% thereafter, to star Bogart in the lead with newcomer Bacall—under contract 
to Hawks—on a 50-50 split contract basis with Warners, and to purchase To Have 
and H ave N ot fi*om Hawks (and pay the director whatever he paid Hughes for it) 
for a price not to exceed $100,000. Interestingly, an October 22, 1943 contract 
stated that Hawks purchased the story from Hughes (for an unknovm amount on 
an unknown day) in October 1943, and that Warner Bros, agreed to pay $92,500 to 
acquire the property from Hawks. A June 3, 1944 production budget confirms the 
sweet deal: a hefty $92,500 cost for story rights (with another $64,278 developing 
the continuity and treatment), no producer, and $200,000 paid to director Hawks— 
who insisted on producing his own films. After Warner initially opposed Bacall’s 
casting in To H ave and H ave N ot (with ads promoting Bogart and not even 
mentioning Bacall), her debut was so successful that Hawks then sold Bacall’s 
contract outright to the major studio for future Warners projects—as relations 
between star/s and the hyphenate director became strained due to Bogart and Bacall’s 
oflf-screen romance and marriage (by the end of The Big Sleep). Production on To 
Have and Have N ot vein 62 days from February 29-May 10,1944 (following Double 
Indemnity's production but before its release, and just after M ildred Pierce's 
production at Warners)."

Production and promotion strategies capitalized on hyping heightened 
sensational red meat sex and violence ‘a la Bogart as destabilized male star in 
Casablanca, Conflict, To H ave and Have N ot and The Big Sleep  publicity. Warner 
Bros.’ October 20, 1944 production notes press release for To Have and H ave N ot 
cited that the censorable “taint of rum running had been removed” from Ernest 
Hemingway’s novel, but the “helping of gun powder and sex increased.” It described 
star Humphrey Bogart as “hot as a Long Tom on the Siegfried front, after 
Casablanca  and the Academy Award.” Interestingly, the publicity credited Hawks’
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grooming of newcomer Bacall to Bogart! It referred to the male star as “veteran in 
timing, voice inflection and all the tricks of technique” who “generously passed on 
his experience gained knowledge” to ensure Bacall’s “socko debut.” '̂  Consistent 
with Bogart’s combat roles and post-Casablanca  star status, opponents “fighting 
with pistols” lose to the patriotic masculine star. In line with red meat promotional 
strategy, violence and sex are heightened and conflated. Drawing on recognized 
crime roles at the studio to capitalize on rugged romantic appeal, Warners’ release 
states: “Bogart dishes out violent death in the best Bogart tradition. Even so, the 
combustion crown for the film goes to tawny topped Bacall. She lighted the spark” 
and “whipped it to flame.” It promoted Bacall as “sultry,” the first woman Bogart 
“lived to keep” and "maintaining his lease on her love life through the currently 
filming The Big Sleep.""

Reversing gender roles, publicity cited Bacall having to be embarrassingly 
assertive in boldly initiating “sex charged situations” with “Bogey playing hard to 
get” in the screen effort to “prove that he can love like he can fight.” This is not 
unlike the transitional strategy of easing men back from wartime combat into 
relationships with women in the home—in a move from violence to love, and 
toward sexual confrontations with transgressively assertive career women who 
were working during the war.

In “fumigating” the narrative for the PC A, Warners noted Hemingway’s 
Cuban “revolutionists were purified by making them DeGaullists fighting the Vichy 
French for control of Martinique” in a wartime reformulation capitalizing on 
Casablanca"s success. Publicity also established the milieu of the film. “Settings 
for the Hemingway story harmonized with the mood of smoldering sex and violent 
intrigue. A smoke hazed cabaret interior, more than vaguely reminiscent of 
Casablanca; the dingy but picturesque waterfront of Fort de France” that was 
“duplicated from photographs” to ensure “authenticity” from an “Army regiment 
stationed in Martinique.” It noted “fog shrouded island landings and open sea” 
with “narrowly sinister hotel corridors and a decidedly masculine bedroom.” '̂  Not 
surprisingly, in a cultural and production context growing out of the war, this trend 
toward “authenticity” often related to violence. This tapping into a hard-hitting 
milieu paralleled wartime experience, realistic newsreels and combat films. A 
prominent trend toward realism proliferated during the postwar period—on screen 
(in Hollywood and abroad, as in Italian neorealism growing out of the war), and on 
the New York stage. This pervasive realism contributed to the development offilm  
noh% in a wartime symbiosis between documentary and Hollywood narrative films 
related to the wartime psyche emerging in noir.

Warner Bros, publicity for To Have and Have N ot read, “When Humphrey 
Bogart kills a man in a motion picture, he wants to do it right.” In this wartime 
production and promotion context, it explained how the actor and director Hawks
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were ‘‘ballistics experts” having a lengthy “professional discussion” on “trajectory 
and deflection” because Bogart was “about to knock off one of the villians” and 
“wanted the execution to be boner proof’ when firing a bullet thiough a table top. 
It capitalized on his experience with guns on- and ofif-screen, stating “in real life, 
naturally” Bogart suggested a “laboratory experiment” conducted using a “real 
slug” according to “authentic specifications.” '̂  Another piece (obviously aiming 
to target a male combat/retuming military veteran audience) read: “Actor Qualifies 
As Machine Gun Expert” and “Bogart Demands Perfection In Film Gun Fight.” 
An effort was also made to exploit his earlier gangster roles and reformulate his 
tough guy persona toward wartime combat, weapons and women. In “Pistol Packin’ 
Bogart Changes Role, Not Weapon,” the actor “escaped gangster roles but not 
tommy guns.’' But “since his reformation,” Bogart was doing “more shooting” and 
“getting more romance.” (Thus capitalizing on heightened sex and violence.) It 
quoted the star: “You can always find a Bogart set. Just follow the sound of gunfire.” 
Citing “fusillades” using “.45 automatics to .30 caliber machine guns,” he “couldn’t 
remember doing a picture without firearms and shooting.”

Further, in promotion interchanging weapons and women, female romance 
“rivalry matches the tommy guns in explosiveness.” The press book cites “action” 
and “torrid romance” in an “exciting tale of love that smolders” in a “web of political 
intrigue that is woven” by the “hands of Vichy’s Gestapo” amid “smoky cafe” 
scenes “drenched in cigarette and gun smoke.” The story involves a “dangerous 
night” and “running gun battle at sea” where an “underground leader is desperately 
wounded by Vichy machine gun bullets.” In this wartime setting, the couple are 
described as “two Americans, sick with themselves and the rotten world that lay 
bleeding all about them.” It refers to Bogart as a “lusty, gnarled sea w olf’ who is 
‘iough and nonchalant” and Bacall as “sultry,” a “siren” and “New York tough 
gal” who “slithers” as a “throaty serpentine blonde” and gets her “ears slapped 
back in Hollywood” noting Bacall’s violent slap across the face by Vichy police 
(while Bogart voyeuristically “watched”). The red meat discourse continues: Hawks 
“said he was sorry. They had to do the scene again. They did it four more times. 
Miss Bacall took the slaps without flinching although they obviously stung.” Again, 
the violence, often misogynistic violence, is pitched not only to sell and 
sensationalize, but also to justify and naturalize its narrative exploitation in the so- 
called effort to increase verisimilitude and “realism.” This promotion strategy 
certainly related to the rough, tough, stark images of “raw” wartime violence in 
newsreels, documentaries and combat footage—or rather the studios’ effort to 
capitalize on this with a more lenient PCA..'^

The tight-paced narrative action of To Have and Have Not and The Big 
Sleep was certainly accentuated by Hawks’ reworking of Warner Bros.’ lean, 
masculine crime and war films to bump up the romance. This reformulation of
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Hemingway’s narrative along the lines of the war and Code are evident in Warners’ 
1944 trailer advertising Hawks’ film. The narrator begins:

Ernest Hemingway, soldier of fortune, who can always be found 
where adventure beckons, now takes you to the danger zone of 
the mid-Atlantic, where strange ships slip through the fog with 
even stranger cargos. Where every man has a price, and every 
woman a past. Where all barriers are down, and the only law is 
the law of the Caribbean.'^

The preview emphasized violence as Bogart yells: "'Gimme that gun.” Rummy 
sidekick Walter Brennan (in a remarkable transformation from his dignified 
university professor/patriarch role in Lang’s Hangmen A lso Die, the year before) 
warns: ‘‘You can’t fight them guys, Harry.” But publicity capitalizes on narrative 
violence, justified as a Job and mission for the war. The film’s trailer also played 
up the sex angle, suggestively quoting a provocative Bacall: “I’m hard to get, 
Steve. All you have to do is ask me.” And later, Bogart (as tough guy breaking 
furniture and threatening two Vichy thugs) yells a macho threat: “That broke as 
easy as you will. You’re both gonna take a beating till someone uses that phone. 
That means one of yuh’s gonna take a beating for nothing, and I don’t care which 
one it is!” The trailer segues to Bacall’s sexual assertiveness in initiating a kiss, 
igniting repartee. Bogart: “What’d you do that for?” Bacall: ‘T ve been wondering 
whether I’d like it.” Bogart: “What’s the decision?” Bacall: ‘T don’t know yet. It’s 
even better when you help.” ‘̂

Hawks’ pairing of “The Look” opposite Bogart, and turning up the heat 
via suggestive innuendo was as phenomenally successful as the couple’s chemistry 
in real life. Warner Bros, capitalized on the stars’ affair and exploited the pair’s 
ofiF-screen romance all the way to the box-office. To Have and Have Not returned 
its $1,684,000 cost, grossing $3,442,000 on its initial domestic release (with another 
$1,602,000 in foreign earnings, totaling $5,044,000).'® Bogart and Bacall’s sexual 
repartee sparked a sequel Warner project co-starring the couple in Hawk’s The Big  
Sleep  in an effort to duplicate the on-screen combustion of To H ave and Have Not. 
Advertising and press books for Warners’ Have N ot included double-fiill-page ads 
featuring the couple prominently in a rough, gripping red meat embrace with the 
caption: “It happens this way,” and “BOGART in love with his kind of woman!” in 
“A Howard Hawks Production” of “Hemingway’s daring story adapted for the 
screen!” It cited 1944 industry trades. The H ollyw ood Reporter. "“Highly exciting, 
fast-moving, exotic melodrama of the C asab lan ca  School...Bogart at his 
best...Bacall is nothing less than terrific.” Showman's Trade Review: “Lustic, comic, 
romantic, melodramatic....” Boxqffice: “In mood, situations, suspense and adventure.
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this is comparable to Casablanca,... If anything, this one moves faster than the 
other.... Its romantic interludes are more on the torrid side....Bacall delivers a 
performance which will catapult her to certain stardom.” '̂

“My, my, my. Such a lot of Guns around Town and so Few Brains”
At age 51, hard-boiled writer Raymond Chandler wrote The Big Sleep—  

the first of four masterful detective novels creating an atmospheric milieu of Los 
Angeles—over three months in 1939 while residing in the City of Angels. The 
mystery story was a moody, brilliant labyrinth of the shady exploits of hard-boiled 
detective Philip Marlow navigating through a complex and duplicitous world of 
decadent estates, corrupt crime, menacing cops and lethal women in order to solve 
a case for his dying client, elderly father of two wild, beautiful daughters embroiled 
in an unsavory blackmail/murder ring. By March 16, 1939 Chandler wrote of his 
desire to “make enough” to “move to England and to forget mystery writing...if 
there is no war and if there is any money.” World War II clearly preempted 
Chandler’s plans and instead provided a “machine-gun burst of creativity” in 
completing four of his best mystery novels {The Big Sleep, F arew ell M y Lovely, 
The High Window and The Lady in the Lake) between 1939-1943, in adapting the 
screenplay for D ouble Indemnity and writing The Blue Dahlia  in early 1945 while 
living in wartime Los Angeles.-^ Remarkably The Big Sleep  got only four reviews 
in 1939 and Chandler’s books were out of print by the mid-1940s; it was his 
Academy Award-nominated script for Double Indemnity that revived interest in 
Chandler’s novels, spreading his reputation by word of mouth. (Soon after, RKO 
produced Farewell, M y Lovely  as Murder My Sweet, Hawks and Warner Bros, 
produced The Big Sleep, MGM produced The Lady in the Lake and Paramount 
hired Chandler to write an original screenplay The Blue Dahlia.)

It was on September 20, 1943, as Wilder and Chandler completed the 
script for D ouble Indemnity and Breen okayed the project for production, that 
publisher Alfred Knopf published the paperback version of The Big Sleep. As Double 
Indemnity was released, Steve Trilling’s August 2, 1944 memo to Colonel Jack 
Warner noted Hawks’ effort to acquire the rights to Chandler’s The Big Sleep, a 
“highly censorable detective yam which, like To Have and Have Not, presents 
grave problems in adapting” the screenplay for Bogart and Bacall.^' Hawks sent a 
memo to Roy Obringer regarding The Big Sleep  deal on August 28, 1944." By 
August 29, 1944, Hawks secured the rights to Chandler’s Big Sleep  for $20,000, 
with Bogart to star in the picture, and requested $80,000 from Warners to direct 
and $55,000 to sell the story and completed scenario to the studio with a $20,000 
advance as an option to buy the rights. The script was submitted to the PCA on 
September 26, 1944, with Breen haggling over reducing the violence, liquor and 
sex in the story through October, when Shurlock intervened and phoned Hawks.-^
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By October 10,1944, Los Angeles Times article (alongside a Woman in the Window 
review) cited: ‘‘Lauren Bacall Selected to Portray Sinister Role in Bogart’s Big  
Sleep.'' Originally, Bacall was to play the murderous fem m e fatale^ Carmen, in The 
Big Sleep. Bacall’s role was later shifted to Carmen’s more benign older sister, a 
less meaty, more peripheral minor role. The Big Sleep  was then reformulated into 
a co-star-vehicle changing Bacall’s role to retarget and capitalize on the appeal of 
“The Look” on the tails of To Have and H ave Not.^^

Warner Bros, purchased the rights to make one film of Chandler’s hot 
property from Hawks for $20,000 on October 27,1944— with no rights to produce 
a sequel or a television broadcast version of The Big Sleep.~^ By 1944, following 
the enormous success of To Have and Have N ot and Double Indemnity, writer 
Leigh Brackett worked on The Big Sleep  as her first script at Warner Bros. Author 
of numerous hard-boiled crime novels, Brackett polished her craft of “writing like 
a man” in adapting the seductive misogynism of Raymond Chandler’s story and 
penning tough women in collaborating with Hawks and William Faulkner, who 
worked separately on the screenplay. Hawks and Jules Furthman then did significant 
rewriting during production on the set of The Big Sleep.

Stylistically, the influence of war-related newsreel “realism” conventions 
had become increasingly pronounced in Warner Bros, productions—from To Have 
and Have N ot (drawing on Casablanca) to The Big Sleep. Cameraman Sid Hickox 
shot both Hawks films. Yet, The Big Sleep's visual style was quintessentially film  
noir, much darker than Casablanca  or To H ave and Have Not. The exterior of the 
dark, rain-slicked, tree-covered road outside Geiger’s house resembled the body 
dumping sets in Conflict, Woman in the Window, and the rain-pelted finale of 
M inistry o f  Fear. A November 9, 1944 Warner Bros, production memo fi-om Eric 
Stacey to T. C. (“Tenny”) Wright cites the tarped set and rigging of the Brownstone 
Street exterior and arranging for “necessary fog keys.” This enclosed, tented wartime 
set is consistent with other wartime productions to enable a more controlled shooting 
environment and accentuated claustrophobic noir style. A November 13 memo 
cited filming was preempted because the script was being rewritten and (artificial) 
rain had gotten the exterior set of Geiger’s house too wet to continue.-^ Production 
was rough. There was tension between Hawks and Bogart over his romance with 
the director’s discovery. (Relations between Hawks and Bacall even cooled, but 
remained polite.) By November 24, 1944 “Bogart overslept” and had “not had a 
day off for thirty-six straight days,” and Hawks was “seriously thinking of arranging 
his work so that Bogie can get a little rest.”-̂  The star’s marriage to estranged 
Mayo Methot was falling apart. He was in and out of living at home and at the 
Beverly Hills Hotel, and in and out of an alcoholic stupor. And all the while he was 
seeing Bacall—on the sly initially, then he finally broke off his marriage and eloped 
with his co-star during production of The Big Sleep. Hawks apparently was not
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amused. He refrained from congratulating his newlywed stars.^*
By November 28, the picture was 20 days behind schedule and Stacey 

noted ‘‘Hawks’ practice” of “rewriting the entire scene on the set.” In Bogart’s 
absence, Faulkner left the project and the studio. The writer’s famous December 
12,1944 memo to Jerry Geller read: “The following rewritten and additional scenes 
for The Big Sleep  were done by the author in respectful joy and happy admiration 
after he had gone off salary and while on his way back to Mississippi. With grateful 
thanks to the studio for the cheerful and crowded day coach which alone saved 
him from wasting his time in dull and profitless rest and sleep. With love, William 
Faulkner"' (Many of Faulkner’s revisions were not used in the film. In addition to 
Hawks and Furthman’s extensive rewriting on the set, and Chandler contributing 
here and there, Brackett’s caustic, witty dialogue was incorporated more often into 
the script. On December 29, “Bogart returned to work—apparently in good 
shape.” Production was 30 days behind schedule, and completion was not 
anticipated until mid-January 1945.^° A January 13,1945 memo notes that “a retake 
of the opening sequence in Vivian’s sitting room” of Bacall “was finished. 
Incidentally, this sequence has already been retaken completely and this will be 
the second retake of this episode.” Bogart, Bacall and Vickers finished cast shooting. 
The film was 34 days over schedule, yet only $15,000 over budget, “with $35,000 
budgeted for music” and “yet to be spent” it may “not go over budget much more 
than $50,000.” '̂ The film received a PCA seal of approval on January 31, 1945.^  ̂

With Hawks’ increasingly awkward rapport with his leading stars, the 
producer-director focused considerable effort on grooming, lighting and dialogue 
for female co-star Martha Vickers who plays the fem m e ̂ Carmen—so much so that 
she upstaged Bacall in the film’s initial release. UCLA Archive’s recently discovered 
April 1945 print certainly bears this out. The Big Sleep  (like Conflict) was originally 
released/premiered for U.S. military troops, this time in the Pacific, in spring- 
summer 1945. Bacall’s more minor role and lukewarm performance got less than 
enthusiastic reviews. Yet, Hawks’ To Have and Have Not surged in popularity. 
Newcomer Bacall was now an on screen sensation. Warner Bros, smartly desired 
additional tough “insolent and provocative” scenes of the female star opposite 
Bogart (such as the classic harsh words in her bedroom, and the horse racing 
innuendo at the restaurant) to feature her more prominently in the narrative and 
draw on the immense success of the sultry pair in To Have and Have Not. As 
Warners rushed and prioritized the release of all its war-related pictures to capture 
the last of a wartime consumer market before the global conflict drew to a close. 
The Big Sleep  was temporarily stockpiled. But a year later, a January 28, 1946 
production report indicates six days of retakes beginning on January 21-25, 1946; 
the project completed filming on Monday the 28th. This new footage included 
Vicker’s scenes in Marlowe’s apartment and the D.A.’s office, as well as numerous
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added scenes of Bacall.”  Warners’ now owned Bacall’s contract and wanted to 
maximize their investment in developing her star potential. In fact, so “insolent 
and provocative” was Bacall’s dialogue that a year after the film had already received 
a PC A seal, Breen’s January 25, 1946 letter to Warner nixed Bacall’s salacious 
comeback: “A lot depends on who’s in the saddle.” Yet, the suggestive line remained 
in the film.”

The Big Sleep"  ̂final cost was $ 1,562,000; twenty months after the end of 
principal photography, its delayed August 1946 release brought in $3,493,000 in 
domestic grosses and $1,346,000 internationally, totaling $4,839,000.”  Publicity 
called Bogart a “two-fisted, realistic private detective Philip Marlowe” in Warners’ 
effort to reinstitute a gangster narrative via a ''bigshot racketeer and gambler,” 
citing “real life” gangsters: “The dashboard gunflap in Detective Bogart’s car was 
modeled after a similar utility arsenal that G-men found rigged up in the getaway 
car used by ‘Pretty Boy’ Floyd Hamilton.” The press book noted "'Big Sleep  Aided 
Okinawa Storm Victims,” and “Realism Plays Big Role in Filming The Big Sleep"" 
as “Rehearsal Realism Assures Solitude.” Red meat is also abundant in Bogart’s 
“tough private dick” leaving a “memorable study in black and blue” roughing up 
female co-star Vickers. Warner promoted the new female faces amid “sudden death” 
in Bogart’s film: “six other girls” and “husky-voiced Bacall.””  Warner Bros.’ 
publicity even noted a growing trend in Hollywood, citing Raymond Chandler’s 
involvement in screen crime adaptations (e.g.. Double Indemnity, et al.), increasing 
interest in the hard-boiled writer’s tough fiction as source material (e.g.. The Big  
Sleep, et al.), and Hollywood’s “increasing use o f ’ filming “its own California 
backyard,” noting Double Indemnity and M ildred Pierce. Actually, these films 
primarily used enclosed tarped studio backlots rather than “backyard” locations 
during the war. The Big Sleep  was called a “violent smoky cocktail” where a “sullen 
atmosphere of sex saturates the film.””

Hawks’ successful pairing of Bogart and Bacall in his adaptation of 
Hemingway’s To Have and Have N ot and Chandler’s The Big Sleep  at wartime 
Warner Bros, was indicative of a broader Hollywood trend. By August 8, 1945, in 
“Crime Certainly Pays on the Screen: The growing crop of homicidal films poses 
questions for psychologists and producers,” industry analyst Lloyd Shearer of The 
New York Times noted the heightened sex and violence of a definitive meaty crime 
trend emerging—and gaining momentum—during the war in adopting non-war- 
related narrative strategies anticipating a postwar economy, industry, culture and 
audience. As primary 1940s industry trade papers suggest:

Of late there has been a trend in Hollywood toward the 
wholesale production of lusty, hard-boiled, gat-and-gore crime 
stories, all fashioned on a theme with a combination of plausibly
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motivated murder and studded with high-powered Freudian 
implication. Of the quantity of such films now in vogue. Double 
Indemnity^ Murder My Sweet, Conflict and Laura are a quartet 
of the most popular which quickly come to mind. Shortly to be 
followed by Twentieth Century-Fox’s The Dark Corner and 
The High Window, MGM’s The Postman Always Rings Twice 
and The Lady in the Lake, Paramount’s Blue Dahlia and 
Warner’s Serenade and The Big Sleep

Studio publicity, industry trade papers and The New York Times argued 
that this “quartet constitutes a mere vanguard of the cinematic homicide to come,” 
noting Hollywood’s escalating crime bandwagon: “Every studio in town has at 
least two or three similar blood-freezers before the cameras right now, which means 
that within the next year or so movie murder particularly with a psychological 
twist will become almost as common as the weekly newsreel or musical.

In Hollywood’s industry shift from wartime to postwar narrative film 
strategies, 1940s industry and trade papers indicate a clearly observable cycle of 
crime films produced during World War II—affected, influenced and enabled by 
war-related conditions—originating prior to 1946 French discourse which critically 
coined "fllm noir"" Rather than the war being a hiatus in the development of a 
primarily postwar film movement, fully-articulated fllm  noir actually emerged in 
the U.S. as an aspect of film production and spectatorship under wartime 
circumstances before the 1946 critical inception and canonization conceived in 
France, developing as a wartime style and Hollywood crime trend described, and 
clearly identified by a term circulated widely, as “red meat.” World War II created 
a complex set of circumstances which converged in an intricate network of 
interacting wartime production conditions. These war-related 1940s (national) 
cultural, industrial and production factors, or “generative mechanisms,” culminated 
in an emeigent wartime cinematic style of dark “realism” in what industry discourse 
termed a racy “red meat” crime trend, soon to be coined film  noir after the war.

Rowan University Sheri Chinen Biesen
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Scandal’s Second Life: Lolita and the 
Perversion of the Text

By way of concluding the section of Lolita dedicated to her supposed 
“precursor” (9), narrator Humbert Humbert informs his reader, “I broke her spell 
by incarnating her in another” (15). In his own account of his primal scene of 
arrested sexual development, Humbert thus makes available yet another layer of 
the novel’s thoroughgoing critique of Freudian psycho-sexuality. For by offering a 
childhood “precursor” and the consequent need to replace the object of thwarted 
desire, Nabokov’s novel so perfectly conforms to a Freudian explanation for 
Humbert’s adult perversion as to render the reductiveness of that model inescapable.' 
Yet, the incarnation of a substitute object of desire suggests both the utopian 
possibility of the cinematic adaptation of a novel and its greatest danger. For the 
cinematic incarnation may substitute for the original object of desire but only at 
the cost of “breaking the spell” of that which it replaces. The controversy 
surrounding the recent film version of Lolita directed by Adrian Lyne reveals the 
anxiety attendant to cinematic adaptation as the danger, to use Humbert’s terms, of 
“eclipsing” a fictional “prototype” (40). Moreover, as it mirrors the language of 
erotic attachment dramatized in Nabokov’s novel, the popular discourse addressing 
Lyne’s film offers an alternative model of cinematic adaptation premised on 
perversion, here understood as the conflation of the aesthetic with the erotic in the 
articulation of desire. In this way, popular discourse returns to the scholarly 
conversation about cinematic ''fidelity” to a literary “precursor” which it has 
routinely repressed: the implicit eroticism of its model.

The particular challenge of theorizing cinematic adaptation reveals itself 
within the context of the long history of inquiry into the relationship between image 
and word, a provocative site for scholarly investigation since the inception of the 
arts themselves. More specifically, adaptation defines itself against the practice of 
“ekphrasis”, an art that seeks to translate visual images into words. As the mirror 
image of the problem of cinematic adaptation, the ekphrastic tradition emphasizes 
the primacy of the visual. Adumbrating the particulai* challenge of ekphrasis, Murray 
Krieger writes:

What is being described in ekphrasis is both a miracle and a 
mirage: a miracle because a sequence of actions filled with 
befores and afters such as language alone can trace seems frozen 
into an instant’s vision, but a mirage because only the illusion 
of such an impossible picture can be suggested by the poem’s 
words, (xvi-xvii)
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Miracle and mirage, ekphrasis is an “instant’s vision,” an ideal wherein words 
create a verbal equivalent of the visual image. In the adaptation of novel into film, 
on the other hand, the word has temporal and conceptual priority, as the word 
“adaptation” itself confirms. Yet if the adaptation of a novel into film requires 
precisely the opposite movement of ekphrasis, it is, too, a “miracle and a mirage.” 
For to follow Krieger, in the cinematic adaptation, images aspire precisely to the 
“time-ridden and paradox-ridden character of texts” that ekphrasis struggles against 
(xv), and the miracle of re-incamating the fictional precursor “in another” is the 
celluloid mirage promulgated under the aegis of “fidelity.”

Perhaps because of the ways it thus reverses traditions of image-word 
translation, scholarship on the cinematic adaptation of literature tends to concentrate 
more on the distinctiveness of the two genres than on the relationship between 
them.^ Writers hone in on the problems of point of view and description as the key 
sites of conflict in film adaptations of novels. Similarly, they pinpoint the problem 
that emerges when the novel is itself about language, as is clearly the case with 
Nabokov’s Lolita. The popular appraisals of the cinematic adaptations of Nabokov’s 
novel reflect these sentiments, affirming that what is “lost” in the translation to 
screen is specific to verbal artistry. More pointedly, however, the popular discourse 
echoes the language of fidelity used by scholarship to characterize the relationship 
between a literary “precursor” and its cinematic incarnation.

Whether as “faithful” to the “letter,” “spirit,” or “essence” of a novel, the 
question of a film’s fidelity has functioned as the paramount issue of academic and 
popular debate on the issue of cinematic adaptation. It has dominated the critical 
conversation, despite the fact that fidelity arguments are inevitably subjective and 
impressionistic, premised as they are on the writer’s own interpretation of the novel. 
As Brian McFarlane summarizes.

Fidelity criticism depends on a notion of the text as having and 
rendering up to the (intelligent) reader a simple, correct 
‘meaning’ which the filmmaker has either adhered to or in some 
cases violated or tampered with....That is, the critic who 
quibbles at failures of fidelity is really saying no more than:
‘This reading of the original does not tally with mine and in 
these and these ways.’ (8-9)

The dangers of fidelity criticism, McFarlane implies here, lie in its 
tendencies to naturalize an interpretation and to sacralize the novelistic text.^ And 
yet, while the “near fixation on the issue of fidelity” has certainly “inhibited and 
blurred” the study of adaptation (McFarlane 194), it has also remained an under 
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examined trope. For embedded in the conversation about faithfulness lies a more 
complex theory of adaptation belied in the terms of the fidelity argument itself. As 
foregrounded in the controversy suiTOunding the latest cinematic incarnation of 
Lolita, contemporary popular culture regards the relationship between the novel 
and its cinematic adaptation, between word and image, as an essentially erotic 
one, subject to the same scandals and ambiguous redemptions of movie-star 
romance.

The pages of Louis Giannetti’s popular Introduction to Film textbook 
make manifest the latent scandal of filmic adaptation as it is articulated in its full 
complexity in the popular press. Here, the film student comes across three types of 
relationships between novels and films: the loose, the faithful, and the literal (387). 
Although adaptations of plays come closest, Giannetti tells his students, the ‘literal” 
is largely impossible. “In each case,” he writes, “The cinematic form inevitably 
affects the content of the literary original” (389). Dismissing the “literal” as 
unceremoniously as does Giannetti, popular media locates its controversies in 
distinguishing the “loose” from the “faithful.” In those controversies, the words 
“loose” and “faithful” recover the cultural connotations that Giannetti’s film text 
suppresses. Like the “loose woman,” the loose film is a scandal, a violation or 
exploitation of the object of desire. Provocatively, what the debate surrounding 
Lyne’s adaptation of Nabokov’s novel makes visible is the stark differentiation 
popular culture draws between the exploitations of the “loose” and the desires that 
define the “perverse.” In the popular discourse, perversion is the mark of the faithful 
adaptation, while the scandal of the loose is identified in its pretensions to literally 
incarnate the precursor. Effectively, the false literal claim signals that erotic desires 
have distinguished themselves from aesthetic ones, and that they have taken priority 
over them.

Nabokov’s Lolita is, of course, no stranger to scandal. As the account of 
pedophile Humbert Humbert, Lolita has been called pornographic and censured as 
morally corrupt. Yet, for each of the charges against Lolita, there are equally 
emphatic defenses, both for its artistic and moral integrity. Much of the academic 
debate swirls around whether Humbert suffers a “moral development” in his story 
or not, around the seductive language of the novel, and around the confusion of 
ethics and aesthetics the novel presents to its readers.^ On the other hand, the cover 
of the most recent paperback version of Lolita still carries Vanity Fair's comment 
that the novel is “the only convincing love story of our century.” On the other side 
of the text of the novel, it includes Nabokov’s anti-apologia for the novel. In it he 
playfully toes the decadent line, asserting that his novel should not to be mistaken 
for the “Literature of Ideas” but valued strictly for its attempt to achieve “aesthetic 
bliss” (314-315). Before the first page and after the last, then. Random House 
wraps the novel in the dual defense of love and art. While scholars present their
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elaborate analyses of Lolita's subtle morality, the marketers choose instead to let 
eros and art supercede questions of morality and ethical imperative.

In this way, the packaging of the novel reproduces the conflation between 
aesthetic and erotic pleasure celebrated by Lolita's pedophiliac anti-hero. For, as 
one critic so aptly reminds Lolita's readers, Humbert’s theory of art merges with 
his theory of perversion precisely in his explication of the “nymphet” (Wood 122). 
To identify the nymphet, one must have a particular aesthetic sensitivity. As Humbert 
details to his reader, “You have to be an artist and a madman, a creature of infinite 
melancholy, with a bubble of hot poison in your loins and a super-voluptuous 
flame permanently glowing in your subtle spine.. . ,  in order to discern at once, by 
ineffable signs— the slightly feline outline of a cheekbone, the slenderness of a 
downy limb, and other indices which despair and shame and tears of tenderness 
forbid me to tabulate—the little deadly demon among the wholesome children” 
(17). “Artist,” “madman,” and aesthetically discerning observer, the “nympholept” 
confirms his perversion in the complete identification of his aesthetic with his 
erotic desire. Moreover, as Humbert places himself in the tradition of Dante, Virgil, 
Petrarch, and Poe, he implies that his perversion is not just evidence of his aesthetic 
sophistication but proof-perfect of his art (19). Ironically, then, insofar as Random 
House’s paperback advertises Lolita  as the fusion of eros and art, it recommends 
the book as an object of desire that conforms precisely to the definition of perversion 
provided by the pedophile in the body of the text.

Echoing the marketing tactics of Random House, the pages of such journals 
as Entertainment Weekly, Esquire, and Premiere offer a popular discourse that 
implicitly theorizes cinematic adaptation as the successful blurring of aesthetic 
and erotic desires, that is, as perversion.^ Just as Random House reproduces and 
naturalizes the relations within the novel as relations between director and text, 
these journals faithfully reproduce the scandal over the novel’s content as a scandal 
over the adaptation of the text: Lyne is to Humbert as the novel Lolita  is to the 
character of the same name. Just as Lolita is the object of desire in Nabokov’s 
novel, subject to Humbert’s misinterpretation, so too, the novel is the innocent, if 
precocious, object of desire, vulnerable to the bumbling, misinterpretation, and 
exploitation of the cinematic medium. Like Humbert, Lyne is portrayed as an artist 
seeking to achieve “aesthetic bliss,” to remain “faithful” to his object of desire, to 
vindicate himself through his aesthetic prowess, and all the while, to occupy the 
position of the renegade, the free thinker, the smasher of taboos.^ Thus, as these 
journals defend and/or celebrate Lyne, they do so through their insistence that he 
“loves” the novel he seeks to incarnate in another form, and that such love legitimates 
and gives license to dissident nonconformity.

Yet, Entertainment Weekly, Esquire, and Premiere all link Lyne’s aesthetic 
daring with his erotic desires, thus underscoring his identification with Humbert.
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With uncanny consistency, the reviews reveal Lyne’s enthrallment with Dominique 
Swain, the fifteen-year old he chose to play the title character in his adaptation. 
“Lyne was captivated,” Elizabeth Kaye writes in Esquire, “introducing her as ‘my 
Lolita,’ laughing delightedly when she abruptly hugged him or contrived a bit of 
business” (8).^ Here, Lyne’s “love of the novel” and aesthetic commitments have 
become inseparable from illicit erotic desires. Moreover, as is the case with Humbert, 
Lyne’s perversion comes to ftmction as proof of his art, a point that scriptwriter 
Stephan Schiff emphasizes when he explains to a Newsweek  interviewer,

Adrian is not by nature a literary type, but his feeling for the 
novel is exquisite. Any lover of Nabokov would naturally 
tremble before the notion of entrusting this most splendid of 
novels to the man who made Flashdance, and I did, too, when 
I first heard about the project. But I have long since stopped 
trembling. Adrian Lyne turns out to be a real artist. (Stringer- 
Hye 7)

Here, while his “feeling for the novel is exquisite,” Adrian Lyne becomes a “real 
artist” not in spite of his Flashdance past but because of it; the artless erotica of 
Flashdance becomes art when combined with the “lover’s” faithfulness to the object 
of desire.

Premiere takes the identification of Lyne with Humbert to its logical 
conclusion. It is only because it renders the perversions of Humbert and Lyne as 
such perfect analogues for one another that the article is able to equate Humbert’s 
desire for redemption at the end of the novel with Lyne’s struggle to get a distributor 
for his adaptation. The close of the Prem iere  article has Lyne paraphrasing 
Humbert’s words as he confronts his nemesis and alter-ego Quilty near the end the 
novel: “‘You stole my redemption,’ he says ruefully, ‘my chance at redemption’” 
(6). Just as Humbert is thwarted by Quilty, his more pornographic rival, Lyne is 
cheated of his redemption by the more exploitative commercial interests of the 
film industry. Thus, in his portrayal in the popular press, Lyne becomes a faithful 
artist as he is equated with Humbert and his adaptation of the novel with the art of 
perversion.

It is in Entertainment W eekly’s 1996 article “Girl Trouble,” however, that 
perversion, as the conflation of aesthetic and erotic desires, is most clearly conveyed 
as the ground of cinematic fidelity. “This movie was doomed from the start,” Adrian 
Lyne reports, assuring his readers that he makes no pretension to a literal adaptation 
of Nabokov’s novel {Entertainment Weekly 1). Yet, he insists, his film is more 
faithful than Stanley Kubrick’s 1962 adaptation, though Nabokov himself wrote 
the screenplay upon which that film is based. In the following passage, however.
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Entertainment Weekly reveals the devolution from the faithful to the loose as a 
slippage accomplished by false pretensions to the literal:

Lyne, it turns out, agrees with the critics’ first take: “Nabokov’s 
screenplay is as bad as his novel is magnificent,” he says. “He 
murdered his book.” To rectify the crime, Lyne treated the novel 
as a holy text, searching high and low for a writer who could 
capture the fragile elegance of Nabokov’s original prose.
(Harold Pinter and David Mamet each gave it whirl, but the 
job ultimately went to New Yorker scribe Stephen Schiff.) He 
looked far and wide for the perfect actor to play Humbert, 
talking with everyone from Anthony Hopkins (“Too old,” he 
says) to Warren Beatty (“He was intrigued for about five 
minutes”) to Hugh Grant, who wasn’t intrigued even that long:
“The trouble is, that’s my favorite book of all time— I didn’t 
want anyone to make a film of it,” Grant explains. In the end 
Lyne chose an actor with vast experience playing dirty old men 
(see Irons in 1992’s Damage or this summer’s Stealing Beauty).
That left the ultimate challenge: finding a real-life nymphet to 
fill Lolita’s saddle shoes. Nearly 2,000 girls auditioned, though 
Lyne says many were “30-year-olds trying to be Lolita.” For 
her audition, Swain, a freshman at Malibu High, sent a video 
of herself reading from the novel. “One moment she looked 9 
years old,” rhapsodizes Lyne. “The next you could sense her 
sexuality.” (1-2)

The beginning of the passage portrays Lyne in the now familiar role of the faithful 
lover, romantically attached to his aesthetic object and protective of its treatment. 
At the same time he is the renegade hero. Lyne’s attack on Nabokov’s screenplay 
and Kubrick’s film allows him to pose as the man against two systems at once: the 
system that declares Kubrick’s film a classic, and the censors that declare his film 
unacceptable.* Portrayed as a man with a vision and aesthetic principles, Lyne 
totes his project from writer to writer, actor to actor, “high and low” and “far and 
wide.”

Ironically— or perhaps appropriately— it is with the intrusion of Hugh 
Grant’s parenthetical self-righteousness, that Lyne shifts fi-om Humbert the aesthetic 
genius and accomplished practitioner of the perverse to scandalous exploiter. 
Suddenly, in comparison to Grant’s more absolute veneration of the text, Lyne is 
the violator of his own sacred scriptures. Directly after Grant’s moral assertion, 
Lyne and his film fall into a debauchery revealed in false claims to literalness.
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Now, Humbert is to be played by “an actor with vast experience playing dirty old 
men” and Lolita by “a real-life nymphet.” Eschewing the idea that the nymphet is 
itself Humbert’s aesthetic construction and not a phenomenon in the objective 
world, Lyne now fully becomes the “dirty old man” himself, “rhapsodizing” over 
a 15-year old girl’s simulation of a 9-year old’s sexuality.^ The fall from artist to 
exploiter, from the faithfulness of perversion to the scandal of the loose adaptation, 
is a short one, here in Entertainment Weekly, the slip occurring exactly where the 
director moves from his claims for “faithfulness” to his specious claims to a “literal” 
adaptation. The false literal, best represented by the search for a “real-life” nymphet, 
is, inevitably, a degeneration into the “loose.”

As she articulates her goals in Interpreting Film, Janet Staiger describes 
the project of reception studies more generally. She writes, “Through the hyperbole 
and contradictions surrounding discussion of this film, I hope to indicate something 
of what is at stake in the consideration of widely divergent reactions to a moving 
picture and how discourse surrounding film can indicate, symptomatically and 
inadvertently, ideological and hegemonic notions...” (124). My study here similarly 
seeks to reveal “ideological and hegemonic notions” through its study of the 
“hyperbole and contradictions” surrounding the discussion of a film. More pointedly, 
however, this essay attempts to distill a theory of cinematic adaptation from a 
popular discourse, a theory that challenges and supplements the dominant 
perspectives of scholarship on the same issue. For by linking perversion with fidelity, 
popular discourse alters the definition of faithfulness, insisting not only on the 
erotic attachments implicit in fidelity but also on the aesthetic transformations 
necessary for the faithful adaptation. Contrary to McFarlane’s complaint, the 
strength of the fidelity argument here ends up to be its subjective and impressionistic 
character, insofar as it admits the aesthetic interventions involved in the maintenance 
of erotic attachment. The controversy surrounding Lolita's translations from page 
to screen suggests that the true scandal of cinematic adaptation is not the perversion 
of the text, but the denial of perversion, the pretense of literally incarnating the 
fictional precursor in another form.

University of West Florida Robin Blyn

Notes
1. For details o f Freud’s theory o f perversion, see liis Three Essays on the Theory of 

Sexuality. Jerome Neu provides an insightful reading o f the issue in ‘Trend and 
Perversion.” As in Nabokov’s novel, however, popular culture discourse deviates from 
Freud’s definitions.

2. George Bluestone, Erwin Panofsky, and Seymour Chatman, all provide insightful 
theories about, as one title declares, “What novels can do that film’s can’t (and vice- 
versa)” (Chatman 117). Bluestone, sensitive to the innovations o f the modernist novel.
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identifies the film’s inability to effectively represent “mental states” and the novel’s 
symmetrical inability to represent “the obliteration between past and present” that film, 
on the contrary, can accomplish so well (411). Contrarily, Panofsky tells us film can 
convey psychological experiences and, moreover, that “it is the movies and only the 
movies” that “do justice to that materialistic interpretation o f the universe which, wiiether 
we like it or not, pervades contemporary civilization” (260-263). Finally, Seymour 
Chatman makes the useful distinction between discourse-time and story-time; he 
concludes that novels describe whereas films depict^
For these reasons, McFarlane calls upon his readers to dispense with the fidelity question 
altogether and to embrace, instead, a “New Agenda” premised on intertextuality (23- 
30). See also Keith Cohen’s Film and Fiction: the Dynamics of Exchange and Morris 
Beja’s Film and Literature for alternatives to the fidelity paradigm.
See Harold Bloom’s Vladmir Nabokov s Lolita: Modern Critical Interpretations^ Alfred 
Appel’s Nabokov’s Dark Cinema  ̂and Michael Wood s The Magician's Doubts: Nabokov 
and the Risks of Fiction.
More traditional fidelity criticism, as characterized by McFarlane, can be found in 
both academic and middle brow journals. Journals such as Cineaste. the New Republic, 
Time, and the Literature/Film Quarterly, all exhibit the constitutive features o f fidelity 
criticism: arguments for fidelity based upon a naturalized interpretation of the novel 
and a sacralization o f the fictional text. While point o f view and the subject o f language 
remain inherently unassimilable to film, these journals concur, Lyne’s adaptation has 
remained faithful to the spirit o f Nabokov’s novel. Ultimately, all o f these journals 
applaud Lyne’s film for being “more faithful” to the novel tlian Stanley Kubrick’s 
1962 adaptation, while conceding that, as Stanley Kauffmann writes, “Probably any 
film must fail, because Lolita cannot truly exist outside the novel. Nabokov gives us 
the chronicle o f Humbert’s perversion in coruscating prose; and that prose is where the 
story lives, as porpoises live in the sea” (2). Such reviews echo not only McFarlane’s 
discontents with the impressionistic and subjective nature o f fidelity criticism, but, 
also, the generic distinctions adumbrated by Bluestone, Panofsky, and Chatman. 
Esquire's Elizabeth Kaye, for example, writes that Lyne is “propelled by the panic and 
bliss that accompany the bringing o f desire into being” (1). She characterizes his 
commitment to “his Lolita'  ̂ in terms that could just as easily apply to Humbert’s 
commitment to Lolita— “intrepid or as quixotic or misguided”—  while claiming, 
simultaneously, that the project has been “albatross, privilege, [and] vindication” for 
Lyne (6).
Similarly, Premiere s Rachel Abramowitz describes the action on the set as a repetition 
o f the novel’s flirtations: “[Dominique] snaps a picture o f Lyne with a friend. She 
drapes a plastic necklace around his neck. She teases him about his laughter. He turns 
red and laughs some more. (When Irons arrived on the set after a month of shooting, he 
seemed miffed to find that Lyne had completely hijacked Swain’s affections)” (3). 
Lyne’s critique is a but confused, since Kubrick’s film does not “remain true” or 
“faithful” to Nabokov’s script. Rather, Kubrick’s adaptation of Nabokov’s novel is 
also an adaptation o f Nabokov’s script, which would have produced a film of some 
seven hours. Moreover, Lyne himself is not above soliciting the approval o f the Nabokov
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clan. Nabokov’s son Dmitri has been called upon to give his blessings to Lyne’s film. 
On Nabokov’s script, see Samuel Schuman’s “Lohta: Novel and Screenplay.”

9. In Lyne’s uncut film, the “real-life” nymphet is not played by “his Lolita” alone, 
however. Her head is attached to abody o f a female old enough to appear nude, according 
to the current child pornography laws.
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Tennessee Williams, “Mother Yaws,” 
and AIDS*

Tennessee Williams’s short story ‘‘Mother Yaws,” first published in Esquire 
(May 1977) and later included in his Collected Stories (1985), is a crucible of the 
playwright’s symbolic characters, sexually charged landscapes, grotesqueries, and 
also his outrages. It is vintage Williams but with a bitter, contemporary twist. The 
story is not necessarily his best fiction, but it may offer some historical and popular 
epidemiological evidence about the onset of the AIDS epidemic in America.

A blighted mother, Barle, the daughter of a Lutheran minister, is thrown 
out of her home by her husband and children when they discover she has a 
suspicious, contagious growth on her cheek. Banished to a clinic miles away for 
diagnosis, Barle is verbally attacked by a patient fearful that her children will be 
infected: “One fat, sweaty woman...stared at Barle with undisguised repugnance 
and [to evict her from the waiting room], pounded heavily on [the doctor’s door] 
till the doctor’s nurse appeared.” Even the nurse “stood back a good distance [from 
Barle] with a look that contained no comfort” (Williams 548). When admitted 
back into the clinic, Barle is also callously treated by the doctor who straightaway 
sends her to the hospital for observation. Bereft of any hope for a cure, Barle 
returns home where she is confined in a “storeroom” on a ‘"pallet” only overnight, 
and then she is put out for good. An exile, she seeks retreat in the ‘"woods on Cat’s 
Back Mountain” (551) where, approaching some baby wildcats with a smile on 
her face, she is immediately devoured by the cubs’ mother.

Many of the grotesqueries associated with Tennessee Williams jump out 
at the reader in “Mother Yaws.” Barle’s “terrible sore on her face” (Williams 547) 
is a quintessential Williams symbol for the larger sickness engulfing character, 
family, and the community (in this story, ironically named Triumph, Tennessee). 
In some fashion or another, all of Williams’s characters suffer from some physical, 
festering infirmity; but Barle’s dilemma claims a special stigmata. The reception 
she receives'from her family mirrors their own pestulant cruelty. Her children— 
the two daughters and son Tommy Two—show their fox teeth when they hear or 
talk about their mother. Tommy unforgivably ‘"chuckle[s]” at his mother’s infirmia. 
The children refuse to eat anything she prepares; and when Barle ventures 
downstairs to clean the dishes, one daughter observes: "‘I reckon she is ashame 
[sic] to come back down” (Williams 546). Barle’s husband, a snarly and penurious 
dry goods store owner—Tom McCorkle—refuses to pay for his wife’s medical 
expenses and records everything he does for her, even the bus trip to the doctor in 
Gatlinburg, in “a black notebook.. .purchased for no other reason” (546). Focusing
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on his own inconvenience rather than Barle’s pain, he even charges her for the 
family’s health care, remarking contemptuously: “We all got to be tested to find 
out if you have given us this yaws” (550). Reacting almost with Biblical self- 
righteousness, McCorkle says of Barle’s malady: “Damn if it ain’t a punishment to 
the eye” (545). McCorkle bears a strong resemblance to Jabe Torrance, another 
dry goods owner, in Orpheus Descending^ a character Williams associates with 
Pluto, death, and hell.

The response Barle encounters from the medical and religious communities 
is not in any way more merciful than she receives from her husband or children. 
Terrifyingly cool, the doctor informs her that “[t]his is a case that will be written 
up in medical journals” (549), and gives her no succor. Nurses and doctors were no 
friends to Williams, who often satirized them in frightening measure from his early 
play Fugitive Kind (1937) to ^  Streetcar Named Desire^ Suddenly Last Summer, 
Orpheus Descending, and This is a Peaceable Kingdom, and in his fiction as well. 
The male night nurse in “Mama's Old Stucco House” (1965), for example, is a 
lecherous and “repulsively coarse young man, red-headed, with arms as big as 
hams, covered with fuzzy white hair” (390). Clergy, too, are often presented 
satirically in Williams’s works, e.g., the Rev. Tooker in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof or 
the Rev. Winemiller in Summer and Smoke. Joining other officious and hypocritical 
clergy, Barle’s father, the Lutheran pastor, hangs up a sign saying, “Barle, you 
cannot enter” (551).

The clinical evidence and date of this story suggest that “Mother Yaws” 
is far more significant than it has generally been viewed. The Gatlinburg doctor 
diagnoses Barle’s “terrible sore'’ as a “thing called yaws” (549). Yaws is a skin 
disease caused by a variant Treponeomapertinue, which is the causative agent for 
syphilis, yet yaws is not a sexually transmitted disease. It occurs in endemic 
proportions in tropical areas such as Africa, and also in New Guinea and the South 
Pacific, though rarely in the U.S. In fact, the doctor asks Barle if she had ever gone 
to Africa, which shocks her since she has probably never left the state of Tennessee. 
He then immediately sends her on to the hospital; and from there she goes back 
home without a word from anyone about her medical condition.

However, the medical reactions to Barle’s Yaws are suspicious of a 
condition far more serious. The yaws infection can be readily cured with a “single 
large dose of penicillin given by intramuscular injection” (“Yaws”). One medical 
researcher noted: “A dramatic decrease in the prevalence of yaws followed the 
national mass penicillin treatment campaigns in the 1950’s and 1960’s with the 
support of the World Health Organization” (Blockhouse). The fact that Barle is 
whisked away to the hospital, only to be discharged with a terminal sentence, and 
is not given penicillin, which would significantly improve her condition, may point 
to a disease more catastrophic and contagious than yaws of the late 1970’s. The
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lack of treatment options in the story emphasizes the gravity of the disease and the 
deadly seriousness of Williams’s intentions. I contend that in ‘Mother Yaws,” 
Williams may popularly be alluding to one of the first manifestations of AIDS in 
the United States.

Though not labeled AIDS by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) until 1982, the highly contagious disease was festering far earlier. 
The date of Williams’s story may not have been too early to observe the disease 
markers, especially since cases of AIDS had been diagnosed in the Congo in the 
late I950’s and in Scandinavia in the 1970’s. The “AIDS virus probably arrived in 
the U.S. in the mid-1970’s” according to David Johnson, who prepared “Timeline: 
AIDS Epidemic.” Randy Shilts—in And the Band Played On—begins his chronicle 
on the spread of AIDS in America on 4 July 1976, when “Ships from fifty-five 
nations” sailed into New York harbor to celebrate our nation’s 200**’ birthday party. 
Shilts evocatively recalls: “Deep into the morning, bars all over the city were 
crammed with sailors. New York had hosted the greatest party ever known...the 
guests had come from all over the world. This was the part the epidemiologists 
would later note, when they stayed up late at night and the conversation drifted 
toward where it [AIDS] had started and when” (Shilts 3). Drs. H.W. Jaffe, W.W. 
Darrow, and D.F. Echenberg, et a l researched the hematologic abnormalities of 
AIDS as early as 1978. The abstract for their article, published in The Annals o f 
Internal Medicine (1985), begins: “A cohort of 6,875 homosexual men, initially 
seen at the San Francisco City Clinic between 1978 and 1980, were studied to 
determine the incidence and prevalence of the acquired immunodeficiency 
syndrome...”.

In all likelihood, the unnamed disease could have been known and 
manifested by 1977 when Williams published his story in Esquire. Not only was 
Williams a world traveler, but he surely was familiar with the pleasures and fears 
of the cosmopolitan New York gay scene. Retrospectively, as Nell Boyce reports, 
“In 1981, the Federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a brief 
clinical report on five gay men in the Los Angeles area suffering from pneumonia. 
It was not the kind of information that the typical American would have paid 
attention to. But Terje Anderson [a gay man] vividly remembers the early buzz 
about what we now call AIDS. For a gay man living in New York City (when the 
CDC report was released), the news was paralyzing” (Boyce). Epidemiologically 
speaking, Barle’s doctor in Gatlinburg in the late 1970’s, however, would have 
known the difference between pneumonia and something more rare, more 
threatening than this disease. Yaws would hardly make news in a medical journal 
in 1977.

Lacking a clinical name for the disease which gave Barle her “terrible 
sore,” Williams gravitated toward yaws perhaps because of its high contagiousness.
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its African origins, and perhaps its visual similarity to a leading indicator of the 
gay cancer. Yaws was poetic for his literary purposes even if it wasn’t absolutely 
accurate. ‘‘Mother Yaws” can be read as Williams’s outcry about what happens to 
someone who contracts this pernicious “gay cancer.” As he often did in his plays, 
Williams used plots about heterosexual couples to conceal gay agendas and fictions 
(Savran). The doctor informs Barle that “[i]t’s going to be a slow thing. That’s 
about all we can tell you except that it is a rare disease that usually happens in 
Africa. Have you been to Africa?” (Williams 549). The geographic, evolutionary 
malice of AIDS seems to threaten. Barle’s “terrible sore” might well be the dreaded 
Kaposi’s sarcoma, the mark of “young homosexual men in the United States and 
Denmark” (Jorgenson). Williams may have even seen individuals with this “AIDS- 
defining illness” (“Kaposi’s sarcoma”) in his travels and/or in New York. He would 
later lose two close friends to AIDS—Bill Barnes, his publisher at New Directions 
and a poet companion named “Angel” (Hale). And during the early 1980’s Williams 
signed his name to a fund-raising drive to help AIDS victims.

The fact that terror grips everyone whom Barle encounters anticipates 
what so many AIDS victims would face. Sadly, when evicted from the waiting 
room, Barle asks if she can at least take her chair with her outside: “A man took a 
blue handkerchief out of his pocket, and using it to protect the hand from the 
contact with the chair, hauled it outside” (Williams 548). The color blue participates 
significantly in the symbolism of the story, for when the doctor tells Barle that he 
has to make arrangements at the hospital “because a condition like yours needs 
several days of examination and tests. You got Blue Cross?” Barle innocently 
answers: ‘T got blue cross. Is that what this is?” (Williams 549). This undefined 
cancer is indeed a blue cross. It is another example of a blue disease—the most 
serious of all— in the Williams canon. Laura Wingfield, Williams’s fictionalized 
sister in the Glass Menagerie, suffered from “blue roses” or pluerosis. But Barle’s 
blue cross is far heavier, more deadly. In his color psychology, Williams links 
these victimized women in a lyrical, but traumatizing, color. Interestingly enough, 
accompanying the story when it came out in Esquire was a photo by Larry Robins 
showing Barle, looking out a window, in a blue dress with lace collar and cuffs and 
a flowered apron.

In “Mother Yaws,” Williams, I believe, offers a medical document of 
horrific proportions. This almost completely neglected short story might well contain 
one of the first popular, literary references to the “gay cancer”—Kaposi’s sarcoma. 
Based upon clinical evidence in the story, Barle’s dilemma might well be read as a 
parable of an AIDS victim. As if living in a Biblical world with her uncleanness, 
Barle confronts bad Samaritans everywhere, at home, at church, in institutions 
founded to give care, even in nature. Being consumed by a suspicious, protective 
mother wildcat, Barle is reduced to a victim in an apocalyptic world, human and
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animal, that wants to destroy the disease it cannot control. The story leaves us with 
an intriguing conclusion: Tennessee Williams
knew his microbiology, or at least enough to link a bizarre, atypical lesion to a new 
disease that would ostracize and eventually destroy anyone unfortunate enough to 
suffer from it.

University of Southern Mississippi Philip C. Kolin

Notes
1. la m  grateful to Dr. Mary Lux, Dept, o f Medical Technology at the University o f  

Southern Mississippi, for her invaluable help as I researched medical records for this 
article.
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Robert Downey, Sr.:
The Preston Sturges of the 1960s

Perhaps America’s most uncompromising satirist since Preston Sturges, 
Robert Downey, Sr. created a series of brutally funny, no-holds barred satires in 
the early 1960s and 70s which still hold up today -  masterful examples o f‘‘take no 
prisoners” filmmaking that have never been equaled, or even approached, since. 
Bom in New York City on June 24,1936, Downey’s mother was a Powers Model, 
his father a restaurant manager. In his teens, Downey’s sole interests were baseball 
and boxing, and he dropped out of high school when “I ran into geometry or 
something...! just knew that it was something I wasn’t interested in...so I was 
happy to get out. So I joined the Army” Downey told me in a March 3, 2001 
interview (unless otherwise noted, all subsequent quotes by Downey are from this 
interview).

By his own admission, Downey “served a lot of time in the stockade for 
being a drunk” but his periods of incarceration actually served as his first 
introduction to the possibilities of being a creative artist. One of the guards in the 
lock-up gave Downey a notebook and a pen, and suggested that he pass the time 
by writing some essays. Instead, Downey began work on a series of one-act plays, 
and after a bad conduct discharge, and one summer as a pitcher in semi-pro baseball 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Downey headed back to New York, where one of his 
early plays. What Else Is There?, received an off-off Broadway production. The 
play was, according to Downey, “kinda wild, pretty ahead of its time.. .the actors 
played missiles, in silos, ready to go off.” During the production, Downey met 
early collaborator William Waering, who suggested that the two men make a movie, 
using Downey’s script and Waering’s 16mm camera.

Their first film. Balls Bluff (1963), was a thirty-minute silent film, in 
which a Union Civil War soldier finds himself transported to 20^ century New 
York. When the lead actor failed to show up for shooting, Downey took over the 
role of the soldier and the film was eventually screened at various “underground” 
theatres in Manhattan. Emboldened by the success of his first project, Downey 
grabbed veteran underground comic Taylor Mead, and drove to Washington, D.C. 
in the fall of 1963 to shoot Babo 73 (released in 1964), his first sound feature, 
about a newly elected President of the United Status (sic). Once again, William 
Waering was his co-conspirator. Taylor Mead, who also appeared in such legendary 
films as Ron Rice’s The Flower Thief (1960) and Andy Warhol’s Lonesome Cowboys 
(1968), took to the role with his usual flamboyant abandon. Downey and Waering 
photographed Mead wandering in and around the White House without press passes
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or permits. ‘"Kennedy was in Europe/’ Downey recalled, “so nobody was too tight 
with the security. We ran around shooting whatever we could with impunity, and 
even threw Taylor in with some real U.S. generals, who didn’t like what Taylor 
was doing at all, and they eventually kicked us out.” The hour -long film cost a 
mere $3,000 to final print.

Critical response was enthusiastic. Brendan Gill in The Neyv Yorker raved 
that “ .. .Mr. Downey clearly prefers a lot of near misses to a few direct hits, and in 
the course of his wild tale about the tribulations of a newly elected President of the 
United Status (sic) he takes bold swipes at, among other targets, the Catholic Church, 
the civil-rights movement, international diplomacy. Time, God, shoe-fetishism, 
psychiatry, the South, the North, the East, and the West. I laughed all around the 
compass.. .the funniest movie I’ve seen in months.. .Taylor Mead looks like a cross 
between a zombie and a kewpie and speaks as if his mind and mouth were full of 
marshmallow” (as qtd. in Filmmakers's Cooperative Catalogue No. 4, 45-46).

But despite the glowing reviews, the film didn’t make any money. To 
make ends meet, Downey matter-of-factly accepted a commission to direct a 16mm 
“porno” feature for producer Barnard L. Sackett, entitled The Sweet Smell o f Sex 
(1965). The title was an obvious play on The Sweet Smell o f Success, and Downey 
seized upon the assignment to make a satire of the entire pom industry, much to 
the producer’s displeasure. “I actually did Sweet Smell o f Sex to pay for the birth of 
my son [actor Robert Downey, Jr.], because when my daughter was bom it was 
tough; it was in Bellevue, and because of the film, I was able to put his mother 
[Elsie Downey] in a decent hospital, and that’s what that was really about.” The 
film played 42"‘* Street “grind house” theatres in a 35mm blow-up format, but 
Downey was understandably indifferent to the film’s fate.

Bouncing back fi*om this detour, Downey made his breakthrough feature. 
Chafed Elbows, in 1966. The plot, according to Downey’s brief synopsis, deals 
with a “man who marries his mother, they go on welfare, and it all breaks into a 
musical.” The film starred George Morgan as Walter Dinsmore, a hapless sadsack 
whose sole dream is to live on welfare, while Downey’s first wife, Elsie, played all 
the female roles. Produced for less than $25,000, the film was composed mostly of 
stills shot on a 35mm Oxberry printer, with live action 16mm footage interspersed 
to keep the narrative moving. The film was an even bigger hit than Babo 73, and 
ran for months at Manhattan’s Gate Theatre. Rhapsodized Jules Feififer, “on the 
basis of Chafed Elbows, the one film of his that I’ve seen, there’s good reason to 
believe that Bob Downey at the tender age of 28 is already the funniest filmmaker 
in America.” Other reviews were equally enthusiastic; Archer Winsten in the Post 
called the film “freewheeling, hard swinging and wild,” while even the staid Bosley 
Crowther praised the film’s “lively acid wit” in the Times (as qtd. in Filmmakers's 
Cooperative Catalogue No. 4, 46).
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Downey had arrived. Even though Chafed Elbows seems incredibly 
primitive by today’s MTV flash and tinsel standards, Downey’s idiosyncratic 
worldview struck a chord of recognition with the public. The director was quick to 
capitalize on his success with a down-and-dirty follow-up in 16mm, No More 
Excuses. The film was composed of five short films Downey had previously made, 
cut together into one hour-long ‘'whole” (including sections from his first film. 
Balls Bluff). The film did some business, but Downey understandably wanted a 
shot at a 35mm feature with a decent budget. Simultaneously, he sought to distance 
himself from his earlier works, telling potential renters of his films th a t‘T hate 
Babo 73 and Balls Bluff so please don’t book them -  as for Chafed Elbows (I love 
it) if I were you I wouldn’t let anybody over 40 years old in the theatre unless 
they’re accompanied by a teenager” (as qtd. in Filmmakers's Cooperative Catalogue 
No. 4, 46). No More Excuses simply marked time; what would come next would 
remain perhaps Downey’s best-known film.

Putney Swope was the director’s first film in 35mm, shot mostly at night 
in various office buildings in Manhattan, on a budget of $250,000. The plot revolves 
around Putney Swope (Arnold Johnson), a minor functionary at a huge ad agency, 
who is accidentally voted in as Chairman of the Board when the founder dies. No 
one on the Board can vote for themselves, and they don’t want to vote for each 
other, so they all vote for Swope, the agency’s token African-American, on the 
theory that no one else will vote for him. Seizing the reins, Swope fires everyone 
except for the exquisitely corrupt lifer Nathan (Stan Gottlieb), and fills all the 
vacant slots with African-Americans. Renaming the shop the “Truth and Soul” 
agency (or as he puts it, “TS, Baby!”), Swope wins his first new client, electronics 
magnate Wing Soney, with a successful pitch for Soney’s new “Get Outta Here” 
mousetrap. The idea is actually Nathan’s, but when Soney “digs it,” Swope claims 
credit for the concept and fires Nathan, a pattern of “idea theft” he will repeat 
continually throughout the film. By the end of the film. Putney is completely selling 
out, pushing war toys, the Borman Six (a huge gas-guzzling car), and marrying a 
woman he doesn’t even like just to get ideas from her for ads. Downey’s premise 
in Putney Swope is simple: that everyone is equally rotten and on the take, and the 
film remains one of the most effective satires on advertising ever produced.

But Downey had a problem shooting Putney Swope: his lead actor couldn’t 
remember his lines. Anyone else would have panicked, but Downey pressed on 
after a conference with his cameraman. “Arnold (Johnson, the actor who played 
Putney) never learned his lines. He couldn’t. He just didn’t, he couldn’t, so the 
cameraman (Gerald Cotts) one night said to me...he knew I was upset...I said, 
‘Jesus, I can’t make any fucking sense out of this,’ and he said ‘well look through 
here,’ and I looked through the viewfinder. He said, ‘You see that beard moving?’ 
I said ‘yeah,’ and he said ‘you can put anything in there. Including what you wrote.
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But you gotta do it later. Don’t waste your energy now getting upset.’ So I would 
come in every night.. .we shot most of the film at night.. .and (Arnold) would say 
‘I ’ve got the lines.’ And I would say, ‘oh, good,’ and then I knew he didn’t. He 
would get pieces of it. But we just kept shooting after that, and then I dubbed the 
whole thing in later. But it was my voice all the way through.”

Downey also refined a practice I’ve dubbed “repetition humor” in Putney 
Swope, taking certain gags and using them over and over again, essentially running 
them into the ground until they stop being funny. After a while, the gags start being 
funny again, because they simply won’t quit. When the ad agency CEO in Putney 
Swope dies of a stuttering stroke in mid-sentence at the beginning of the film, the 
other board members at first think he’s playing charades. Even after he’s clearly 
dead, one of the executives (Joe Madden) keeps shouting endlessly “How many 
syllables, Mario?” over and over, for no good reason at all. Later in the film, when 
Putney is trying to come up with an angle for the Borman Six ads, one of his 
assistants repeatedly admonishes the other staff members that “Putney says the 
Borman Six girl has got to have soulV" and Downey just hangs on, as his harangue 
continues for several minutes.

To play the President of the United States and the First Lady, Downey 
cast a brother and sister Vaudeville team of dwarfs (Pepi and Ruth Hermine); “the 
president of the United States had to be a midget, for obvious reasons.” The film is 
shot in black and white, except for the raucous commercials supposedly produced 
by the Truth and Soul agency, which are in suitably electric color. One such ad, for 
Face O ff pimple cream, features an interracial teen couple crooning at each other 
as if in a Nelson Eddy/Jeanette MacDonald musical about the virtues of the product 
they’re pitching, set in an idyllic pastoral landscape. Sample lyrics from the ad: 
“You gave me a soul kiss/It sure was grand/You gave me a dry hump/Behind the 
hot-dog stand,” concluding with the refrain “my boyfiiend’s really out of sight.. .and 
so are his pimples.” An air conditioner ad consists solely of a woman dancing 
suggestively down a slum alleyway towards the camera, only to advise the viewer 
that “you can’t eat an air conditioner.” An ad for Lucky Airlines depicts a passenger 
having slow-motion sex with the flight attendants as part of the regular service. 
Tasteless, raucous, vulgar and utterly uncompromising, with a script that seemed 
written on a daily basis. Putney Swope was Downey’s biggest hit to date, receiving 
national distribution through the now-defunct Cinema V group, and taking the 
director’s vision to the American public at large.

Now, financiers and studios flocked to support Downey’s new project, 
whatever it might be. Putney Swope had accurately captured the anarchic, often 
violent spirit of the 1960s, and producers were eager to cash in on the new trend 
that Downey had pioneered. But instead of a topical satire, Downey made the 
brooding, fatalistic Potmd {\910) for United Artists, his first major studio film.
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which was also Robert Downey Jr.’s debut as an actor. In Pound, a group of dogs, 
played by human beings without makeup, wait in the city animal shelter for adoption, 
or execution. The film is a melancholy meditation on the nebulousness of 
contemporary existence, and did little business at the box office. Ironically, one 
measure of Downey’s "’hot” status at the time was that no one at UA had bothered 
to read the script. When Downey turned in the first cut of the film, he was stunned 
to discover that UA executives has expected him to turn out a “feature-length 
animated cartoon.” Disappointed, UA finally put the film out as the bottom half of 
a double-bill with Federico Fellini’s Satyricon (1972), but the project’s failure 
tarnished Downey’s bankability with mainstream studios.

Fortunately, help for Downey’s next project came from the private sector, 
in the form of a literal blank check from patron of the arts Cyma Rubin. “[She] 
came to me, and said, ‘what do you want to do next?’ and I said ‘well, I have this 
thought about Christ coming back in a Western,’ and she said ‘I’ll finance that,’ 
and she did, the whole budget. When the film was completed, she gave it to Cinema 
V to distribute. They didn’t give her any money for it, but they took it over, and put 
it in theaters, and ran this huge ad in The Village Voice for the film, with one letter 
per full-page, spelling o u t G R E A S E R S P A L A C  E.”

Greaser's Palace deals with the exploits of Jessy (Alan Arbus), a Christ- 
figure who appears in the Wild West of the 1880s America. He meets Vernon Greaser 
(James Antonio), a corrupt land baron, and his band of cutthroats, who hold court 
at Greaser’s Palace, the local saloon Vernon owns. Vernon runs the town with an 
iron hand; anyone who commits even the most minor infraction is shot to death by 
Vernon or his hired guns. The film opens with Vernon’s wife, Cholero Greaser (the 
underappreciated Luana Anders), singing a dirge-like song praising virginity and 
condenming adultery, which her husband, Vernon Greaser, loudly applauds. To 
impress Vernon and his gang, Jessy (who tells everyone he’s working for "Ihe 
Agent Morris”) performs a few pathetic miracles. Dressed in a zoot suit, Jessy 
walks on water, and heals the blind and the lame with the off-hand phrase “if you 
feel, you’re healed"" Yet when Jessy finally does his climactic song and dance 
routine for Vernon and his boys, no one is impressed until he displays stigmata on 
his hands. Ultimately, Downey gives us Christ as a confused, two-bit showman. 
The Holy Ghost (Roland Nealy) is presented as a nondescript man wearing a derby 
hat in a white sheet: his sole advice to Jessy is “OK, kid, you’re on.” Vernon’s son, 
Lamy “Homo” Greaser (Michael Sullivan), keeps getting fatally shot, knifed and 
drowned by his father, only to be repeatedly raised by Jessy, Lazarus-like, from 
the dead. Toward the end of the film, Downey stages a touching father-and-son 
bonding scene where Vernon finally accepts Lamy, and tells him, “you’re not a 
homo', you’re a greaserV" The film concludes with the chronically constipated 
Vernon finally having a successful bowel movement, which blows up his desolate
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gambling house to the accompaniment of a ragtag Mariachi band.
As in Putney Swope and Pound, Downey continued his often-baffling 

use of “repetition humor'’ in Greaser's Palace. Allan Arbus’s Christ character 
continually asks, “what’s going down here?” for no discernible reason at all, and in 
another scene, a card shark tells Vernon Greaser to “pick a card, any card.. .don’t 
show it to me...now put it back in the deck. Is this the card?” Greaser replies, 
“no.” “Is this the card?” “No.” And on and on and on, all during a long tracking 
shot in the desert, for at least five minutes. Shot on location on over seven weeks 
for $800,000, Greaser's Palace added to Downey’s maverick reputation, but the 
film failed to click at the box office (perhaps due to its cheerfully blasphemous 
theme), and Downey was once again looking for work.

Downey’s next venture was a television adaptation of David Rabe’s 
controversial Vietnam anti-war play Sticks and Bones. CBS backed the project 
sight unseen, which was produced by Joe Papp of the Public Shakespeare Theatre. 
Amazingly, no one at CBS had ever heard of the play, nor did they bother to read 
the screenplay, which was brutally critical of US involvement in Vietnam. The 
project was shot on 2” videotape and then transferred to 35mm film. Videotape 
editing was still fairly primitive in 1972, so Downey cut the film on a 35mm KEM 
flatbed, mixing the sound in a conventional dubbing studio. The end result was 
then transferred back to 2” tape, giving the project a raw, funky look. Downey was 
entirely satisfied with the venture. CBS, however, was not. “It was on CBS, and 
when they first saw it, they panicked. They couldn’t get anybody to buy any 
commercials, so it went out commercial-free...CBS financed it because they 
thought, ‘if it’s Joe Papp, it’s gonna be Shakespeare’ and they didn’t even bother to 
read the thing. I liked it. And I liked that there were no commercials for two hours.”

But Pounds Greaser's Palace, and Sticks and Bones marked Downey 
indelibly as an outsider, not one of the crowd, much the same position that Preston 
Sturges found himself in during the latter stages of his career. Offers of work dried 
up. Intentionally or not, Downey had managed to alienate Hollywood studios (with 
Pound for United Artists), independent producers (Cyma Rubin was reportedly 
disappointed that Greaser's Palace wasn’t a greater financial success), and network 
television (CBS). It was the beginning of hard times.

Between 1972 and 1980, Downey did little work, because, by his own 
admission, “I was a mess on drugs. In the 70s, I was a mess.. .a lot of coke and pot; 
it was a disaster. Coke is such a waste of time.” In 1980, Downey landed a gig as a 
writer on Chuck Barris’s The Gong Show Movie. In 1980 he also directed the low- 
budget teen comedy Up the Academy, which failed to make a dent in the commercial 
marketplace; by his own admission, he hated making the film. At the same time, 
Downey’s son, Robert, Jr., was rocketing to stardom as one of the 1980s and 90s 
most bankable and mercurial stars. Downey Sr., on the other hand, was stuck
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directing a series of films he was unhappy with, for one reason or another. America 
(shot in 1982, released in 1986) was “a disaster; it was the end of the drugs”; 
Rented Lips (1988) was a bizarre comedy about two industrial filmmakers who get 
hoodwinked into directing a Nazi-themed pom film ("‘I really did that for Martin 
Mull”); and the improvisational Too Much Sun (1991), with Robert Downey, Jr., 
Eric Idle, Howard Duff and Andrea Martin failed to jell despite a promisingly 
tasteless premise (sister and brother must produce offspring to inherit a fortune; 
problem is, they’re both gay).

Most recently, however, Downey was able to find financing for Hugo 
Pool (1997), his most aesthetically successful project since his salad days of the 
60s and 70s. Starring Alyssa Milano, Sean Penn, Malcolm McDowell and ''my 
kid,” the film deals with the plight of a responsible, straight-ahead young woman 
(Milano, as the eponymous Hugo Pool) who must clean 45 swimming pools in one 
day, while dealing with her addict/alcoholic father (McDowell) and her casino- 
crazed mother (Cathy Moriarty). The most satisfying part of the film is the 
relationship between Hugo and Floyd Gaylen (Patrick Dempsey), one of Hugo’s 
customers. Confined to a wheelchair with ALS [Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis], 
or Lou Gehrig’s disease, Hugo and Floyd nevertheless manage to form an intensely 
personal bond that transcends Floyd’s illness. The film was co-scripted by Downey’s 
second wife, Laura Ernst, who was suffering from ALS herself Shortly after the 
completion of Hugo Pool, she died.

To keep working, Downey has carved out a new career for himself as a 
character actor in such films as Boogie Nights (1997), Magnolia (1997), and To 
Live and Die in L.A. (1995), while working on the script of his new film. Forest 
Hills Bob, which Jonathan Demme will produce. Downey began turning more of 
his attention to small-scale digital projects to help other ALS sufferers; nevertheless, 
he still wanted to direct another 35mm feature. Interestingly, in the early 1980s, he 
tried to get a production of The Talented Mr Ripley off the ground with Robert Jr. 
in the role Matt Damon would eventually play, but nothing came of it.

Looking back on his older films, Downey professes not to care about 
them, but a whole new generation of filmmakers clearly does. In a recent interview 
in The Nation, director Kasi Lemmons noted that in the 1960s and 1970s 'there 
were a lot of really fabulous movies made in those years.. .that were really, really 
powerful and would be extremely difficult to make now. I’m thinking of films that 
hardly get mentioned anymore, Putney Swope'" (Seymour 14). Downey’s 
low budget, combative feature films of the 60s and 70s would be lost in the current 
theatrical marketplace. His more recent films have vanished from theatres in the 
twinkling of a viewer’s eye, and surface late at night on the premium cable channels. 
Downey’s key films, including Chafed Elbows, Putney Swope and Greaser's Palace, 
belong not only to their time, but would be impossible to replicate in our time, and
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that’s the pity. Downey himself has mellowed; how could it be otherwise? Yet 
Robert Downey, Sr.’s maverick visions of the 1960s and 70s continue to serve as 
an inspiration for today’s more iconoclastic directors, an indication of what they, 
perhaps, can accomplish in their careers.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln Wheeler Winston Dixon
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The Sexual/Textual Infidelities 
of Peter Sellars’ Don Giovanni

When faced with a new don Juan, critics may feel compelled to debate 
whether or not a text has remained faithful to the spirit, if not the letter, of its 
antecedents. Fidelity, however, has never been one of don Juan’s stronger points. 
In light of his own sexual promiscuity, the libertine would probably relish the 
textual abandon of productions such as the Spanish Repertoire Company’s staging 
of El burlador de Sevilla for the 1988 Chamizal Festival, an annual event, now in 
its 26*̂ ’ year, dedicated to the performance of Spanish Golden Age plays. A purist, 
arguing that truly universal works are timeless and speak to all people in all ages, 
may have had reservations about trying to make a classic ''Relevant” to a 
contemporary audience. Nevertheless, even the most traditional viewer might allow 
that having don Juan dressed in jeans, a T-shirt, running shoes, and sunglasses, and 
Tisbea clad in a skin-tight spandex leotard, might facilitate entry into the Golden 
Age classic for a twentieth-century audience-. Furthermore, tliis interpretation attests 
to the malleability and endurance of a character that has engendered thousands of 
plays, novels, poems, operas, and movies.- The director, Rene Buch, offers evidence 
that, in keeping with his past transformations, don Juan will continue to 
metamorphose as he responds to the society that surrounds him.

Operatic director Peter Sellars takes this textual promiscuity one step 
further by adding race and class to the issue of gender already embedded in the 
don Juan story. Although all the elements of Mozart’s opera are immediately 
recognizable, Sellars’s Don Giovanni (1991) examines social ills, racial tensions, 
spiritual deprivations and economic imbalances of contemporary American society. 
During the overture, the camera pans on littered New York City streets, empty 
buildings, hungry dogs, frozen rats, the homeless huddled around a barrel fire, 
graffiti-decorated walls, and, finally, the Faith Mission Church. This depressing 
urban landscape establishes the setting for our hero’s escapades.

As the opera opens, don Giovanni, a black drug dealer and user from the 
projects, rapes and beats donna Anna, while Leporello fantasizes about being a 
rock star and laments the fact that he never gets a piece of the action. The two 
leading male roles are played by identical black twins, Eugene and Herbert Perry. 
Both dress in black leather jackets, jeans, and wear a gold-stud earring. They relate 
to each other as gang leader and follower rather than noble master and peasant 
servant. Although it is often difficult to distinguish between the two, Leporello 
wears a red T-shirt with an “A” printed on it. Their identical appearance and similar 
dress lend credibility to the seductions and fights in which the two substitute for
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each other and underscore the possibility that the sidekick really represents another 
facet of don Giovanni’s personality. In most don Juan literature, the servant, be he 
Tirso’s Catalinon,^ Moliere’s Sganarelle, or Mozart’s Leporello, becomes an alter 
ego who, at times, secretly empathizes with the female victims, even though he 
often envies his master’s ability for seduction.^ In Sellars’s production, Leporello’s 
overt sarcasm and disgust with don Giovanni’s escapades clearly cast him in the 
role of conscience.

The women in the opera undergo similar transformations. Donna Anna, a 
high-society woman, who wears basic black and understated jewelry, seems to be 
one of don Giovanni’s customers. Following her father’s death, while she begs 
Ottavio to postpone their wedding, donna Anna pulls out a rubber hose and syringe 
and shoots up. Sellars clearly suggests that donna Anna uses this physical rush to 
fill an emotional void. Donna Elvira looks like a down and out punker in her tiger- 
striped mini-skirt, red-leopard stockings, and dangling cross-shaped earring. She 
carries a knife and resides in a tenement apartment complex complete with broken 
buzzer system and cracked glass door. Zerlina, an Asian-American, strives for 
lower-middle class respectability in her interracial marriage to the black Masetto. 
The audience later discovers that she is a victim of domestic violence.

The most pronounced change in this opera is the social class and race to 
which don Giovanni pertains. In traditional don Juan literature, although the 
protagonist seduces women of all economic classes, he himself is wealthy or, at 
least, comfortable. In fact, his privileged economic status often facilitates his 
seductions of poor women. This white wealthy male, a full-fledged member of the 
ideological hegemony, victimizes those who occupy inferior positions in the social 
hierarchy. Casting don Giovanni as a poor black male, however, plays havoc with 
the dynamics of his seductions. The place he occupies in the racial and economic 
strata is at odds with his sexual ranking. Although his gender may place him above 
the women he seduces, his race and class relegate don Giovanni to an inferior 
position. Seen in this light, don Giovanni is simultaneously victim and victimizer. 
When he rapes white women, he subjugates the race that has oppressed him for 
centuries. By selling them drugs, he not only ensures their physical and emotional 
dependence but avenges similar injustices committed against members of his own 
race and class. Sellars has taken an aggressive stance vis a vis the customary opera 
audience. This production warns affluent white spectators that opera is not just for 
entertainment anymore. In many ways, Peter Sellars’s Don Giovanni is as “in your 
face" as the latest black rapper’s invective on police brutality and urban violence. 
The rap song and this particular version of the opera prey on mainstream white 
culture’s fears of retaliation from marginalized blacks. It is worthy of note that in 
this production don Giovanni does not seduce a woman of his own race. The closest 
he comes to seducing a marginalized equal is with Zerlina, played by Ai Lan Zhu,
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a soprano of Asian descent. Don Giovanni’s choice of exploits, then, often pairs 
sexual and sociological conquest.

Related to the racial tensions of don Giovanni’s seductions is the overt 
violence he manifests towards women. Eric A. Plant describes a more conventional 
portrayal of don Giovanni: "'He does not consciously intend to hurt the women he 
seduces. Not being aware of any wish to harm them, he is constantly surprised and 
a bit irritated that they do not view what has happened with his bland equanimity” 
(6). With some exceptions, most notably Thomas ShadwelTs The Libertine, the 
literary and musical don Juan first resorts to gallantry and deceit when trying to 
win a woman’s heart. James Mandrell, Ruth Plaut Weinreb, and Shoshana Felman, 
among others, have convincingly shown that linguistic and visual deceit is an 
integral part in the seductions by Tirso’s, Moliere’s, Mozart’s and Shaw’s don 
Juan. Only when these ruses fail, does he use force. Although it requires considerable 
suspension of disbelief, in orthodox don Juan literature, many women, believing 
the cloaked stranger to be their fiance or a potential husband, willingly submit to 
verbal wooing. Until they realize that their seducer is not who he claimed to be or 
that his intentions are less than honorable, the women are often sexually satisfied 
partners. Furthermore, this don Juan enjoys sex, seduction, conquest, and/or 
deception. Sellars’s don Giovanni, however, adds brute force to the linguistic 
manipulation and mistaken identity of his bag of tricks. During the rape of donna 
Anna, don Giovanni’s face betrays no sign of sexual pleasure. Anger and disgust 
are the only emotions visible on his face. The wounds on donna Anna’s upper 
chest indicate that she was a most unwilling victim. While the conventional don 
Juan dismisses his conquests with lighthearted arrogance, this don Giovanni casts 
them aside with irate vengeance. It is as if he used his conquests as acts of retribution 
for crimes against his race and class. The drug dealer’s anger is far more disturbing 
than the trickster’s conceit. Both protagonists tally up their respective conquests. 
Nevertheless, whereas the traditional don Juan’s seductions testify to his sexual 
prowess, this contemporary don Giovanni’s triumphs bring him that much closer 
to evening up a racial and economic score.

In keeping with a structural point of the traditional story, Sellars shows 
that the other members of society are latent don Juans although they may not be as 
flamboyant in their disregard for human or supernatural law. The lack of a living 
model of rectitude has always given don Juan a certain amount of ethical latitude. 
Other men in the play either want to be like don Juan or they resort toworse deceits 
and cruelties in their attempts to avoid being like him.^ Given these parallels, then, 
it is to be expected that don Giovanni is not the only one who exerts violence on 
women’s bodies. The audience hears but never sees the jealous Masetto slapping 
Zerlina on several occasions. The battered wife constantly tries to convince her 
husband that she loves only him. These insinuations of violence are not revisionist.
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In DaPonte’s libretto, Masetto betrays a penchant for violence, albeit more verbal 
than physical. When he learns of don Giovanni’s overtures, Masetto repeatedly 
calls Zerlina a ‘‘hussy” and makes not so veiled threats, such as “Oh if it weren’t 
for the scandal. I’d like—“ (Mandel 298). Set in a New York City slum, this scene 
overtly criticizes contemporary American society in which Masetto and don 
Giovanni are symptomatic of the routine violence that plagues the characters’ lives.

In the banquet scene of the opera, Sellars continues with his brutal expose 
of American life. In a traditional staging of the opera and in most don Juan literature, 
the hero dines on fine food, such as pheasant and wine. Leporello, despite being 
appalled by the quantity of food prepared, sneaks tasty little morsels of the feast 
and even sends his compliments to the chef. Elvira arrives and makes one last 
vain, if earnest, effort to convince don Giovanni to repent. He scoffs and she leaves 
in tears. Critics have suggested that, among other things, this scene establishes don 
Juan’s physical appetite as a metaphor for his sexual cravings. The final scene 
serves as a last reminder of the protagonist’s uncontrollable desire for food and 
women. Sellars updates this scene into a metaphor for what ails America, namely 
the dependence on too many quick fixes, be they physical, emotional, or religious.

A Filet-O-Fish Sandwich® and Coke from McDonald’s pale in comparison 
to delicacies enjoyed by the orthodox don Giovanni. Furthermore, when don 
Giovanni chews, spits out, and drips several packets of ketchup over the roll, he 
too equates his gustatory and sexual appetites. His yen for fast food resembles his 
desire for fast love. The regurgitated bun parallels the discarded women. The spilt 
ketchup recalls the shed blood of violent seductions. Don Giovanni’s choice of 
food may also betray an inherent misogyny. Numerous vulgar jokes center on 
comparisons between the smell of the female anatomy and fish. Don Giovanni 
flaunts his repulsion for both by spitting out the food. And yet, like so many fast- 
food customers, don Giovanni keeps going back for more. Leporello’s disgust for 
his master’s appetite is understandable given the ingredients of don Giovanni’s 
last supper. Leporello has no desire to steal tidbits of this nauseating banquet. 
Instead, he chooses chicken McNuggets. His compliments to don Giovanni’s chef 
can only be sarcastic. The fine dining of the traditional opera has been reduced to 
a fast-food fix.

One of don Giovanni’s former conquests has also fallen prey to society’s 
quick fixes. The born-again donna Elvira now carries a Bible instead of a knife. 
She points out pertinent passages to the unrepentant don Giovanni. Gone are the 
mini-skirt, colorful tights and sacrilegious jewelry. She wears non-descript pants 
and top. In her desperate need to fill a spiritual void, donna Elvira has turned to 
Jesus. Since the Faith Mission Church is located in the center of an urban drug 
zone, its congregation is probably comprised of destitute outcasts, such as donna 
Elvira. Throughout the opera, don Giovanni, Leporello, donna Anna, and other
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minor characters snort cocaine and shoot heroine. Don Giovanni even distributes 
parcels of goodies to his party guests. Although the audience never sees donna 
Elvira herself using drugs during the opera, she forms part of the cast of thousands 
who look to the Faith Mission Church for guidance. In their weakened emotional, 
physical, and economic state, the characters are the perfect target for a quick religious 
overhaul. The long-term efficacy of their conversion, however, is questionable. 
Sellars suggests that none of the characters escape from their depressing realities. 
After don Giovanni is drawn into hell, the other characters rejoice the end of the 
evildoer. Despite the Joyous lyrics, visual elements suggest that the characters’ 
lives remain unchanged. An entire chorus, including donna Anna, donna Elvira, 
and Zerlina, is trapped from the waist down in a huge wooden platform with holes 
that are spaced so that the characters can barely touch one another. Their characters’ 
physical immobility and isolation may reflect a spiritual stagnation and confinement. 
Although Don Giovanni no longer poses a threat to their survival, the characters 
remain caught in their respective purgatories.

In these final scenes, Sellars examines the way American society has taken 
two of humankind’s basic needs, food and religion, and turned them into pure 
simulacra. High-fat, fast food and hard-sell evangelism have replaced healthy 
sustenance for the body and soul. Given their unbalanced diet, the characters will 
always be physically and religiously undernourished. Furthermore, these spiritual 
and physical hungers parallel a sexual inanition.

Spectators familiar with the don Juan legend usually anticipate, with some 
relish, the arrival of the statue in the final scene of the play. Such expectation is 
due, in part, to curiosity about how the fantastical event will be staged. This is, 
after all, the thematic and visual climax of the play. The handshakes between the 
protagonist and the statue can send shivers down the spine of even the most jaded 
viewer. The academic may use this exchange to point out structural parallels in the 
play. The handshake clearly resonates with occasions in which don Juan falsely 
gave his hand in marriage or as a sign of trust. Furthermore, don Juan’s meeting 
with the statue condenses three layers of confrontation into one. In sociological 
terms, the killer faces his victim. In the psychological terrain, yet another Oedipal 
confrontation occurs between rebellious son and father. On a religious level, the 
sinner meets his maker. By the end of the opera, the protagonist has transgressed 
most social, psychological, and moral boundaries.^

As might be expected, Sellars alters the fantasy elements of Don Giovanni. 
He minimizes the presence of the statue by focusing on the presence of a very 
young girl. First of all, due to the constant play with shadow and light, the audience 
has a hard time determining whether or not the statue is really there. Perched on 
top of the roof of the Faith Mission Church, the statue speaks but never touches 
don Giovanni. By obscuring the physical presence of the statue and by eliminating
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contact between the Commander and the protagonist, Sellars minimizes the 
importance of this confrontation. Instead, a young blond girl acts as intermediary. 
She slowly approaches and extends her hand to don Giovanni. As he accepts her 
hand, he is drawn into hell.

This handshake is a macabre reversal of don Giovanni’s sexual exploits. 
In the catalog aria Leporello informed Elvira that don Giovanni had a preference 
for very young virgins. Sellars ends the opera with an inversion in the roles of 
victim and victimizer. One of don Giovanni’s potential victims, a young towhead, 
seduces him to hell. Sellars, then, downplays the supernatural and adds social and 
racial implications to don Giovanni’s damnation. While for some, this preadolescent 
represents the hopes and salvation of the nation, for don Giovanni, she embodies 
despair and damnation. If don Giovanni’s previous encounters evened up some 
racial or classist score, this final scene presents strong visual evidence that the 
hierarchy remains in place. A young white girl casts the black don Giovanni to 
hell. In keeping with the structural tradition of both the Golden Age don Juan and 
eighteenth-century Don Giovanni, order has once again been restored.

Sellars’s Don Giovanni caused something of a stir in operatic circles. 
Heather Mac Donald cites the Filet-0-Fish(D scene as a prime example of how 
Sellars has defiled Mozart’s music and DaPonte’s libretto (710). This reception 
bears on several concerns related specifically to don Juan and generally to the 
study of literature. The first entails intertextuality, inherent to any don Juan story. 
Mac Donald’s reaction would be more defensible if Mozart and DaPonte had been 
the first to create don Juan as we know him today. Nevertheless, don Juan texts can 
not exist as separate and discrete units. By naming any protagonist don Juan, or its 
equivalent in another language, an artist openly acknowledges a creative debt. To 
dismiss Sellars’s Don Giovanni because it is not faithful to Mozart ignores the 
dialog that exists between all versions of the story. Each don Juan simultaneously 
asserts a dependence on and independence from its predecessors, thereby 
exemplifying the pattern so clearly described by Bloom, Worton, Still and others.

Seen in this intertextual continuum, Mozart was just as irreverent to Tirso’s 
or Moliere’s plays as Sellars was to Mozart’s opera. One could easily balk at the 
required suspension of disbelief when confronted with the number of Don 
Giovanni *s seductions or the several scenes in which Leporello replaces his master. 
Neither Tirso’s trickster nor Moliere’s libertine deflowers thousands of women; 
Catalinon and Sganarelle do not look like their masters. By comparison, Don 
Giovanni's excesses and inverisimilitudes are too ridiculous to be taken seriously. 
In their respective historical and artistic settings, the catalog aria and mistaken 
identities of Mozart’s opera are as outrageous as the Filet-O-Fish® and the drug 
scenes of Sellars’s Don Giovanni.
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Further complicating the issue of textual revision is the fact that don Juan 
has always simultaneously evolved in popular and elitist art. In fact, Mozart and 
DaPonte incorporated aspects of the puppet and vaudeville theater, the milieu in 
which don Juan survived for the forty years preceding the debut of Don Giovanni. 
Mandel points out that in these don Juan plays, '‘the hero yields to the funny servant” 
(256).^ These sources, then, may explain why Leporello has a bigger role than 
Catalinon or Sganarelle. These popular versions also provide evidence that don 
Juan has not always been a gourmet. In a puppet play from Augsburg, long before 
he was regurgitating fish sandwiches, Don Juan complained about his salad dressing 
(Mandel 276).

These inroads into popular culture have never excluded don Juan from 
serious critical attention. In fact, not only is Don Giovanni canonical, but some, 
including Kierkegaard, argue that only the opera can truly capture don Juan’s 
ephemeral essence (118-119). Several facets of the twentieth-century don Juan 
surface in similarly fleeting settings. In his articles, “Don Juan Goes to the Movies” 
and “The People’s don Juan,” Armand Singer has surveyed instances in which don 
Juan has been used as the name of a place, product, pseudonym, or subject for 
films and television. For example, in an episode of Route 66, entitled “The Stone 
Guest,” a libertine miner seduces a women in a cave while the Central City Colorado 
Opera stages Don Giovanni. The title of the episode becomes most appropriate 
when the mine caves in. ("Movies” 13). A pancake house in Alberta, Canada served 
a don Juan burger, “covered with hot-blooded Spanish sauce. After one, you are 
irresistible!” (“The People’s 330). The internet also provides a popular outlet for 
don Juan. Surfers who access the website The Don Juan Center at 
www.SOSUave.com/ are invited to subscribe to a bimonthly newsletter filled 
with advice on attracting, meeting, and dating women. These examples may verge 
on the trivial but they do attest to don Juan’s ability to survive in the most popular 
of settings. Just as Mozart and Da Ponte, then, Sellars has combined the high- and 
low-brow don Juans.

As one might expect, the inherent intertextuality of the don Juan story 
forges a relationship among his creators. Heather Mac Donald is deeply dissatisfied 
with the interaction between Sellars and Mozart. She objects to the fact that the 
director has made the composer an anachronistic critic of contemporary society: 
“Mozart is at best a distorted mirror of the present. He speaks much more clearly 
about his own era” (712). These comments introduce the sticky question of 
intentionality. Although I carmot know what they intended, I can comment on some 
of the ambiguous ways in which Tirso, Mozart, and Sellars have chosen to speak 
about their own eras. For example, no one can answer with certainty whether Tirso 
wanted his trickster to be a noble rebel or sleazy seducer. Any one of us could, and 
probably has, wavered back and forth between the two options, now insisting that

http://www.SOSUave.com/
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don Juan served as a warning to potential playboys, now asserting that he set the 
standard for the social rebel. Mozart’s and DaPonte’s aims are equally ambiguous. 
Psychologists and literary critics have suggested that the composer and his fictional 
character had much in common. One could agree with Plaut by deciding that Don 
Giovanni plays out Mozart’s own Oedipal tensions with his father.® As suggested 
by Steptoe, an equally viable interpretation is that Mozart used the opera to reflect 
a crisis reminiscent of Golden Age Spain, namely eighteenth-century Vienna’s 
loss of previously clear cut distinctions between reality and appearance.^^ Or, one 
could shift the question of intentionality to the librettist. Plaut submits that DaPonte’s 
friendship with Casanova certainly gave the writer a role model for the opera.'® 
Sellars’s intentions are equally inscrutable, as evidenced by Mac Donald’s criticism: 
“It is impossible to determine whether he [Sellars] intends to unmask the eighteenth 
century ideal of nobility, or to decry how far our world has fallen from it” (710). 
Even those not interested in the author’s intent may find these interpretive 
possibilities inviting. Sellars may have intended one or the other, or both, or neither, 
or part of one but not the other, or something completely different. Not knowing 
what Tirso, Mozart, or Sellars really meant to say, frees the reader to hear a dialog 
that incorporates past, present, and future don Juans. In this exchange, all of don 
Juan’s creators become anachronistic critics. Tirso and Mozart comment on the 
twentieth-first century. On the other hand, Sellars speaks about the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. All three will have a voice in future don Juan texts.

In 1962, Henry Anatole Grunwald announced the death of don Juan. After 
more than 300 years of scandalous seductions, the Western world’s most notorious 
bad boy was defeated not by moral rectitude but ethical indifference. Grunwald 
summarizes the principal reasons for don Juan’s demise as: “the decline of 
aristocracy, the new status of women, the weakening both of convention and of 
religion..., the fading of the supernatural, and the cult of psychology, which makes 
excess no longer a sin but merely a disease...” (65). Indeed, the sexual revolution 
and the women’s movement have left don Juan with scant opportunity to seduce 
innocent women and fend off protective father figures. Furthermore, the ethics of 
the “me” generation and the age of entitlement have robbed don Juan of the chance 
to appall the spectator when he puts personal gratification before collective good 
and religious belief. After all, in order for don Juan to be outrageous, he must rebel 
against the forces of righteous indignation, preferably in the form of a marble 
statue.

Nevertheless, Grunwald may have written the obituary too soon. Don 
Juan’s indiscretions, be they sexual or textual, have allowed him to embody and to 
reflect the religious, psychological, and sociological dynamics of many different 
eras. When those taboos change, so does don Juan. Oscar Mandel correctly asserts, 
“Don Juan never created a climate; he always responded to it, and in fact responded
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to it with almost academic perfection” (21). The works discussed in this analysis 
span early seventeenth-century Spain, late eighteenth-century Austria, and late 
twentieth- and early twenty-first-century United States. In every don Juan story, 
the protagonist is defeated or dies only to be resuscitated in the next text. Despite 
the contemporary shortage of sexual innocence, the weakening of patriarchal norms, 
and the erosion of moral certainty, don Juan is alive and well and living in 
contemporary society.

Monogamy, on the other hand, could put an end to don Juan’s evolution. 
Unlike most moral barometers, don Juan walks a fine ethical line. Being married 
to one play or one partner, would immobilize don Juan in the sexual and textual 
practices of a specific historical era. Only by exercising his promiscuity can the 
libertine discover that, for example, a violent drug culture, racial inequities, and 
faced-paced consumerism are just as lethal as reckless womanizing and religious 
infractions. Furthermore, the spectator can always count on him to identify, and 
then transgress, the limits of socially acceptable behavior. Don Juan has found 
ingenious ways to attract or repulse in countless artistic creations and different 
historical eras. Only by insinuating himself into the needs of a particular historical 
period or a specific dramatic moment has he survived this long. Whether viewed 
as hero or scapegoat, the licentious don Juan will continue to explore forbidden 
sexual and textual pleasures.

University of North Carolina, Wilmington Denise M. DiPuccio

2.

Notes
1. The Association o f Hispanic Classical Theater has a copy o f this production in its 

video collection.
Singer’s bibliographies are a point o f departure for understanding the magnitude o f  
don Juan literature that exists. The original bibliography and the five supplements 
record over 4600 entries. More recently, Dante Medina’s bibliography continues in the 
same vein. Medina’s website, Don Juan, at http://www.don-juan.com/index.html, 
advertises a CD ROM bibliography called The Comprehensive Bibliography of Don 
Juan in All the Arts. The topics o f his bibliography range from art and literary theory to 
customs and cuisine.
I am aware o f the debate over the true authorship o f El burlador de Sevilla. My use o f  
Tirso’s name, a pseudonym for fray Gabriel Tellez, is purely stylistic. Simply put, it is 
less cumbersome to say Tirso than the ‘'purported author of El burlador.'"
Editions o f these and other don Juan texts mentioned in this essay can be found in 
Mandel’s anthology. Otto Rank’s discussion o f  Leporello clearly examines the 
psychological dimensions o f the servant figure in the don Juan myth.
Perhaps the first in a long line o f “wannabes” is Mota in Tirso’s El burlador de Sevilla. 
Parker, Rank, and Rodriguez have explicitly dealt with don Juan’s social, moral, and 
psychological transgressions.

3 .

4.

5.
6.

http://www.don-juan.com/index.html
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7.

8 .

9.

10.

Hermann Abert concurs. Of the puppet plays performed in Augsburg, Ulm Strasbouig, 
and other villages, he states, “Of course the clown is the main character” (31).
Both don Juan and Mozart tried to free themselves from the influence o f domineering 
father figures. Leopold Mozart, himself an accomplished musician, developed a genuine, 
if  overbearing, interest in his son’s musical career, thereby creating a tense relationship 
o f domination, rivalry and subordination. As Eric Plaut asserts, “Clues to Mozart’s 
profound understanding o f the Don [Giovaimi] can be found in that relationship” (7). 
In a recent letter that I received. Professor Singer takes issue with Plaut’s assertions by 
pointing out that. Da Ponte, not Mozart, wrote the libretto for the opera. Nevertheless, 
one could also argue that the basic plot o f the don Juan story was familiar to both Da 
Ponte and Mozart, and, therefore, Mozart’s choice o f topics could have given him the 
opportunity to work through some the problematic aspects o f the relationship with his 
father.
Under Emperor Joseph II Viennese society underwent a social realignment. Due to the 
emperor’s egalitarian reforms, wealthy merchants mingled more frequently and easily 
with the aristocrats. This social restructuring caused a crisis in the interpretation and 
distinction o f appearance from reality. In eighteenth-century \^enna, one’s clothing 
did not necessarily coincide with one’s origins and social standing. The confusion of 
reality and appearances, and more specifically, relating that confusion to one’s clothing, 
is patent in Don Giovanni. Andrew Steptoe asserts: “His [Mozart’s] mature operas, 
too, share this preoccupation with the sincerity o f appearances. For people who set 
such store by appearance ran the risk o f being misled, a confusion that promoted the 
prospects not only o f the talented but also o f the opportunist. The late eighteenth century 
was a golden age for the intrepid adventurer, particularly at Court” (17).
Plaut states that Casanova even contributed to the libretto (5).
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American and Russian, or Gangsters, 
Tyrants, and Bombshells:

Three Reviews by Andre Bazin 
Translated and edited by Bert Cardullo

Andre Bazin
Andre Bazin’s impact on film, as theorist and critic, is widely considered to be 
greater than that of any single director, actor, or producer, despite his early death 
(at only forty) of leukemia in 1958. He is credited with almost single-handedly 
establishing the study of film as an accepted intellectual pursuit, as well as with 
being the spiritual father of the French New Wave. In 1951 Bazin co-founded and 
became editor-in-chief of Cahiers du cinema, the single most influential critical 
periodical in the history of the cinema. Among the film critics who came under his 
tutelage there were four who would go on to become the most renowned directors 
of the postwar French cinema: Fran9ois Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard, Jacques Rivette, 
and Claude Chabrol. Bazin can also be considered the principal instigator of the 
equally influential auteur theory: the idea that, since film is an art form, the director 
of a movie must be perceived as the chief creator of its unique cinematic style.

In accordance with his ideas as propounded in the major English-language 
publication of his work to date— What Is Cinema?,\o\maQS 1 (1967) and2(1971)— 
Bazin has had the critical reputation of being the high priest of realism in film. His 
ascribed orthodoxy maintains that the cinema has value only as it preserves the 
transient details of life with a vivid objectivity—exemplified by the techniques of 
the long take and deep focus—unequaled by any other art form. This continuing 
image of Bazin the critic as the apostle of cinematic realism retains the attraction 
of a steady beacon light in the murky waters of film scholarship. Citations can be 
made quickly and easily, while explanations of Bazin’s work may be rendered 
consistent as well as familiar. Yet it would be unjust not to relish the additional 
dimensions of Bazin’s film-thinking as they are evinced in uncollected review- 
essays of his such as the following on Ivan the Terrible (Part I, 1944; Part II, 1946), 
Niagara (1952), and Scarface

Unlike nearly all the other authors of major film theories, it must be said, 
Bazin was a working or practical critic who wrote regularly about individual films 
like these by Sergei Eisenstein, Henry Hathaway, and Howard Hawks. He based 
his criticism on the film actually made rather than on any preconceived aesthetic or 
sociological principles; and for the first time with him, film theory thereby became 
a matter not of formalistic pronouncement or realistic prescription, but of catholic
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description, analysis, and deduction-cum-induction. Indeed, Bazin can be regarded 
as the aesthetic link between film critics and film theorists. During his relatively 
short writing career, his primary concern was not to answer questions but to raise 
them, not to establish cinema as an art but to ask, “What is art?” and “What is 
cinema?” Most contemporary newspaper reviews answer the insistent question, 
“Is this movie worth the money?” Bazin’s criticism, by contrast, poses the additional 
question, “If a film is worth seeing, why is it worth seeing as a filmT^

In theoretical response to the latter question, Bazin paradoxically claims 
that, of all art forms, films penetrate reality to the fullest, yet become most filmic 
or artful in the process of doing so. To him, a special effect is most effectively 
fantastic when it is also the most realistic, and movies are most sacred when working 
against the medium’s affinity for religious iconography. A film like Fellini’s I  
Vitelloni (1953) reveals the most about the souls of its characters as it focuses 
exclusively on their appearances, while an intensely realistic movie like Scarface 
seems bom from an artful novel or short story that chose instead to become a film.

In practical response to the question, “If a film is worth seeing, why is it 
worth seeing as a fi lm T  Bazin displayed his ability to depict different directors’ 
styles, and to position each style against the greater evolving realism of his time. 
For example, Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible is “a beautiful work” because of its 
clarity of style, despite “renouncing fifteen years of realistic cinema.” Bazin’s 
appreciation of this picture’s uniqueness thus paradoxically transcends the fact 
that it is the antithesis of his cherished, realistic film essence, for, as he himself put 
the matter, “we must make a distinction between the value of the style as such and 
the quality of its individual execution.”

The following pieces allow the reader to gauge Bazin’s movement between 
the role of theoretician, espousing a transcendent reality for film, and the role of 
practicing reviewer. As the latter, he seeks to give a foreign, underestimated, or 
overly familiar movie a fresh public perception, while arguing for the application 
of a different set of values to the popular cinema—as in his consideration of Marilyn 
Monroe’s screen image and metaphorical dimension in the review below of Niagara. 
His entwined roles as an analyst, defender, challenger, and expander of common 
notions of film remain compelling critical tasks or missions. We miss Bazin’s 
capacity to discuss individual films, filmmakers, techniques, and methods. We have 
lost his interest in comparing film with other arts, sciences, and philosophies (from 
algebra to magnetic fields, geology to theology). We lack his sensitivity and openness 
to different kinds of movies. Most of all, we might revive his ability to stimulate 
critical thinking about every aspect of cinema, whether in agreement with or 
refutation of his own arguments.

More than once, Andre Bazin has been called the Aristotle of cinema for 
being the first to try to formulate principles in all areas of this (at the time) unexplored
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field. Today, however, the cinema is considered so large a subject that the critic- 
theorist can at best carve out for study only a small portion of it. Bazin, for his part, 
ambitiously and innocently tried to tackle all of it—and to a remarkable degree 
succeeded.

Ivan the Terrible'
At the moment I’m writing this article, barely two weeks after the release 

of Ivan the Terrible (Part 1 ,1944; Part II, 1946) at the Normandie Theater, the fate 
of this superproduction already seems decided. Most of the critics were extremely 
restrained, but the public itself has not been restrained: at best, it cannot hide its 
disappointment and its surprise; at worst, it sometimes laughs out loud. The film 
cognoscenti gloat scornfully and keep repeating that it would have been preferable 
for Russian prestige had the film not been released in France at all. I persist in 
believing, however, that Ivan the Terrible is a beautiful work that does the director 
of The Battleship Potemkin (1925) and The General Line (1929) proud.

On account of the German invasion, Sergei Eisenstein went as far as Asia 
to make his film, in the remote studios of Alma-Ata.^ Should we therefore see in 
these geographical considerations the origin of the film’s style? Eisenstein’s genius 
and sensibility may be the most Western in Russian cinema; yet, in spite of the fact 
that the action takes place in western Russia in the sixteenth century, he obviously 
wanted to make an Asian film. This intention is discernible not only in the 
preponderantly Eastern extravagance of the sets and costumes, but also in the very 
conception of the drama and its performance, both of which are so heavily stylized 
that they border on mime and dance. I think that it would be a mistake, nonetheless, 
to consider the movie’s exaggerated conception of character and the extreme 
expressiveness of its acting as some kind of return to silent cinema.

The conventional and contrived aspect of the mimicry of silent films came 
from their having to communicate with the viewer without the help of speech. In 
Ivan the Terrible that mimicry is a deliberate choice, a freely chosen style of 
expression. Yet this style is not easy to define. It certainly derives a good deal from 
The Nibelungen {1924) and The Cabinet o f Dr C aligari { \9 \9 \  but it is singulaily 
enriched by other elements that are psychological, plastic, and musical. Eisenstein 
is trying to achieve here, using the plasticity of cinema as his starting point, the 
same type of artistic synthesis that Wagner wanted to build around music. Time 
will tell if this synthesis is viable or if it is as unstable as Bayreuth’s, the only 
element of which survives today is the music. Prokoviev’s music is beautiful, but it 
is not the major component of Eisenstein’s film: it is the image that determines, 
according to its dramatic composition, the design, the acting, and the music in Ivan 
the Terrible.
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Eisenstein’s attention to composition has never before been so evident, 
despite the fact that it has always been dominant in his work. His phenomenal eye 
for framing and for the right camera angle wonderfully sustained the action of The 
Battleship Potemkin, for example: one need only recall the legs of the soldiers 
descending the huge Odessa Steps. But in his previous films the plastic demands 
of the image didn’t have an effect on the action itself In Ivan the Terrible, by 
contrast, it is fair to say that the action is transformed to its very core by the style of 
the image. From this point of view, one could call Ivan the Terrible decadent. But 
this would be to judge the film only by its chosen form and not by the quality of its 
means, which don’t seem to me to be inferior to, or less assured than, those of 
Eisenstein’s other works.

The pictorial influences on his most recent film are numerous. The 
historical period of the action—Donatello has just died (1466), and the Russian 
court has established relations with the various Italian states—allowed Eisenstein 
to make allusions to the Italian Renaissance, which had always had a strong influence 
on him. As for the Byzantine references, they are even more numerous: the battle 
for Kazan,"® for instance, is treated as a painterly miniature on a surface without 
perspective; the characters, who are either carefully isolated or arrayed in serpentine 
lines, seem to be pinned to the hill, upon which we can see the czar’s tent. The 
pictures are composed with extreme care and contain, as it were, plastic, internal 
rhythms that then echo one another from image to image. Thus the wondrous eye 
of the icon has its reverberation in the half-moon windows that light up a hall. 
Everything in this film is calculated and conscious, subject to an extraordinary 
system of references, contrasts, harmonies, and counterpoints. But it would be 
wrong to say that Ivan the Terrible is therefore nothing more than an album of 
artistic photographs. Eisenstein’s art has always been rather static within the image 
itself. The photographic dynamics come from the editing, which does not limit 
itself to conferring a rhythm on the successive shots, but which also connects the 
motion there is inside each shot to that of the shots preceding and following it.

It is true that Ivan the Terrible deliberately turns its back on what used to 
be the best tradition in Russian cinema, a tradition that Eisenstein himself helped 
create. It is also true that this film returns to the most conventional aesthetics of 
silent film—the aesthetics of German expressionism in particular—thus renouncing 
fifteen years of realistic cinema. Contrary to Fritz Lang, who evolved from the 
total artificiality of The Nibelungen to the violent realism of Fury (1936), Eisenstein 
followed a course that led him in Ivan the Terrible to deny nature even the briefest 
of appearances. But we must make a distinction between the value of the style as 
such and the quality of its individual execution. One may detest opera, one may 
think that it is a dying art form, while also recognizing the quality of Wagner’s 
music. One may detest verse drama, one may think that it is a moribund hybrid.
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but would one go so far as to condemn Racine’s tragedies because they are not 
written in prose?

In the cinema, we are not accustomed to making distinctions among styles. 
One could, of course, respond that cinema is different from the other arts, whose 
audiences are perhaps more expert and also smaller in number. By contrast, 
filmmakers address the anonymous masses. These people don’t care about aesthetics 
or theories of film: they want to see “movies.” Wouldn’t it be a betrayal, then, to 
introduce the aesthetic categories of the “cultural” arts into this wonderfully 
“popular” foim, from which American and Russian filmmaking had gradually 
managed to banish every pretension to high art? One is certainly entitled to consider 
the path Eisenstein takes in Ivan the Terrible as an offensive return to a dangerous 
aestheticism, which everybody believed had been eliminated from all considerations 
of cinema’s destiny. But such a hypothesis doesn’t in itself give us leave to disregard 
the extraordinary mystery of this titan of the cinema, the genius of his camera in 
this, his latest film.^

I haven’t said very much about the plot, because it is easy to set it aside or 
to see it only as a pretext for Eisenstein’s stylistic configurations. The film’s subject 
does pose a problem, however, and it would be dishonest to ignore it. We all know 
that, since Peter the Great,^ Russian cinema has been singing the praises of the 
great czars, who are presented both as pioneers of the union of all Russian peoples 
and as enemies of the feudalism that for so long oppressed the masses. The analogies 
are far too obvious for me to go through the trouble of pointing them all out. 
Therefore it would be silly to be shocked by just one: if you’re going to compare 
General de Gaulle with Joan of Arc, then you have to compare Ivan the Terrible 
with Stalin. We never fail to find historical justifications for the political present; 
the real problem lies far more in the political ideals whose value is thus asserted: to 
wit, autocracy and nationalism. I’ll leave it to the political analysts to judge Ivan 
the Terrible from this point of view, and I’ll limit myself to discussing the manner 
in which Eisenstein sets out his thesis.

Ivan the Terrible respects rather scrupulously the main historical events, 
but naturally it assigns to them the meaning Eisenstein desires. The film doesn’t 
for a moment try to avoid the baldest didacticism, clearly distinguishing between 
the good and the bad, between virtue and vice. I’ll state a hypothesis here without 
being able to prove it: in yielding to the demands of propaganda, Eisenstein may 
have consciously chosen a style for his film that rejected psychological realism 
from the start, and that required for its own aesthetic realization the systematic 
magnification of a thesis—that is, the elaboration of a thesis without benefit of 
nuance.
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Niagara^
Is it a coincidence or part of a plan, or simply my imagination at work in 

anticipation of the near future? Whatever the case, it seems as if the American 
cinema, before it dies in its present condition, wants to demonstrate by its choice 
of subjects and locales the superiority of CinemaScope. One can’t help thinking 
this when one sees Henry Hathaway’s Niagara (1952), in which the two protagonists 
are the famous falls and Marilyn Monroe. Indeed, it’s much too obvious that at 
least one of the two would benefit enormously from an enlargement of our field of 
vision (the other would benefit from the use of 3-D, but that’s another story).

It is so easy to treat with ironic contempt Hollywood endeavors such as 
Niagara that one is rather tempted to detect in them whatever positive things they 
have to offer. Besides, the contemptuous viewer could perchance be taken in by a 
film in which self-awareness and humor play a significant part. However, it is 
quite possible that Hathaway originally took this rather conventional script seriously, 
because he hoped he could renew interest in it through his deployment of the wise 
en scene. The story concerns two newlywed couples. One of these couples has 
come to spend their honeymoon at Niagara Falls, where the other man and wife— 
an oddly matched pair—are their bungalow neighbors. He (Joseph Gotten) is 
closemouthed, short-tempered, and likes solitary walks. She (Marilyn Monroe) is 
an extraordinary type of perverse ingenue who seems to have no other concern 
than to provoke her husband’s jealousy with her indecent attire and outlook. We 
soon understand that she wants people to think he is mad, so as to pass off as a 
suicide the murder she is planning with the complicity of her lover. But the Niagara 
does not return the body that she had hoped it would, and from then on she will 
have to deal with the fear of a vengeance against which she can’t defend herself 
without admitting her crime. The falls, for their part, will take care of the denouement 
and the moral.

Obviously, there is nothing original in this trite version of the femmefatale 
story, in which the woman’s sensuality provokes the man’s destiny. There is one 
element, however—clearly indicated in the script but absolutely not developed in 
the film—that could have introduced a rather appealing secondary line of interest: 
in fact, both couples are oddly matched, for the honeymooning young man is an 
oblivious fool, a champion salesman of cornflakes, whose pretty and intelligent 
wife (Jean Peters) would be far better matched with Joseph Gotten. Thus we would 
have had two protagonists made for each other but kept apart by their senseless 
love for someone who, for very different reasons in each case, does not deserve it. 
But the salesman embodies an ideal of American social morality that could be 
paired with Marilyn Monroe’s lust only through a most audacious operation. And 
it is perhaps in the face of such an operation that the screenwriters retreated.

I think that the initial script was knocked off-center by the introduction of
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Marilyn Monroe as its star. This actress’s personality, her promotional importance 
to Fox, necessarily made the film revolve around her. But it is obvious that this 
latest Hollywood sex bomb couldn’t possibly pass herself off as a tragic figure. 
One could even question just how seriously her robust eroticism should be taken. 
The morphology of the vamp tends toward thinness: the kind you find in Marlene 
Dietrich, Greta Garbo (although not a vamp, she is in all respects a tragic figure), 
and Joan Crawford. It was actually Mae West who originally created the figure of 
the comic vamp, by virtue of what I would call a sort of low-pressure pneumaticism. 
In any event, even if one hesitates to generalize in these matters, it at least remains 
obvious, in Marilyn Monroe’s case, that at such a hyperbolic level vampishness 
has more in common with farce than with tragedy.

Howard Hawks, for one, understood this perfectly in Monkey Business 
(1952),^ where, as rumor has it, he went so far as to add padding to the already 
obvious curves of Miss Monroe. We know that in America the characteristic feature 
of an actress who has a sufficiently marked sex appeal is nicely designated by a 
generic label. Thus Lauren Bacall is ‘‘the look” and Jane Russell “the breath.” A 
single word could characterize Marilyn Monroe, but it doen’t exist in English.® A 
long time ago, I wrote in a review of The Outlaw (1943; dir. Howard Hughes, with 
Jane Russell) that, since the war, eroticism in film had passed from the thighs to 
the breasts. Marilyn Monroe makes it fall somewhere in between the two.

Nevertheless, Hathaway has attempted to develop around his heroine a 
whole system of more complex erotic allusions and metaphors. First there is the 
motif of nudity. Marilyn Monroe always seems to be naked under something: a 
sheet, a nightgown, or her dress. It is around this film that Fox launched the 
following advertising campaign. Question: “Miss Monroe, what do you have on 
when you sleep?” Answer: “Chanel No. 5.” But this is just another episode in the 
game of hide-and-seek that Hollywood has been playing for years with censorship, 
which the industry regards not as a restriction, but on the contrary as a stimulant to 
the imagination. More subtle and indirect is the motif of water, which the dialogue 
of the film reduces to the level of an elementary dramatic symbol (of the tumultuous 
fatality of passion). In reality, though, what matters here is not the dynamic force 
of the falling, rushing water, but the humidity that pervades the surrounding 
atmosphere. It is in this all-pervasive humidity that the protagonists are steeped 
and under which they suffer, and which even seems to be a quality inherent in the 
heroine’s skin, as if it were something we could touch. As a matter of fact, a 
Canadian film magazine aptly described Marilyn Monroe’s sex appeal as ‘'humid 
eroticism.”

The Crisis of French Cinema, or Scarface and the Gangster Film^
The films that have been released in the last two months are scarcely
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worth any attention. Since the question of quotas still has not been resolved,'^ 
American distributors simply content themselves with re-releasing old movies. 
Almost all new films are therefore French. Two years after the Liberation, the 
public paradoxically finds itself in a situation more or less similar to the one it 
experienced during the Occupation: a neat cinematic monopoly. The partial 
elimination of the competition may have advantages—the quality of French 
production between 1940 and 1944 proves this—but only if it does not last too 
long and, even more important, if the film industry has the means to take advantage 
of this “intermission."’

Alas, our industry doesn’t seem to have those means, since it can no 
longer do without either the importation of brand-new equipment or the exportation 
of its product, which is not financially viable when limited solely to its own national 
market. Your average twenty-million-ffanc film can no longer pay off on the French 
circuit. This explains why more and more films are being made under drastic money 
saving conditions that are absolutely incompatible with minimum artistic standards; 
perhaps the few million that are thus being saved will help balance the producer’s 
budget. The complexity and the seriousness of the problems that are today facing 
the French filmmaking industry require a specific, consistent policy that the proper 
authorities seem unable to conceive and implement. This is why the French cinema 
is slowly dying in studios that get their equipment from local flea markets, studios 
where some of the most qualified technicians in the world must hurry about playing 
the maddening role of Mr. Fix-it.

The delay that the publication rhythm of a journal imposes on me will 
perhaps explain why I won’t talk this month about the half-dozen recently released 
films that could barely be called decent: i.e., I have little to add to what has already 
been written. Despite its dialogue, Henri Calef’s Jericho (1946) is doubtless the 
most respectable among the new crop. Georges Lacombe and his screenwriter Pierre 
Very, for their part, have come close to success in The Land without Stars (1945), 
but in the end they have missed their mark. By contrast, the modesty of Barbizon's 
Temptation (1945; dir. Jean Stelli), its lack of pretentiousness, could serve as a 
sympathetic explanation for the pleasure it gives us. In any event, there’s a good 
side to the re-release of American oldies: we get to see The Green Pastures (1936; 
dir. Marc Connelly and William Keighley) and Scarface (1932; dir. Howard Hawks) 
again. The latter has produced in me the only strong emotion of the last five or six 
weeks, so the reader will excuse me for elaborating on my rediscovery of this film. 
Its qualities emerge with extraordinary relief from a distance of fourteen years.

What’s so remarkable about Scarface is that we realize today that it would 
William Faulkner just another writer of gothic fiction. Everything that will later 
become the inevitable rhetoric of the genre is barely touched on by Howard Hawks 
in this film; it’s all consciously rejected in favor of psychology and social realism.
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The siege of the gangster’s hide-out and his capture by the police, for example, 
often provided the bravura finale of many a lesser film: in Angels with Dirty Faces 
(1938; dir. Michael Curtiz), the manhunt even takes place in a skyscraper. In 
Scarf ace, everything begins as if an endless struggle with numerous reversals were 
going to take place, but the unfolding of the dramatic action almost immediately 
crosses over into the character’s psychology, since the death of the gangster’s sister 
makes him vulnerable and incapable of fighting. So he flees and, after knocking 
over a policeman, travels only three yards before being stopped by a hail of bullets 
from a submachine gun.

Throughout the film, the authors systematically refuse to lean on the usual 
dramatic categories, preferring instead to trim the plot in order to concentrate all 
their attention on the characters. Scenes of violence are not slowly and suspensefully 
prepared for, nor are they ever lowered to the level of bloody set pieces; instead, 
they are simply inserted in the interstices left over between the sections of the 
narrative. Take, for instance, the execution of a rival gang in a garage: we are 
spared the details leading up to what became known as the St. Valentine’s Day 
Massacre; the only thing that matters is the final episode in which the meaning of 
the action is encapsulated, and where the seven men are mowed down off-camera. 
This is why the film seems to be divided into brief scenes that are joined by purely 
emblematic links, like the tearing-off of calendar pages superimposed upon the 
bursts of a submachine gun.

The kinship of such a technique with that of some American novels is 
obvious, as is the emphasis on the characters’ psychology. I have already mentioned 
Faulkner, with whom comparison is impossible to avoid, even though it should not 
be exaggerated. George Raft’s impassive blue eyes, his mannerisms, his boundless 
yet sickly strength, make him exist almost as intensely as the unforgettable Popeye 
in Sanctuaiy.'^ for Paul Muni, he belongs to an aesthetic universe where the 
sympathy and antipathy required by melodrama no longer have any meaning. He 
is the way he is, fatally dangerous to himself and out of our Judgment’s reach. This 
is perhaps what makes Scarf ace so different from the traditional '‘gangster film,” 
in which the action calls for the audience’s reaction in favor of or against the 
police, and which revives the old sociological motif of the captivating thief, whose 
most familiar attribute is the cunning that enables him to outfox the police.'-The 
G-men in Sccnface, by contrast, are only a technical element of the action: they are 
one of the forces with which Muni’s frightening and naive will to power clashes. 
As in Faulkner, the impulses that drive such a puppet are at the same time totally 
perverse and absolutely irresistible. Money is seldom the root cause of this will to 
power, which more often than not is merely a childish vanity, an infantile and 
persistent longing. (Now that he has achieved the power he wants. Muni can at last 
change his shirt every day.) It is an obsession that no force in the world could take
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away from him. Such a man is like the insect whose legs we must tear off if we 
want to remove him from the branch to which he is clinging.

If Scarf ace is the classic gangster film, there are two reasons why. First, 
because it sketched in the dramatic rhetoric of the genre, which other films have 
then developed. But this tradition of submachine gun bursts, bullet-riddled bodies, 
and screeching breaks is the one that’s the least interesting, precisely because it had 
no trouble at all establishing itself with the advent of sound and can now be found 
everywhere. Hawks himself, perhaps the most skilled craftsman in Hollywood, 
could have exploited this tradition much more fully had he wanted to. Air Force 
(1943; dir. Howard Hawks) showed us last year the extent of his cinematic eloquence 
when it comes to “action” scenes. But Scarface takes a different aesthetic direction, 
one that connects it with a particular vein in American fiction—the depths of which 
subsequent gangster films have hardly ever penetrated, even when they tried.

Hence the second sense in which Scarface is the classic gangster film: 
i f  s practically one of a kind. The mobsters’ violence and volatility are treated only 
as a means to the end of establishing a special climate for the development of these 
human puppets with instinctive drives. Faulkner and Erskine Caldwell created a 
similar climate on their Southern plantations, and recently we have had the 
opportunity to see the same aesthetic design in Alfred Hitchcock’s Shadow o f a 
Doubt (1943). If the director hadn’t in the end capitulated to the audience’s moral 
sensitivity, this film would not have been unworthy of Scarface. One psychological 
theme in particular is developed in Shadow o f a Doubt, as in Scarface: that of 
incest, with even the Faulknerian intensifying device, in Hitchcock’s film, of giving 
the niece and her uncle the same first name. Psychoanalysis has truly become a 
Hollywood commonplace. Blind Alley (1939; dir. Charles Vidor), for instance, 
shows us a gangster who uses his submachine gun as a figurative means to kill his 
father. But this is nothing more than the cheap degeneration of a theme that American 
cinema has only seldom treated with the simultaneous daring and discretion found 
in Scarface.

We can see in this picture’s treatment of a theme like incest one of the 
limits cinema imposes on itself, in contrast to the practice of the novel. What is 
astonishing is not that the American cinema so rarely enters the domain of modem 
fiction, but that it enters this domain at all. After one realizes the extent of censorship 
on the other side of the Atlantic, or even simply the extent of the public’s self 
censorship in the face of everything that disturbs its social and moral security, one 
really has to marvel when from time to time one encounters, in a movie like 
Scarface, emotions of the kind and of the intensity we associate with American 
literature.

University of Michigan Bert Cardullo
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Notes
1. Bazin’s review of Ivan the Terrible first appeared in French in Esprit, 14, no. 121 

(April 1946), pp. 667-671. Translated here, for the first time, with the permission of 
Madame Janine Bazin.

2. Capital o f the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic, in the southeastern part.
3. City in the west o f the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, on the Volga.
4. And, as it turned out, Eisenstein’s last. He died o f a heart attack in 1948 at the age o f  

fifty.
5. Directed by Vladimir Petrov (Part 1 ,1937; Part II, 1939).
6. This review (o f Niagra) was first published in French in L ’Observateur (17 Sept. 

1953), then reprinted in Volume 3 ("Cinema et sociologie”) o f Bazin’s four-volume 
Qu 'est-ce que le cinema? (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1958-1962), pp. 61-64. Translated 
here, for the first time, with the permission o f Madame Janine Bazin.

7 Editor’s note: As was Billy Wilder to understand the connection between hyperbolic 
vampishness and farce when he cast Marilyn Monroe in her greatest role, as Sugar 
Kane in Some Like It Hot (1959).

8. Editor’s note: It does exist in French, however, except not in one word: "chutes de 
reins,” which means "small o f the back” and suggests the curvaceousness o f the areas 
surrounding this spot. The original title o f Bazin’s review was “Chutes de reins et 
autres Niagara,” which is untranslatable because it plays on the words “chutes,” which 
means “falls” (as in Niagara Falls), and “reins,” which means “kidneys” (a euphemism 
in French for “bottom” or “back”).

9. This essay (on Scarface) was first published in French in Esprit, 14, no. 122 (1946), 
pp. 841-844. Translated here, for the first time, with the permission o f Madame Janine 
Bazin.

10. A protectionist measure against new foreign movies imposed by the French government 
after World War II.

11. Raft played Guino Rinaldi, Tony (Scarface) Camonte’s bodyguard and lifelong friend. 
Camonte was played by Paul Muni.

12. Bazin is referring here to Guignol, the winsome rogue o f Punch-and-Judy shows who 
always manages to beat his nemesis, the gendarme (policeman), to a pulp.





From Karloff to Vosloo: 
The Mummy Remade

Stephen Sommer’s decision to team with Universal Studios and remake 
the classic 1932 horror title, The Mummy, suggests yet another look at the place of 
remakes in the Hollywood system as well as an examination of key themes and 
production elements of both the original and the remake to see what they tell us 
about the horror film’s place in the popular culture of their respective eras. While 
Sommer’s version incorporates state of the art computer technology, its 
characterizations and subliminal pseudo-feminist message suggest this effort lacks 
both the grace and sense of underlying tension of the Karl Freund-directed 
predecessor.

Known as one of Universal Studios’ ‘'Big Four” during the 1930s and 
‘40s, The Mw/w/wy joined Dracula, Frankenstein, and The Wolfman to provide the 
studio reliable audience appeal to the horror market at the time. The success of 
Universal’s four major horror stars led to inevitable sequels churned out with 
stunning regularity to help keep the studio’s coffers in the black. Frankenstein’s 
monster was killed off and revived from countless deaths; Boris Karloff’s Imhotep 
transmuted into the shambling Kharis; the Wolfman and the Frankenstein monster 
slugged it out in the same film; and all four suffered the ignominy of coming out 
second best to Bud Abbott and Lou Costello shortly before the great Universal 
horror cycle thudded to a close when the two comedians met and subdued The 
Mummy in 1955.

The appeal of these monsters was so enduring that they played a major 
role in the success of the Hammer Studio horror film series which began with The 
Curse o f Frankenstein in 1957. Mixing vivid color into these monsters’ depictions 
for the first time. Hammer invested its films with more overt action and pandering 
displays of their female stars’ cleavage than had been found in the classic Universal 
films. Christopher Lee’s Dracula was more athletically assertive than Bela Lugosi’s, 
while the Frankenstein series focused not on the creature’s travails but rather on 
those of his creator. Oliver Reed’s turn as Hammer’s Werewolf and Lee’s depiction 
of the Mummy also contributed to the Hammer stable while the studio played 
around with the Jeky 11 and Hyde story and discovered the soft-core attraction of its 
lesbian vampire tales as well.

Of note here is the choice Hammer made to formulate its Mummy series 
around the mythology engendered by Universal’s follow-ups to the Karloff film. 
Featuring Tom Tyler or Lon Chaney, Jr. as Kharis, this Mummy gave rise to the 
usual depiction of the slow moving, bandage-wrapped figure that became the series’
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standard rather than the wrinkled visage associated with Karloff’s Imhotep in the 
original film. Universal’s later Mummy films familiarized us with Princess Ananka, 
the High Priests of Kamak, and the formula for brewing the tana leaves necessary 
to keep Kharis alive. All of these narrative constructs found their way into popular 
culture in one form or another. The Universal depiction of Kharis has often elicited 
question regarding the degree to which he posed a formidable threat for he did not 
move quickly and was depicted with one game arm that was always held close to 
his side. It would seem that most victims could easily avoid Kharis’s wrath by 
simply running away. Thus, when rights to The Mummy were obtained by Hammer 
for the creature’s debut in 1959, director Terence Fisher decided to do what he had 
already done with Dracula and make the creature more physical. With Christopher 
Lee again essaying the title character, Hammer’s Kharis displays much more energy 
and menace than the Tyler/Chaney depictions at Universal. While The Mummy 
proved successful for Hammer, its two follow-ups in 1964 and 1966 deviated fi*om 
the Kharis/Ananka storyline and were not popular at the box-office. As Tom Johnson 
and Deborah Del Vecchio note in their filmography of Hammer Films, . .there is 
just so much one can do with a mummy” (284).

The timelessness of the “big four” is attested to by the numerous titles 
featuring their names as screenwriters and directors wove their unique spins on the 
basic legends through the millennium’s conclusion. Big-budget features helmed 
by such directors as Kenneth Branagh and Francis Ford Coppola gave us lushly 
mounted versions of the Frankenstein and Dracula tales that assured the continued 
presence of the monsters in the midst of such new horrors as Freddy Krueger, 
Michael Myers, Jason, Blair Witches, and repeated appearances by B-movie icon 
Bruce Campbell. On the written side, Anne Rice put the mummy mythology to 
good use in her title. The Mummy or Ramses the Damned^ a narrative that crackles 
with a storyline that constantly moves forward without the digressions which are 
the hallmarks of her later novels.

With this history in mind, then, it comes as no surprise that a contemporary 
remake of The Mummy would eventually surface. As Joseph M. Boggs and Dennis 
W. Petrie tell us in The Art o f Watching Films, “The industry’s most recent obsession 
with redoing the tried and true began during the early 1970s and has intensified 
since” (428). This trend reflects more than simply a desire by contemporary directors 
to take a swing at re-creating a classic. Motion picture financing has grown to the 
point where even independent films chalk-up staggering budgets. Thus, studio 
heads seeking to keep the wolf from their office doors as long as possible often 
give their stamp of approval to projects featuring tried-and-true titles and lead 
characters with which film goers are familiar. In the minds of studio executives, 
these projects reduce risk and tend to bring an element of predictability to the 
process. While often reducing the potential for risk, a remake is concurrently a
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creative failure as well. Boggs and Petrie note, ‘‘...the better the original, the higher 
are the expectations of the audience for the remake or sequel, which almost always 
fails to meet those expectations” (428). In particular, they go on to state, . .remakes 
and sequels generally lack the freshness and creative dynamics of the original” 
(429). Such films often end up, according to Andrew Horton and Stuart McDougal, 
constituting “ ...a  particular territory existing somewhere between unabashed 
larceny and subtle originality” (4).

Despite the scorn critics often visit upon such titles, they continue to pop 
up with regularity. Part of the reason is probably related to the difficulty in creating 
original material in a world in which written stories of every ilk have been available 
to the masses for centuries. The over-the-air, cable, and satellite-delivered forms 
of television which cram screens 24 hours a day also make it difficult to dream up 
creative and compelling scenarios for the mass audience. If one accepts the tenets 
of the ancient playwrights that all plotlines derive from one great story, or that 
there is only a small number of basic narratives available, there is no wonder the 
public will respond with attention whenever a writer or director come up with an 
original spin on their tale.

Originating from the same studio, one recent example of the remake 
process in action is Stephen Sommers’ 1999 version of Karl Freund’s 1932 Universal 
Studios horror standard. The Mummy. The Mummy did not originate from a specific 
literary predecessor as did Frankenstein’s creature and Count Dracula. Rather, most 
film historians place the film’s foundation with the world-wide publicity surrounding 
the opening of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922 and the associated “'"curse” that seemed 
to follow members of the archeological team. According to Brunas, Brunas, and 
Weaver’s Universal Horrors: The Studio's Classic Films, 7Pi/-7P4d, the discovery 
of the “boy king’s” burial tomb struck a chord with Universal’s Junior Laemmle in 
early 1932.

This is not to say that no stories about mummies existed in the literature 
prior to this time. Leslie Halliwell tells us that mummy stories stretched back at 
least one hundred years before Tutankhamun’s tomb was breeched, including one 
by Edgar Allan Poe (193). Tales penned by Theophile Gautier (‘The Mummy’s 
Foot”) and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (“Lot No. 249” and “The Ring of Toth”) also 
predate Junior Laemmle’s fervor for the subject. Indeed, Halliwell claims the Conan 
Doyle story, “The Ring of Toth”, “ ...bears such a strong relationship to the 1932 
film that its lack of a credit is quite shameful” (203). Nonetheless, it appears 
questionable that anyone at Universal was familiar with these literary sources, for 
it was not until forty years later that the studio began its own creation of what was 
felt to be an original terror.

This began when Laemmle assigned the author Nina Wilcox Putnam and
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Richard Schayer, head studio scenarist, to devise a story treatment that eventually 
went under the title, '■'Cagliostro.” With the project surviving title changes from 
Cagliostro to The King o f the Dead to Im-Ho~Tep, Laemmle tapped the studio’s 
horror star, Boris Karloff, to play the film’s lead. By the summer, John Balderston, 
co-author of the stage version of Draciila with Hamilton Deane that provided the 
basis for the Universal film, was brought in to refine the story. Balderston is credited 
with dropping the scientific reasoning undergirding Putnam and Schayer’s story 
and substituting the supernatural angle that finds Imhotep being brought back to 
life when Ralph Norton (Bramwell Fletcher) reads from the scroll of Toth by which 
Isis raised Osiris from the dead. Balderston also decided to switch the screenplay’s 
original setting from San Francisco to Egypt in order to accentuate its mystical and 
fantasy elements. Unlike Universal’s other horror titles of the era. The Mummy 
contains not a whiff of humor to settle down the audience following particularly 
tense scenes. Bryan Senn, writing in Golden Horrors: An Illustrated Critical 
Filmography o f Terror Cinema, 1931-1939, identifies The Mummy and Carl 
Theodore Dreyer’s Vampyr as two films of their era which “ managed to immerse 
themselves so successfully in a supernatural dream world” with The Mummy 
providing the more coherent script and ‘'a heart full of tragedy and pathos” (140).

As might be expected, Balderston’s script mirrors his work on Dracula. 
Many horror film critics and historians have noted the similarities between 
Balderston’s work on Dracula and The Mummy. Brunas, Brunas, and Weaver go 
so far as to characterize The Mummy as “a disguised remake of the Lugosi picture”:

Both the Count and Imhotep are immortal souls who cannot be 
destroyed by conventional means. They both possess hypnotic 
powers that can bend others to do their bidding. Dracula preys 
on the weak-minded Renfield to carry out his misdeeds; Imhotep 
enslaves the Nubian for similar purposes. Yet, in spite of their 
malevolent leanings and absolute powers, both are slaves to 
forces greater than themselves, thus arousing our pity and 
compassion. (52-3)

Most viewers find it difficult to lack empathy for a guy in Imhotep’s 
moldy bandages who discovers the film’s heroine, Helen Grosvenor, to be a 
reincarnation of his great love, Anck-es-en-Amon.. After centuries in an undead 
hell, Imhotep is giving into the most primal of urges: he Just wants to get together 
with the lady of his dreams. Thus, The Mummy and Dracula both feature a title 
character depicted as an evil intruder attempting to take over a young woman 
protected by a band of men who view the focal character’s intentions in simple 
‘'good vs. evil” terms. In the Karloff film, the viewer instinctively reacts with fear
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and no little revulsion to Imhotep’s physical appearance and quest for Helen. The 
story’s beauty lies in how Imhotep’s longing over the years puts the pathos of his 
situation on display while also eliciting concurrent joyful reactions from the 
audience that he has been subdued counterbalanced with sorrow that his love has 
not been consummated.

Balderston’s use of the reincarnation motif to specify Helen as the 
contemporary version of Anck-es-en-Amon goes a long way toward making Boris 
KarlofiPs Imhotep a character the audience can identify with more easily than Arnold 
Vosloo’s depiction in the remake, for the latter’s Imhotep merely latches on to the 
first woman he sees as the perfect sacrifice necessary to bring his lover back from 
the underworld. Stephen Sommer’s film thus gives the audience less reason to 
identify with Imhotep’s plight and Arnold Vosloo’s character is nowhere near the 
focus of mixed emotional response that Karloff is in the original.

At the same time, Karl Freund passed up the opportunity to invest the 
original’s story with more pathos when he decided to excise or cut back scenes in 
Balderston’s script showing Anck-es-en-Amon’s trip through time via her multiple 
lives. Expanding upon the reincarnation motif would surely have added to the 
story while establishing firmer ground for Helen/Anck-es-en-Amon’s decision at 
the film’s conclusion to forsake Imhotep’s ageless love as that of a soul already 
dead. Perhaps Freund’s background as one of the industry’s best-known 
cinematographers conspired to work against him in this case; for while The Mummy 
features fluid tracking shots and atmospheric lighting, it tends to lack the touches 
someone such as James Whale or Val Lewton would have included to fully realize 
the characters and mis-en-scene. The Mummy was Karl Freund’s debut behind the 
camera, and one cannot help but surmise that he fell back on that with which he 
was most familiar while eschewing the little flourishes that help film aspire to art 
in order to meet his shooting schedule. Zita Johann, the actress who plays Helen 
Grosvenor, had little positive to say about Freund’s directorial style, accusing him 
of feeling he needed a scapegoat in case the film did not turn out well. Thus, 
Freund made Johann’s time on the shoot ‘Very unpleasant,” although she claims to 
have seen through his tactics immediately (Brunas 52). Indeed, Freund directed 
only a few films following this success before returning to his beloved career as a 
cinematographer.

The 1999 version of The Mummy, scripted and directed by Stephen 
Sommers, might best be described as an extension of the popular Indiana Jones 
series. Upon an initial viewing, one can easily imagine the film titled Indiana 
Jones Meets the Mummy As Pat Cadigan tells us in his book. Resurrecting the 
Mummy: The Making o f the Movie, Sommers chose to justify his remake in action 
film terms:
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I wanted to do a big roaring romantic adventure movie set in 
the 1920s, says Sommers, and the whole thing had to be in 
Egypt. I love the original, but why try to remake it? Why copy 
it? I wanted to do something different. I wanted to have action 
and adventure and romance. If you’re on a trek for lost treasure 
in Egypt in the 1920s, and you stumble onto a mummy -  it just 
seemed like an opportunity for a romantic adventure, with 
characters I really cared about and wanted to pull through. (13- 
14)

Sommers and crew went to great lengths to insure accuracy regarding the 
characters’ clothing, indigenous architecture for the era, and other “little touches” 
in the set dressing. The Mummy also makes excellent use of computer-generated 
special effects, incorporating them in a way that does not call attention to the effects 
but, rather, incorporates them as part of an overall scene that would not work without 
special effects magic. This is best shown during the various stages of regeneration 
Imhotep goes through after being brought back to life. Unlike Freund’s suggestive 
scene in which we only see Karloff’s leg trailing the tatters of his wrappings, 
Sommers gives us a mummy that has been eaten to the bone by scarab beetles 
thrown into the coffin just before the lid is closed. This Imhotep is cursed to provide 
food for the scarabs while dying a slow death. To meet the requirements of the 
curse upon him, Vosloo’s Imhotep must regenerate himself by assimilating organs 
from those who opened his tomb. The ensuing scenes in which Imhotep “grocery 
shops” for his new body parts is a tour deforce of the computer-generated imagist’s 
art as Imhotep progresses from skeleton to fleshed-out man.

The film’s CGI work also enhances the title’s signature graphic that 
impresses Imhotep’s facial likeness on the desert’s sandy surface, as well as in the 
sandstorm he has called forth to slow down a hunting party that is after him.. 
While these shots have something of a “look at that” quality to them, the surrounding 
action is so fast-paced, and the effects are so logically established, that their presence 
melts into the narrative’s flow smoothly.

Sommers’ plotline also offers up yet another example of what Carrol Fry 
has coined “Primal Screams” — story traits that exemplify the writings of both 
socio- and psychobiologists’ studies of human behavior and human nature. Fry 
tells us, “[s]urely one of the most primal of instincts must be fear of the predator, 
an ‘other’ who would consume us” (6). Referring to stories such as Dracula, The 
Thing, The Relic, Alien, and Deep Blue Sea as titles which fit into this template. 
Fry identifies film and fiction that portray a predator/prey relationship as a type 
that is “perennially interesting to readers and viewers” (6). In particular, many of 
these stories feature a group of adventurers who must both fend off the “other”
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while protecting that creature’s object of desire. Many recent titles have found a 
degree of audience appeal by experimenting with these conventions, particularly 
through the inclusion of women as members of the protecting group rather than 
solely as the object of the invader’s desire. This trend of showing strong female 
characters received a boost with Alien's Ripley and the female characters in such 
films as The Relic and the remake of Night o f the Living Dead. In these films the 
women become interchangeable with traditional male members of the group fending 
off the invader.

This twist of the generic conventions appears to be continued in this latest 
remake of The Mummy as well as Evelyn Carnahan (Rachel Weisz) undergoes 
substantial change from klutzy librarian to strong woman as the film progresses. 
This change is underscored by the costuming and other cosmetic differences Evie 
exhibits as Imhotep’s presence becomes increasingly menacing. Costume designer 
John Bloomfield describes the progression this way:

She does start off as a librarian.. .looking quite sedate but still 
very beautiful. Then it’s the classic thing of the glasses and the 
hair in a bun. During the course of the story she lets her hair 
down and she changes from her very pale colors into a much 
more dramatic look. She takes on the black Arab dress and 
then, when we come back to Cairo, we see her in bed and she’s 
in a black nightie. The moment she realizes the full danger 
she’s in, she never has a chance to change again, so she’s running 
through the streets in her black nightie. It’s quite logical because 
she’s terrified and she’s not caring any more what she’s wearing.
(Cadigan, 38)

Throughout Sommers’ story, Evie fulfills the role of the brains of the outfit, 
possessing the knowledge of Egyptology necessary for the group to repel Imhotep. 
This stands in contrast to the statement by the Egyptologist hired by the rival 
American group when he tells his benefactors not to worry about Rick O’Connell 
(Brendan Fraser) and his rag-tag band because '"[tjhey are led by a woman. What 
does a woman know?” But, in truth, this film only pretends to exhibit a contemporary 
feminist slant. A close examination of the plotline shows that Evelyn is responsible 
for most of the major problems that the adventurers face. Throw in Anck-su-namun’s 
provocative undress as she scampers around the palace while carrying on her 
unconsummated affair with Imhotep, and we see The Mummy reiterating the cliche 
that women are more trouble than what they may be worth.

Indeed, when the Pharaoh discovers the truth of his mistress’s affair with 
his high priest it is Ank-su-namun who stabs the Pharaoh first, triggering the events
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culminating in her suicide and Imhotep’s burial alive. Later on, at Hamunaptra, the 
American party uncovers the box hiding the book containing the incantation that 
will bring Imhotep back from the dead; but it is Evelyn whose curiosity leads her 
to steal it from the Americans’ Egyptologist, open it, and unknowingly read aloud 
the passages that bring Imhotep to life, ‘i t ’s just a book,” says Evie. “No harm ever 
came from a book.” This statement proves wrong when it is discovered that not 
only has Imhotep been brought back, but his curse will unleash various plagues 
upon the descendants of those who tormented him.

The film’s conclusion also casts Evie in an apparently feminist light, for 
she finally finds and reads aloud the incantation from the book of the dead that 
sends Imhotep back to the afterworld. However, a close look at the scene shows 
that Sommers is suggesting that Evelyn’s knowledge is of little value without men 
to do the heavy work and get the Job done. Rick is responsible for keeping Imhotep 
occupied, displaying an impossibly high threshold of pain while he alternately 
mugs for the camera and finds himself flying across the funerary room as a result 
of Imhotep’s inhuman strength. It falls upon Evelyn’s lowlife brother, Jonathan 
(John Hannah), to steal the key to the book of the dead from Imhotep so his sister 
may find and read the words that make Imhotep mortal and allow O’Connell to kill 
him. With the help of the men, Evie has redeemed herself for setting Imhotep loose 
in the first place. At this point, the story takes on a faux Indiana Jones wrap-up as 
various traps are set off that lead to Hamunaptra’s destruction and the happy ending 
with O’Connell, Evelyn, and Jonathan riding off into the sunset unknowingly 
possessing some of the treasure Beni had sacked away in the camels’ saddlebags. 
Thus, as Fry notes about this type of story, the invader has been repelled and the 
female saved so she may find her man and contribute to the continuation of the 
species, thus affirming the traditional view of the female’s role in society the film 
pretends to downplay.

Another aspect of Sommers’ script that this writer finds irritating is his 
tendency to repeatedly follow his frightening scenes immediately with comic relief 
While this type of narrative development is a Shakespearean staple, it pays homage 
more to the Abbott and Costello films than its Karloff-starring predecessor. With 
Brendan Fraser’s incessant mugging establishing the visual tone for these scenes, 
their heavy-handed use shows that Sommers has little respect for his audience as 
he also over-indulges in shock cuts to make the viewer Jump. Indeed, this film 
often displays scenes that cry out for its director to throttle back the hammy acting 
evinced by many of the characters.

In addition to Brendan Fraser’s Rick O’Connell, this acting style is also 
exemplified by Kevin J. O’Connor’s Beni, Imhotep’s version of Dracula’s Renfield. 
Equal parts con-man, coward, opportunist, and thief, Beni vacillates between comic 
relief and life-threatening evil as his quick-wittedness and dumb luck manage to
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help him stay alive throughout most of the film. We are never quite certain what to 
make of Beni, although we know we would not trust him very far. In the end, 
Beni’s luck runs out as his greed for a share of Hamunaptra’s treasure proves his 
downfall and he is trapped inside the city and devoured by the scarab beetles.

These character and storyline choices suggest that Sommers is not certain 
what kind of film he really wants to make, despite claims to the contrary. As a 
result. The Mummy ]o\m  another title of its era, Paul Verhoeven’s Hollow Man, as 
fantasies notable for unraveling the very building blocks that make genre films a 
treat. Rather than neatly interpolating the conventions of adjacent genre forms, 
these films lose their way as their directors flit among genre conventions to arrive 
at narratives that do not quite click for the industry-wise filmgoer. As Todd McCarthy 
says in his review of The Mummy in Variety, “[t]his touring company Indiana 
Jones tries to have it both ways, sending up the adventure genre for laughs while 
also going for some mild shocks, but the sand slips through its fingers on both 
counts” (1-2). Nonetheless, the film was the surprise hit of the 1999 spring season, 
assuring the future production of additional Mummy titles and an animated series 
for the television market..

Much has been written recently about the horror genre’s vitality with many 
critics agreeing with Ira Konigsberg when he writes, '•'■[h]oiTor films seem to have 
gone as far as they can legitimately go in horrifying people-the nadir has been 
reached and the genre, for all intents and purposes, is on its last legs” (Horton & 
McDougal, 251). If this is so, then it comes as no surprise that Stephen Sommers 
chose to interweave his film with additional generic constructs to tell his story. But 
one wonders what this film says about the contemporary film audience when a 
director feels obligated to repeatedly splice his horror scenes with standard comedic 
action-adventure fare. Have the old Universal horror icons simply run out of gas in 
their ability to give us the shudders? As noted above, both Francis Ford Coppola 
and Kenneth Branagh have given us contemporary re-tellings of Dracula and 
Frankenstein that ask interesting epistemological questions amidst their horror, 
thus suggesting that the basic theme of these two classics remains vital for the 
modern-day audience.

Peter Bart has suggested in one of his weekly columns in Variety that our 
popular culture is strengthened by its ambiguousness and unpredictability (87). 
Stephen Sommers gives us none of either in The Mummy however, as he simply 
gives the film’s taiget audience what it seeks by way of action scenes, flying bodies, 
shock-cuts, and com puter graphics. In addition, the ti t le ’s form ulaic 
characterizations pale in comparison to the major players in the original by giving 
us personalities we ultimately care little about and serving up a subversive feminism 
that actually argues in favor of male primacy. Thus, the 1999 version of The Mummy 
is little more than a prototype for a generation weaned on television, video games.
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and the quick-fix. The Mummy is a film that masks Imhotep’s personality while 
asking nothing more of its audience than to react to its stock situations and story 
line rather than investing a semblance of concentration and thought in its tale. 
Ultimately, this is a remake that leaves us wondering what it could have been.

Department of Broadcast & Cinematic Arts J. Robert Craig

The author would like to express his debt to his son, Ty, without whose inspiration 
this paper would not have been considered.
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Between Cultural Studies 
and Medieval Studies:

The Medievalism of Jacques Maritain

Academics are not likely to think of Jacques Maritain as a medievalist. A 
case in point, the noted medieval historian G.G. Coulton argued that Maritain’s 
success could be understood only in terms of Protestant guilt, overcompensation 
for a long heritage of Protestant unfairness to the Middle Ages. After all, Coulton 
aigued, Maritain’s ‘‘true humanism” is “little more than an old theology refurbished 
on a comparatively narrow specialization in medieval metaphysics” (Coulton 416). 
Given his numerous generalizations concerning the Middle Ages, his Thomism, 
and his efforts to imitate the “creativity” of medieval artisans in stained glass, 
Maritain is better left to those working in cultural studies, those who might examine 
the popularity of Maritain’s “true humanism” among American and Canadian 
intellectuals. Let cultural studies concern itself with this “carefully qualified 
nostalgia” which legitimized religious culture for a generation of talented Catholics. 
Maritain’s discussions of the authenticity, integrity, and purity of medieval religious 
minds in his Hiimanisme Integral (1936) do not fall under the province of history; 
rather, they show medievalists—by the efforts of their friends in cultural studies— 
how ideology or even literariness is a product of a tainted historical/philological 
project.

Such a description of the relationship between medieval studies and 
cultural studies will no doubt seem a cartoon-sketch of the matter. However, we do 
see something very much like this cartoon when we observe how medievalists 
have attempted to respond to the challenges facing medieval studies as North 
American universities and colleges move toward the promotion of professional 
competence rather than cultural or critical literacy (Readings 47). ‘ Forced to respond 
to questions that they have not been trained to consider, medievalists look to the 
‘'best people in the field” for an assessment of the field’s future development and 
for position papers regarding the ethics of training students when there is little 
chance of their gainful employment. And “the best people” suggest, in some oblique 
fashion or another, that the Middle Ages is still part of the imaginative economy of 
the modem age; they ask us to look to past and present representations of the 
Middle Ages (sometimes called ‘'medievalism”) with the goal of selling medieval 
studies.^ No doubt, cultural studies (even under the heading o f '‘medievalism”) is 
happy for the work, even on these terms. However, students of culture (whether 
they identify their object of study as ‘'medievalism” or not) would never assume
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that such discussions represent the full scope of their inquiries. This essay will 
treat the career of Jacques Maritain as an example of the challenges facing those 
interested in developing “medievalism” as sub-specialty in both medieval studies 
and cultural studies.

Since 1976, the year of the first general conference on medievalism, there 
have been a number of important contributions to the literature of medievalism. 
Among these. Studies in Medievalism, edited by Leslie J. Workman, has set the 
standard— encouraging medievalism as a study of representation as well as 
elaborating an imperative to do more. Workman’s remarkable essay, “Romanticism 
and Medievalism,” is quite direct about the work yet to be done: “medievalism 
must establish a philosophical identity” (28). Unfortunately, as Workman points 
out, this project is easier said than done, given that “[t]he problem with medievalism 
has always been an historical problem.... In the twentieth century, literature has 
replaced history at the head of the humanities. We do not think historically, and I 
do not yet see the New Historicism as an answer to this” (27-28). That is, current 
theoretical models as well as their so-called “applications” have treated the sociology 
of culture only as a study of the reproduction and transmission of signs—whereas 
the development of medievalism as a course of study may rely on the history of 
“cultural production” as an impulse or exigency or cause in the lives of human 
beings. Contributions to the study of medievalism might be valued, then, not only 
in terms specific to more established academic fields, such as medieval studies, 
but also in terms of medievalism, situated at the intersections of philosophy, history, 
and the sociology of culture.^

Given the expansiveness of this definition of medievalism, two questions 
come to the fore: (1 )What would a contribution to medievalism look like? (2)What 
relationship might this contribution have to other courses of study, such as medieval 
studies? With these two questions in mind, let us now turn to the work of Jacques 
Maritain, whose attempts to defend his philosophy of history against charges of 
“romanticism,” “medievalism,” and “ill-considered nostalgia” make him a likely 
subject for these inquiries. Concerned with both the content and type of statement 
provided by Maritain’s Thomistic consideration of philosophy and history, we might 
determine if Maritain’s work is, in fact, a contribution to medievalism, an example 
of medievalism understood as an integrated course of study.

As his letters suggest, Maritain was concerned about the uncritical 
reception of his work by both academic and popular audiences. As his partner, 
Raissa Maritain, tells us in her journal, Maritain’s chief concern was that others 
should not think him an advocate for a “romantic return” to a lost age (78). For, 
just as one cannot speak about Christianity these days to an academic audience 
without being perceived as some type of fundamentalist, so Maritain found that he 
could not speak about the Middle Ages without being charged with atavism by
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those with an academic interest in medieval studies. Admittedly, Maritain saw in 
the Middle Ages certain philosophical and imaginative possibilities; yes, he saw in 
certain medieval thinkers (particularly Aquinas) certain moral and intellectual 
potentialities. But Maritain did not believe that these potentialities were the result 
of a specific social program or a set of social circumstances such as Coulton 
delineates in his rather biting little essay. Maritain holds the Middle Ages in high 
regard because, in this period of western history, the world was introduced to the 
workings of Christian culture. Indeed, his suggestion is that the '"workings” of the 
Middle Ages might well be emulated without shattering any progressivist myth 
because the Christian age has brought into the world particular exigencies that 
need not be recognized in order to be in effect ("Remarks at the 10th Anniversary”). 
For Maritain, "it [the emerge of a New Christendom] is not a question of a material 
return to the Middle Ages, but of drawing inspiration from their principles” 
(Maritain, Carnet de notes^ 41).

Moral and intellectual potentialities are "latent,” for Maritain, but 
actualized by Christian love—such as one finds in the medieval invention of a 
Christian state, if not in the Middle Ages.^ For this reason, an appreciation and 
examination of the Middle Ages becomes an integral part of Maritain’s philosophical 
and cultural project. As early as 1927, in The Things That Are Not Caesar's, Maritain 
observes that modem politics is founded on what can be taken from individuals 
while a socially-relevant Christianity is founded on love, which can be given but 
never taken away. With this simple formula, Maritain proposes to ground all 
Christian inquiry and his own intellectual history in an individual’s experience of 
love and law. We will soon see how Maritain identifies Dante as his inspiration for 
this insight, but first it may be helpful to see the general contours of Maritain’s 
thought:

— For Christian theology {Degrees o f  Knowledge), the 
fundamental question would be: "Is all knowledge of God 
irreparably defective, lacking due proportion to the object 
known and signified, in its very manner of grasping and 
signifying?” (14)
—For Christian political theory {Scholasticism and Politics 
[1943]), the fundamental question would be: "Why is it that 
when love and holiness do not transform our human condition 
and change slaves into sons of God, the Law makes many 
victims?”
—For Christian metaphysics {Existence and the Existent 
[1947]), the fundamental question would be: "Can the intellect, 
laying hold of the intelligible, disengaging them by its own
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strength from sense experiences, reach, at the heart of its own 
inner vitality, those natures or essences which, by abstracting 
them, it has detached, from their material existence at a given 
point in space and time?”
—For Christian art {Creative Intuition in Art andPoetjy [1953]):
‘‘Does the creative virtue of intellect, which tends to engender 
in beauty, catch hold, in the created world, of the secret workings 
of nature in order to produce its own work?” (231)
—For a Christian philosophy of history (qtd in Raissa Maritain’s 
We Have Been Friends [1941]): “What are the typical forms of 
general principles, what are their typically different patterns in 
reference to particular historical climates and historical 
constellations?” (68)

It would be too simple and probably incorrect to say that Maritain thought 
that “love is the meaning of life.” Love, more probably, “is the knowledge of life.” 
Meaning is something we become accustomed to when we try to bear the burden 
of love, a burden that can never be lifted. Of course, from time to time, we forget 
the burden of love when something is taken from us or we take something from 
another—in death, during the little death, or after we pay taxes. But Maritain’s 
goal is to keep love/knowledge from the register of what can be taken/meaning. 
He tells us, for example, in Creative Intuition in Art andPoetiy that Dante’s poetry 
issues from a irrevocable wound, a love that Beatrice gives to Dante: “Dante knows 
his wound and believes in it; and cherishes it” (371). That is, insofar as we might 
presume to have knowledge of Dante’s art, we must be wounded by it, love it, 
rather than take from it (a narrative, a symbol, an image, a purpose, a line, an 
opinion, or a book to get tenure).

The student of medievalism will find in the present discussion three old 
friends. There’s the medievalism that uses the Middle Ages as a figure or as a 
heuristic: Maritain’s description of Dante’s wound. There’s the medievalism that 
attenuates medieval studies: the vision of coherence for a particular period in 
European history, what Maritain calls the development of the Christian state. And 
there’s the medievalism that focuses on whether or not medieval studies and 
m edievalism  are the same the thing or not: M aritain’s defense against 
“romanticism.”

In Maritain, however, there seems to be something else as well. Take, for 
example, the opening paragraph of Existence and The Existent: An Essay on 
Christian Existentialism:

The “existentialism” of St. Thomas is utterly different from 
that of the “existentialist” philosophies propounded nowadays.
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If I say that it is, in my opinion, the only authentic existentialism, 
the reason is not that I am concerned to "‘rejuvenate” Thomism, 
so to speak, with the aid of a verbal artifice which I should be 
ashamed to employ, by attempting to trick out Thomas Aquinas 
in a costume fashionable to our day.. ..I am not a neo-Thomist. 
All in all, I would rather be a paleo-Thomist than a neo-Thomist. 
I am, or at least I hope I am, a Thomist... .A Thomist who speaks 
of St. Thomas’s existentialism is merely reclaiming his own, 
recapturing from present-day fashion an article whose worth 
that fashion itself is unaware of, he is asserting a prior right. 
(13-14)

Maritain avoids the charge of anachronism by evoking a common theme 
in his work (which we’ve already talked about). He uses the theme of theft/gift/ 
reclamation to distinguish between progress (Thomism, existentialism) and what 
is merely a change in discourse (the new-St. Thomas vs. the old-St. Thomas, old- 
existentialism vs. new-existentialism). That is, the then current discussions of 
existentialism took something (“the truth of Thomism”) from Thomism (“a 
presumption of the primacy of existence to the intuition of an existential being”) 
by learning how to produce that truth. Producing that truth, however, creates a 
falsehood in two ways: (1) it situates knowledge, rather than truth, in a position of 
agency by failing to appreciate the difference between what something is and what 
something might be insofar as we might know it (the existent and not existence is 
thereby given primacy); and (2) philosophy takes more and more the place of 
theology as truth becomes associated with faculties rather than actualities. In 
Reflections on America {\95S% Maritain tells us that this is the principal condition 
of modernity which equates identity and will. The medieval invention of the 
Christian state, however, offers another possibility but not by example. Rather, 
Maritain traces this possibility of a Christian state from Aristotle through the 
Catholic tradition and St. Thomas and beyond to what Maritain called, “the 
American Experience” (Schall 77).

What sort of medievalism is this? I would say “A philosophical one,” a 
medievalism consonant with all of the difficult questions that ""history” presents to 
the philosopher. If historians of philosophy are philosophers, then philosophy is 
just a good summary of what other people have said and thought. If historians of 
philosophy are not philosophers, then history is not such a good summary of what 
has been said and thought. A crude distinction to be sure, yet do we not find that 
statements regarding history can be constrained by what it is we have to say as 
well as by the historical objects to which our speech might refer? And do we not 
find that our ability to recognize historical objects can be limited by our knowledge
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of the symbolic order in whose light their individuated existence shines? Maritain’s 
medievalism, his sense of how history works, is a response to these concerns. 
Clearly, he accepts that the philosopher must also be a historian of philosophy and 
the historian must be a philosopher; however, the field Maritain creates by this 
equation is more easily accepted by philosophers than by historians since it is 
more difficult for a philosopher to forget that he/she must be a historian (this is the 
position Maritain associate with the neo-Thomist), than it is for the historians to 
forget that they must be a philosopher (this is the position Maritain associates with 
Luther, Descartes, and Rousseau).

Even this simplistic reduction of Maritain’s scheme provides us with a 
way of charting, in cultural terms, the absence of historical thought that Workman 
addresses in his essay on “Romanticism and Medievalism.” Maritain’s position 
suggests the reason “historical understanding” seems absent from history is that 
history has become the philosopher’s province—leaving the historian to imagine 
that the Middle Ages are radically different than the present “age” (what, in another 
province, theorists would call the Other). Furthermore, because the “difference” 
between modernity and the medieval is thought to be “radical,” embodied but not 
symbolized, history does not have as much to say about the medieval as it has 
something to do about it. History (and I would suggest possibly medieval studies 
as a historical discipline) becomes professionalized as a result; history becomes a 
technique, a manner of reading, writing, and thinking—that is, a type of philosophy. 
And what has encouraged this conflation of philosophy and history?^ Maritain’s 
answer: the disappearance of theology. When the world-of-discourse produces 
semblances of the divine, people can learn to use these semblances as substitutes 
for the divine—but with the following result: an intellectual/political economy of 
taking (what? those truths that can be produced) within which love is reduced to 
fetishism where the want-to-be something is reduced to the want-to-have.

So, where does this conflation of history and philosophy in the age of 
capitalism leave medievalism? According to Maritain, medievalism can take the 
place of philosophy, which has also become the place of history. Whether or not 
this statement is correct, whether or not it has any descriptive or predictive force, 
we must admit that it provides medievalism with a means by which to answer the 
question “What does it mean for a scholarly discipline to be historical during and 
after capitalism?” What is more, M aritain’s scheme allows the student of 
medievalism to see that discussions of the relation of medievalism and medieval 
studies require more than we might have expected.

A contribution to medievalism, it seems, must also be a contribution to 
the sociology of culture, a way of measuring the emergence of “philosophy” as a 
universalizing discourse that leaves history — if it is to establish itself as something 
other than a philosophy — to assume a discursive space previously held by theology.
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Theology encourages history to resist its reduction to a set of philosophical 
problems: the mind/body problem, the problem of other minds, the problem of 
evil, and so on.

The same forces that promote the disappearance of theology, promote the 
development of historical inquiry as a ‘'semblance of the divine,” something that 
Maritain hoped his particular brand of medievalism might help “history” to avoid. 
As a semblance of the divine, history is of little use except to those who wish to be 
satisfied with the same old questions and answers.

Maritain, it seems, has anticipated our century’s “conflict of the faculties.” 
In the humanities, disciplines can no longer assume an object of inquiry that is 
separated from their investigations of it. Such a statement is no doubt a 
commonplace; however, we may still wonder how many have understood it. The 
challenge for the academician is to construct an object of inquiry that does not 
assume a singular, unified subject in order to pursue and/or construct some type of 
knowledge. This challenge is not unknown to many feminist scholars who have 
begun to work without the safety net of “one feminism” or “one woman.” Likewise, 
many scholars in gay, lesbian, and bisexual studies have tried to move beyond the 
assumption of one homosexuality. But this methodological (epistemological?) move 
is not without its risks. If we accept that there is no singular object of inquiiy, it 
does not seem sensible to go about finding and cataloguing representations of that 
object, nor does it seem reasonable to rediscover the silent manifestations of these 
singular objects/subjects.

The question of the relationship between medievalism and medieval 
studies is a question that parallels this conflict of the faculties. If we cannot assume 
that there is a Middle Ages that persists and insists unchanged in our investigations 
of it, the simple move is to suggest that we then study representations of the Middle 
Ages. Then, once we have tired of these investigations, we can proceed to give 
voice and vision to the medieval in any age, action, or text. Of course, our friends 
in cultural studies have already shown us the limitations, if not the horizon, for 
such investigations, “If there is no singular object/subject of inquiry, then how can 
you bear witness to its representations?” In a more classical age, we might have 
found an answer to this question in Plato’s memory doctrine—which may, in fact, 
be the case for many postmodern historians who trace and examine “the Middle 
Ages as a radical genealogy of trope, discourse, and hermeneutical satisfaction.” 
In this regard, as well, we find ourselves following our friends in cultural studies 
and gender studies who ask, “Where is the history that places certain constraints 
(other than an auditor’s satisfaction) on what might be said to be true?”^

The student of medievalism will be interested in these questions and may 
even provide some answers. Following Maritain, for example, we might say that 
such a history is impossible without theology. We say this not because of any
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religious zeal but because of the state of cultural studies today: it may be godless 
but it has not shaken off theology. In fact, the student of medievalism can quickly 
identify a pattern that runs throughout our exposition of medieval studies, Maritain, 
and cultural studies:

Medieval Studies. (1) At the end of the nineteenth century. Pope 
Leo XIII argues that ‘"greed” is the “canker of modern 
civilization.” (2) Medievalists see in the founding of the 
Medieval Academy of America the possibility of examining 
the dynamics of religious culture as a cure for greed; (3) cultural 
critics such as Ortega y Gasset see religious culture (“The New 
Middle Ages”) as an alternative to capitalism.

Maritain. (1) Maritain tells us that a sacramental culture cannot 
thrive in a culture of taking; (2) he insists that Thomism persists 
and insists in all (creative) cultural activities as (3) an alternative 
to capitalism.

Cultural Studies. (I) Cultural critics tell us that “academic 
culture” cannot thrive in the day and age of transnational capital;
(2)they insist that a genealogy or history of the particular (what 
the “literary” has become), a history of the colonized and the 
dispossessed, persists and insists even in the wake of (3) global 
capitalism.^

This sort of “chop-logic” exposition is, no doubt, frustrating. However, the reader 
will need to recognize that these narratives arrived prepackaged at medievalism’s 
door. We find the narrative for the development of medieval studies in Ralph Adams 
Clam’s “The New Middle Ages,” an essay commemorating the eighth anniversary 
of the founding of the Medieval Academy of America in 1934. The second narrative, 
of course, comes fi*om my syncretic reading of Maritain. The third narrative was 
taken from Bill Readings’ much-acclaimed The University in RuinsJ

The disciplinary movement outlined in these narratives is sketchy but not 
without a logic: history takes the place of the place of philosophy which had taken 
the place of theology. This exposition is obviously subject to revision, but even in 
its present schematic form, it may help us to understand why the Medieval Academy 
of America would devote an entire issue of Speculum to “The New Medievalism” 
and “The New Philology”: the academy has hoped for the New Medievalism since 
the 1930’s. In fact, American scholars of the Middle Ages, from time to time, 
might be encouraged to reinvent the New Medievalism. *
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The questions to which medievalism must address itself are clearly linked 
to the disciplinary history of medieval studies, yet the two should not be confused 
with one another, nor should medieval studies be perceived as medievalism’s 
connection to the real. Workman’s vision is an ingenious response to our present 
conflict of the faculties and, as such, manages to escape from the essentialism and 
nominalism characteristic of many disciplinary inquiries. If we cannot accept that 
the Middle Ages is One, then how can we study representations of it or feel its 
glancing blows in our century? Medieval studies, in this regard, may very well 
take over one of medievalism’s passing interests by situating and studying 
representations of the Middle Ages during ‘'The Middle Ages” and among 
“medievalists”: that is, if we can’t study the representation, we’ll find our object in 
the representation of the representation. However, it is Workman who has identified 
the principal questions and methods by which we can study without the presumption 
of one Middle Ages. He has demonstrated further that this brand of study is the 
province medievalism, charting out the course that medieval studies will either 
follow or be compelled to reinvent. Students of medievalism will concern 
themselves with such statements as Workman’s insightful correction of Zumthor’s 
Parler du Moyen Age, “European Romanticism emerged from middle-class 
medievalism at the end of the eighteenth century with the assistance of the 
nationalism generated by the French Revolution; while [Zumthor’s] a humanism 
fundamentally mistrustful of the procedures of art’ seems to dismiss a major element 
of European art and architecture from Horace Walpole in the eighteenth century to 
the Bauhaus school of the twentieth, not to mention Viollet-le-Duc” (“Modem 
Medievalism” 20).

Old Dominion University 
David Metzger

Notes
1. This process o f professionalization helped to develop medieval studies as a program 

of study, as a profession, anticipating the movement from cultural and critical literacies 
to professional literacy. Unfortunately, the very idea o f a profession is evaporating as 
well; we see this in the growing trend toward ‘‘self-employmenf ’ and the ‘'home/office.” 
In the age of transnational capital, there are only workers; time, place, and product do 
not matter.

2. The interest o f medievalists in medievalism is taking a variety o f different forms. We 
might see as typical the following assertions presented by panelists at the Arizona 
Center for Renaissance and Medieval Studies (1996): (1) Having admitted the fascistic 
tendency o f philological inquiry, let us look to the ‘'New Middle Ages.” (2) Introduce 
popular film into your survey o f medieval literature at the Weekend College. (3) Teach 
well enough and you will draw students to the study of Old Norse; I’ve never had 
trouble packing them in.
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3.

4.

5.

6�

7.

8�

9.

For a more extended discussion o f the development o f medievalism in terms o f the 
development “academic” and “popular” discourses, see Metzger’s essay, “Medievalism 
as an Integrated Study.”
The shock that Maritain’s last book. The Peasant o f the Garonne (1966), gave to 
reviewers (on the left and on the right) can be attributed, precisely, to a failure to 
perceive in Maritain’s earlier writing a distinction between Christian love and unity 
and the politics o f a Christian institutions (Doering 222). Indeed, Maritain is one o f the 
few people to hear St. Thomas’ anxiety when he speaks o f the “reality o f a Christian 
State” in his Summa. For further discussion o f  Aquinas’ anxiety over the reality o f a 
Christian state, see Metzger’s “Freud’s Jewish Science and Lacan’s Sinthome.”
A further development has been how critical theory has taken over the place o f  
philosophy, how critical theory has become a philosophy without a sense o f its own 
development.
We might very well take the following from the introduction to Lee Patterson’s 
Negotiating the Past as an example o f this new brand o f historicism: “Like Freud’s 
civilization, historicism both issues from and entails discontent: the insufficiency of  
the present directs us to the past, but what we recover fails to satisfy. And so history 
continues to be written” (i).
One would have thought that the Middle Ages would have disappeared in the day and 
age o f “global capitalism”; however, a quick perusal o f United Nations transcripts 
shows that a medievalism is developing in the progressivist discourse o f many 
developing countries. See Le Goff’s The Medieval Imagination for a brief discussion 
o f this phenomenon (19).
For a discussion o f the invention o f the medieval in postcolonial studies, see Michael 
Bemard-Donals’ essay “Re-reading the Post-colonial: Augustine and the Language of 
Difference.”
I say American scholars, here, because American seems to be a constant in all three o f 
these disciplinary narratives. Clam addresses the founding o f the Medieval Academy 
o f America; Maritain’s thought found its home not in his native France, but America; 
and the spectre o f global capitalism is often figured as the “American way o f life.”
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Uncovering the Northernmost 
Named Trail: The Theodore Roosevelt 

International Highway^

When the United States entered the twentieth century, its transportation 
system was confined largely to waterways and railroads. Roads, where they existed 
at all, were in most instances quite primitive. Often, especially in the West, they 
consisted of dust, or worse, mud.

The automobile developed rapidly and brought a demand for roads that 
were adequate to bring out the potential of this marvelous machine. The first attempt 
at a transcontinental route came as the Lincoln Highway in 1913. The intent, never 
fully realized until the Interstate system began in the 1950s, was to connect New 
York City and San Francisco. Other highways soon followed.

The frenzy of road building as the century got underway served to unite 
the country as never before. Transportation and communication improved, gradually 
at first and then dramatically. The new roads served another function as well. Before 
the introduction of systematic highway numbering they memorialized outstanding 
public figures by bearing their names. The Lincoln Highway is the obvious example; 
and in certain parts of the country (especially in Illinois, which is ''Lincoln country”) 
residents still remember it.

The names of others faded ultimately into oblivion even as the routes 
they pioneered remained the basis for modem highways. The most obvious example 
is the most impressive of all the named routes: the Theodore Roosevelt International 
Highway. The TRIH connected Portland, Maine with Portland, Oregon along the 
northern border of the country, making a brief incursion into Ontario. The extensive 
route of more than 4,000 miles was the brainchild of a group of civic leaders who 
met within a month of Theodore Roosevelt’s death in Duluth, Minnesota, in 
Febmary of 1919.

At the conclusion of their meeting, they sent a wire to TR’s widow and 
announced "the birth of the greatest transcontinental highway in the world.” It 
would be, they said, "a fitting memorial to one of the ablest men the world ever 
knew” (Skidmore "Portland” 16). In an astonishingly short time, by 1922, the road 
was open for travel throughout its entire route except for a 56-mile stretch through 
Marias Pass at the Continental Divide near Glacier National Park in Montana. 
That link was completed in 1930, removing the final barrier to transcontinental 
automobile travel along the northern route (Skidmore "Portland” 19).

In addition to being the youngest President and the first to serve completely 
in the twentieth century, Theodore Roosevelt was undoubtedly the most vigorous.
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He established the foundation for the modem presidency and made it possible for 
the American government to function effectively in today’s world. It is doubtful 
that the United States or any other country will ever again see a leader 
simultaneously so flamboyant and so effective.

TR, the first President to have been called affectionately by his initials, 
had been both a New York dandy and a Western rancher and cowboy. He more 
than held his own with the worst that the West could throw at him, either the 
fiercest of nature’s elements or the roughest of its residents. He was a noted historian 
(becoming president of the American Historical Association) and author and was a 
recognized authority on numerous topics, including songbirds and big game animals. 
By the age of 42, he had been a New York legislator, a U.S. Civil Service 
Commissioner, a New York City Police Commissioner, Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy, a genuine war hero. Governor of New York, Vice President of the United 
States, and President.

Despite holding some opinions that were quaint, others that were 
questionable, and yet others that at least in retrospect were clearly wrong, TR was 
a person of integrity and good-will. He had a wide-ranging curiosity, a keen intellect, 
and a skillful touch—even one that could be surprisingly subtle—in diplomacy 
and politics. One so vigorous could hardly avoid being controversial, and Roosevelt 
did not even try. The passage of time that has revealed additional, and favorable, 
information about his presidency has also calmed the passions that the Bull Moose 
once inspired so readily.

It now is evident that the unfavorable image Henry Pringle offered in his 
Pulitzer-Prize winning biography misrepresented TR’s nature as a man and even 
more as a President (Pringle 1931). Recent biographers have tended to be more 
generous, beginning with John Morton Blum’s fine study The Republican Roosevelt 
(Blum 1954). Even Brands (whose lively book is inclined to be somewhat critical 
and to overlook much of TR’s complexity) presents a much more favorable picture 
than Pringle’s (Brands 1997). More perceptive is the fine volume by Nathan Miller 
(Miller 1992). The biographies by Edmund Morris and David McCullough also 
are excellent, but McCullough’s Mornings on Horseback deals only with TR’s 
earlier life (McCullough 1981), and Morris’s Rise o f Theodore Roosevelt is only 
the first of a projected three-volume work, and thus ends before the Roosevelt 
presidency (Morris 1979). His second volume, Theodore Rex, hasjust been released. 
Morris had to put aside his work on TR to undertake his task as official biographer 
for President Reagan. Arguably the best treatment remains William H. Harbaugh’s 
Life and Times o f Theodore Roosevelt (Harbaugh 1975) that originally bore the 
title Power and Responsibility.

Arthur Schlesinger, Sr. began the careful ranking of Presidents in 1948 
and 1962 (Bailey 24-25). Since then, numerous other such rankings have followed
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(DiClerico 346-347). Virtually every one ranks Lincoln at the top and either Franklin 
Roosevelt and George Washington as second or third in greatness. The rankings 
for Theodore Roosevelt range from fourth to a low of seventh.

To put matters into perspective, it is necessary to consider the conditions 
existing during the first Roosevelt’s presidency. His substantial ranking emerges 
even in the absence of an overwhelming crisis during his time in office such as the 
founding, the Civil War, or the Great Depression—events creating conditions that 
can encourage heroism and call forth greatness. His record is therefore all the 
more impressive and places Theodore Roosevelt among the most outstanding figures 
who have served as President.

For that reason alone, Theodore Roosevelt’s most extensive memorial 
deserves to be remembered. There are other reasons as well, including historical 
significance. The Theodore Roosevelt International Highway deserves to be 
remembered because of its effect on the development of automobile transportation 
in the United States and for its role in the political, economic, and sociological 
unification of this extensive country. This paper traces the long, and often laborious, 
process of discovering, uncovering, and documenting the Highway and its 
importance.

When the Theodore Roosevelt Association published my article, 'The 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway,” in 1997 (Skidmore 1997), this greatest 
of memorials to TR had been largely forgotten. The road was still there, of course, 
stretching more than four thousand miles from Portland, Maine to Portland, Oregon 
including a brief incursion into Canada through Ontario. What had dwindled almost 
to nothingness was the identity of the various highways as a single route and the 
association of that route with the most vibrant and energetic president in American 
history.

I had discovered the existence of the Highway — also known as the 
Theodore Roosevelt Trail — in 1996 after a conference at Montana State University 
where I had given a paper. When I crossed the Continental Divide at Marias Pass, 
I happened upon a monument commemorating TR’s contributions to conservation. 
The monument also celebrated completion of the Highway’s final segment: the 
56-mile link through the Pass.

Almost no other information was readily available, so I began to search 
intensively. I pored over library materials, and corresponded with historical societies, 
automobile associations in both Canada and the U.S., the relevant ministry in 
Ontario, state highway departments, and federal agencies including the Forest 
Service, the U.S. Park Service, and the Federal Highway Administration. I found 
that the TRIH began its life in the 1920s; and during that decade, it became the 
northernmost of America’s "nine named transcontinental highways in some way 
deserving of the title” (Hokanson 95).
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After I succeeded in identifying the memorial road’s course across the 
continent, I wrote the article as a preliminary report on my research. Since that 
time, I have written other articles on different aspects of the TREH. The Society for 
Commercial Archeology, for example, published Portland to Portland: The 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway (Skidmore Portland”), the State 
Historical Society of North Dakota published “Remembering TR: North Dakota 
and the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway” in the summer of 2000 
(Skidmore “Remembering”), and “Minnesota and America’s Bully Boulevard” 
appeared in the Journal o f  American and Comparative Cultures in spring of that 
same year (Skidmore “Minnesota”). There will be other articles as time permits, 
and I now have completed a manuscript for a book on the subject: Moose Crossing. 
My goal, admittedly ambitious, is to bring official recognition once again to the 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway.

Since writing the article for the Theodore Roosevelt Association Journal, 
much has happened. I have conducted research in libraries, archives, and museums 
in every one of the twelve states along the route and the Province of Ontario. This 
research has uncovered a considerable amount of valuable material, including 
newspaper accounts of the initial plans for the TRIH; the personal papers of Mathias 
N. Koll, one of the Highway’s founders; and original publications from the Theodore 
Roosevelt International Highway Association. I have spent time at the Library of 
Congress where, among other things, I found invaluable maps and have interviewed 
countless newspaper editors, local historians, and others who have knowledge of 
the TRIH.

Additionally, in order to experience the actual road and to seek remnants 
of the old TRIH, I drove the entire route twice. In 19971 drove it from east to west 
in honor of America’s westward movement. In the summer of 1999,1 completed 
the trip from west to east. I also have driven many portions of the route at other 
times. Because of considerable retracing, taking each of various alternate routes 
and the like, I have been unable to check the distance from Portland to Portland 
accurately. It is, however, somewhat in excess of four thousand miles (original 
sources from the 1920s list it as 4,060 miles). The total mileage for my last trip 
from the Midwest, to Oregon, to Maine, and back to the Midwest was 8,598. My 
unhurried journey required a total of four weeks.

The route did vary somewhat during the Highway’s existence, but it 
remained remarkably close to the original plans. The beginning point (east to west) 
was at Longfellow Square in Portland, Maine. For those who wish to follow the 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway today, I have prepared the following 
detailed guide using current highway numbers.
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The Modern Traveler’s Guide to the 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway

Proceed west from Portland along what now is U.S. 302 through most 
of New Hampshire. At Littleton, take New Hampshire Route 18, which changes 
into Vermont Route 18 at the state line. At St. Johnsbury, take U.S. 2 west through 
Burlington, then north along the shore of Lake Champlain to the far northwest 
comer of the state. Take the Korean Veterans’ Memorial Bridge across the Lake, 
and enter New York at Rouses Point.

In New York, pick up U.S. 11 and follow it to Malone. There, take New 
York 37 to Massena and proceed along the St. Lawrence River through Ogdensbuig 
to Clayton. At Clayton, take New York 12 to Watertown. Turn right on New York 
3 and proceed to Oswego by way of New York 104B and 104. Take 104 A and 104 
to Rochester. Pick up New York 18, follow it along the shore of Lake Ontario, 
and proceed to Niagara Falls.-

Take the bridge by the Falls into Canada, and either proceed to the QEW, 
which superseded the old route, or take a secondary road to Hamilton. Go west 
through Ancaster, Brantford, Paris, Woodstock, Thamesford, London, Melbourne, 
Chatham, Tilbury, and Windsor. Some maps showed the TRIH dropping south to 
Wheatley from Tilbury but that is out of the way.^

From Windsor, take the Ambassador Bridge into Detroit. That is 
authentic. Even though in the earliest years motorists had to be ferried across the 
river, the bridge opened while the Roosevelt Highway was still a major artery. In 
Detroit, proceed northwest along Woodward Avenue, which becomes Michigan 
24, until it connects with Interstate 75. Take the Interstate to the Bay City exit and 
follow Michigan 13 north until it connects with U.S. 23. Take U.S. 23 all along 
the western shore of Lake Huron to Mackinaw City.  ̂From Mackinaw City proceed 
across the straits on the Mackinaw Bridge to the Upper Peninsula. There, travel 
west, and for the most part remain on U.S. 2 across the UP, across Wisconsin, into 
Minnesota at Duluth, across Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, and to Bonners 
Ferry and Sandpoint, Idaho.

Take U.S. 95 south from Sandpoint, turning west on Idaho 53 to 
Rathdrum. There, pick up Idaho 41 which turns into Washington 290 at the state 
line. Follow 290 into Spokane.

From Spokane, take U.S. 195 south to Colfax and turn right on 
Washington 26. Turn left on Washington 127 at Dusty, and follow it to U.S. 12. 
Take U.S. 12 to Walla Walla, and pick up Washington 125 south. After only about 
six miles, the road crosses into Oregon and becomes Oregon 11. At Pendleton, 
proceed west on Interstate 84, taking U.S. 30 where it is available. Follow Business 
30 into Portland on Sandy, turn right on Morrison, proceed across the Morrison 
Bridge and straight onto Washington to Broadway. Turn left on Broadway to
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Jefferson to Park and turn right on Park. Ahead is the ‘The Rough Rider” statue 
of Theodore Roosevelt — a fitting terminus for the Theodore Roosevelt 
International Highway.

Special Considerations for the Segment Along U. S. 2
There are a few places along the U.S. 2 segment that diverge from the 

original route. Initially, the TRIH went into downtown Duluth, and proceeded 
out of the city along Mesaba and Central Exchange to Twig, Culver, and 
Floodwood. After a time, however, the route came to follow the current path 
skirting the city.

Across North Dakota, the old route is substantially the same as today’s 
U.S. 2, most of which is a modem divided highway. For tme authenticity, though, 
there are some small departures still possible along the original Trail. West of 
Minot, turn left onto 19th Avenue NW and follow it through Des Lacs where it 
becomes County Road 10. Proceed to Berthold, Tagus, Blaisdell, Palermo, and 
Stanley. Take U.S. 2 from Stanley through Ross. Originally, White Earth was on 
the route, but now the hamlet is at the end of a five-mile spur. Take the old highway 
north of today’s U.S. 2 to Tioga, Temple, and Ray. Follow it south of U.S. 2 
through Wheelock, Epping, and Spring Brook. Continue west, and turn left at the 
intersection, reconnecting with U.S. 2. West of Williston, the original route went 
through Trenton and Mondak (which no longer exists) just north of Fort Union 
and on to Bainville, Montana. The road to Fort Union is good, but the road from 
there to Bainville quite often is impassable—certainly to automobiles. It is better 
to remain on U.S. 2 from Williston directly to Bainville.

In Montana, the TRIH early in its existence came to follow the current 
route of U.S. 2 across the state. For a brief period, however, there was a digression 
between Columbia Falls and Libby. To follow that path, take Montana 40 west 
from Columbia Falls to Whitefish, U.S. 93 through Fortune and Eureka, and 
Montana 37 south to Libby. West of Troy, there is a short section of Old U.S. 2 
that goes north of the current route, and on to Moyie Springs, Idaho.

In Idaho, the route went through Moyie Springs rather than around it as 
the current U.S. 2 does. It went south from Sandpoint through Atho and Rathdrum 
and then west to Spokane. U.S. 2 goes to Spokane by way of Priest River and 
Newport; and from Spokane it digresses from the TRIH route proceeding west to 
its terminus at Everett, Washington. Until the late 1940s U.S. 2 ended at Bonners 
Ferry.

The scenery along the TRIH is unparalleled. Soon after departing from 
the East Coast one finds the White Mountains of New Hampshire (including the 
tallest peak in the Northeast, the mgged Mt. Washington), the Green Mountains 
of Vermont, and Lake Champlain and its islands. The St. Lawrence portion of
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New York, especially the Thousand Islands section, is impressive. Niagara Falls 
— even to the blase — remains one of nature’s true wonders. There is spectacular 
Great Lakes scenery in parts of New York and Ontario, much of Michigan, some 
of Wisconsin, and most dramatically in Duluth, Minnesota. Forests, plains, and 
Badlands provide a visual feast between the Lakes and the Rocky Mountains, 
and the Highway goes along the south edge of Glacier National Park, which 
provides some of the world’s most stunning mountain views. Those who prefer 
desert or semi-desert scenery will find it in Washington and western Oregon. For 
most of its final section, the TRIH follows the Columbia River. The Columbia 
Gorge, near Portland, provides extraordinarily dramatic scenery as the journey 
nears its end.

The cities along the way offer equal variety to connoisseurs of things 
urban. They range from quite small to the enormity of Detroit. Portland, Littleton, 
St. Johnsbury, Burlington, Malone, Ogdensburg, Watertown, Oswego, Rochester, 
Niagara, Hamilton, London, Windsor, Detroit, Bay City, Cheboygan, St. Ignace, 
Manistique, Iron Mountain, Ironwood, Ashland, Superior, Duluth, Grand Rapids, 
Grand Forks, Minot, Williston, Havre, Whitefish or Kalispell, Libby, Troy, Bonners 
Ferry, Spokane, Rosalia, Walla Walla, Pendleton, Portland again — these names 
and others roll off the tongue, and each one is unique.

Existing Indications of the TRIH (East to West)
It is possible to locate actual reminders of the Theodore Roosevelt 

International Highway. Remnants of the TRIH not only exist, they exist clear across 
the country. In most cases, though, it required considerable searching to locate 
them.

Proceeding from east to west, the first indication that this at 
one time was the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway 
comes even before departing Maine. At a mere eight and one- 
half miles from Longfellow Square, on the right side of the 
highway is the “Roosevelt Trail Flea Market.” Then, in 
Windham, U.S. 302 follows a city street that becomes 
“Roosevelt Trail.” Businesses along both sides of the street 
display large signs with their “Roosevelt Trail” addresses, and 
street signs also read “Roosevelt Trail.” This continues on 
through Bridgton, where the final such indication is the 
“Roosevelt Trail Building.” In that area, real estate deeds 
identify locations with references specifying whether they are 
north or south of the Roosevelt Trail.

In Vermont, many different current maps continue to designate the route 
across the state as the “Roosevelt Highway.” Many of them contain an error.
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designating the portion of U.S. 2 between St. Johnsbury and the New Hampshire 
state line as the TRIH. Others, however, correctly describe the Roosevelt Highway 
from the New Hampshire state line to St. Johnsbury as being along Vermont State 
Highway 18.

In New York, State Highway 18 proceeding west of Rochester, begins to 
be marked ‘"Roosevelt Highway” at the western line of the Town of Parma, west of 
the Village of Hilton. Local maps designate the route as the Roosevelt Highway 
and for miles intersections display modem street signs indicating that roads are 
crossing the Roosevelt Highway. The Highway proceeds through Roosevelt Beach 
and on to Niagara Falls, where, near Highways 104, 61, and 31, there is a short 
‘"Roosevelt Street,” which appears to have been part of the old highway.

Ironwood, Michigan has a small shopping area named “Roosevelt Plaza,” 
on Roosevelt Street just north of U.S. 2. Originally, there was a Roosevelt School 
standing by the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway. The school is no more, 
but the shopping center and the street take their names from the school which was 
named for Theodore Roosevelt because of its location on the TRIH.

The idea for the TRIH emerged from a group of Duluth civic leaders, 
who met first in Febmary, 1919. Duluth became the site of the headquarters of the 
resulting Theodore Roosevelt Highway Association. Oddly, despite this, I could 
locate no remnant of the Highway in Duluth. In fact, nowhere in Minnesota was I 
able to find any physical indication that the Highway had ever existed.

North Dakota, by contrast, is TR country and I found several remnants. 
In Devil’s Lake, on the north side of the TR route, is “Roosevelt Park.” Next to it 
is "‘Rough Rider Mini Golf.” Although the village of Denbigh had won an honorary 
cup in 1920 for the greatest improvement of a section of the TRIH, I could find no 
evidence that the cup still exists. In fact, there is hardly anything left of Denbigh 
itself In Des Lacs, however, which is not on the current U.S. 2 but which was on 
the original TRIH, the route of the old Roosevelt Highway remains “Roosevelt 
Street,” and street signs display the name.

In Minot, the Highway goes by the Roosevelt Park and Zoo. Initially, it 
was Riverside Park, but on September 11, 1924, the city erected within it an 
impressive equestrian statue of TR. At that time, the Park Board formally 
implemented a resolution that it had adopted in 1919 when the old “Wonderland 
Trail” became the “Theodore Roosevelt International Highway.” Because of the 
TRIH, the Board re-named this park in honor of the late President.

Dr. Henry Waldo Coe of Portland, Oregon donated the statue. Coe had 
formerly been a resident of Mandan, N.D. The sculptor was Alexander Phimister 
Proctor (1862-1950) of New York, who cast it in the foundry of the Henry Bonnard 
Bronze Works in Mt. Vernon, NY. The sculpture and another in Portland, Oregon 
are casts fi*om the plaster original in Bismarck. The Museum of the North Dakota
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Historical Society owns the original. A smaller copy is located in Mandan.
After entering Montana, the TRIH goes through country called the "'Hi- 

line” taking the colloquial name of the old Great Northern Railroad; the road itself 
also takes the name Hi-line, and it goes through a ‘'Roosevelt County.” The county 
is named for TR but not for the TRIH; it predates the Highway. One of the Hi-line 
towns, Glasgow, has a “Roosevelt Hotel” just off the route, but it takes its name 
from FDR, not from TR or the TRIH.

In Chester, a gasoline station on the south side of U.S. 2 is still known as 
the Roosevelt Station. Its owner. Bob Nordstrom, told me that he knew little of the 
station’s history, but does know that it came to be called the Roosevelt Station 
because it stood on the TRIH. Patrons of a local cafe said the same thing: “It’s 
always been the Roosevelt Station,” they told me. One man said he was 76 and had 
lived there all his life. The building, he said, was the same as it had been when it 
was on the Roosevelt Highway.

The sixty-foot obelisk at Marias Pass commemorating Theodore Roosevelt 
is the most striking remnant of the TRCH. It originally was to have been an arch. In 
1930, Congress had appropriated $25,000 for “a suitable archway spanning the 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway on the continental divide at the summit 
of the Rocky Mountains on the boundary between the Lewis and Clark National 
Forest in Montana in commemoration of the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt in 
preserving the forest resources of the United States.. ..’’̂  Thus, Congress officially 
recognized the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway in a legislative act. The 
amount appropriated, however, was inadequate to construct an arch, so the obelisk 
took its place. For decades, it stood directly in the middle of the road; but on July 
19, 1989, it was moved to its current location, a monument park with substantial 
parking space beside U.S. 2.

In Libby, the Heritage Museum displays an old U.S. Forest Service sign. 
At its upper left is a Forest Service symbol. Above a line are the words “Kootenai 
National Forest.” Below the line is an arrow pointing left, and the words “Roosevelt 
Highway 1 M.” Just beyond Libby is Troy. U.S. 2 now follows a straight path 
through town, but turns right to cross the river sooner — on the Roosevelt Bridge, 
named for the TR Trail. City officials are planning to erect a sign on the bridge 
designating it as the Roosevelt Bridge, and indicating that it was part of the Theodore 
Roosevelt International Highway. They also are planning a Roosevelt Park at the 
bridge which will include a picnic area, a boat ramp, and walking paths. The purpose 
is to honor Theodore Roosevelt and to commemorate his memorial highway. 
Additionally, one of the stone blocks of the Troy City Hall still bears the initials 
“TR,” the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway’s symbol which appears 
across the country on its road markers.

In Idaho, the first community just across the state line is Moyie Springs.
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The original road departs to the south from the current U.S. 2, although there is no 
sign to indicate it. After leaving U.S. 2, however, that road becomes ''Roosevelt 
Street” and through town it bears street signs as a reminder of the TRLH. Along the 
way, every intersection displays modem street signs bearing the name "Roosevelt.” 

The Theodore Roosevelt International Highway ends in Oregon, in the 
other Portland. The route terminates at "The Rough Rider,” a heroic equestrian 
statue of TR which is a twin of the one in Roosevelt Park in Minot, North Dakota. 
Dr. Henry Waldo Coe donated this statue as well, both having been cast from the 
same mold. The Portland, Oregon statue bears a plaque with the following words 
from TR’s most admiring (and obviously uncritical) biographer, Hermann 
Hagedom:

HE WAS FOUND FAITHFUL OVER A FEW THINGS,
AND HE WAS MADE RULER OVER MANY. HE WAS 
FRAIL; HE MADE HIMSELF A LION OF COURAGE.
HE WAS A DREAMER. HE BECAME ONE OF THE 
GREAT DOERS OF ALL TIME. WOMEN FOUND A 
CHAMPION IN HIM. KINGS STOOD IN AWE OF 
HIM. BUT CHILDREN MADE HIM THEIR 
PLAYMATE. HE BROKE A NATION’S SLUMBER 
WITH HIS CRY, AND IT ROSE UP. SOULS BECAME 
SWORDS THROUGH HIM. SWORDS BECAME 
SERVANTS OF GOD. HE WAS LOYAL TO HIS 
COUNTRY, AND HE EXACTED LOYALTY; HE 
LOVED MANY LANDS, BUT HE LOVED HIS OWN 
LAND BEST. HE WAS TERRIBLE IN BATTLE BUT 
TENDER TO THE WEAK; JOYOUS AND TIRELESS,
BEING FREE FROM SELF-PITY. CLEAN WITH A 
CLEANNESS THAT CLEANSED THE AIR LIKE A 
GALE. HIS COURTESY KNEW NO WEALTH OR 
CLASS; HIS FRIENDSHIP NO CREED OR COLOR OR 
RACE. HIS COURAGE STOOD EVERY ONSLAUGHT 
OF SAVAGE BEAST AND RUTHLESS MAN, OF 
LONELINESS, OF VICTORY, OF DEFEAT. HIS MIND 
WAS EAGER, HIS HEART WAS TRUE, HIS BODY

AND SPIRIT DEFIANT OF OBSTACLES, READY TO 
MEET WHAT MIGHT COME. HE FOUGHT 
INJUSTICE AND TYRANNY; BORE SORROW 
GALLANTLY; LOVED ALL NATURE, BLEAK
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PLACES, AND HARDY COMPANIONS,
HAZARDOUS ADVENTURE AND THE ZEST OF 
BATTLE. WHEREVER HE WENT, HE CARRIED HIS 
OWN RACK; AND IN THE UTTERMOST PARTS OF 
THE EARTH, HE KEPT HIS CONSCIENCE FOR HIS 
GUIDE.

HAGEDORN

Groundbreaking for the statue took place in August of 1922, and its 
dedication was in November. The Daughters of the American Revolution re 
dedicated it in October, 1969. Recently, after years of relative neglect, it underwent 
a complete renovation.

It would be especially appropriate if Congress were to recognize and 
identify the Theodore Roosevelt International Highway just as it has recognized 
the Eisenhower Interstate System. Such recognition would be a fitting tribute to 
one of our most dynamic presidents and to a great American. After all, it now has 
been a century since Theodore Roosevelt’s inauguration as the youngest person 
ever to hold the office of President of the United States.

University of Missouri-Kansas City Max J. Skidmore

Notes
1. My topic is so unusual as to warrant this first-person treatment. I wish to thank the 

University o f Missouri-Kansas City for a Faculty Research Grant that assisted in making 
the project possible.

2. From Rochester, the earliest route went through Holley, Albion, Medina and Lockport, 
and Niagara Falls— today’s New York 31; later, it followed the shore o f Lake Ontario 
on what today is New York 18.

3. Until the summer of 1997, it was possible to follow Queen’s Highway 2 and approximate 
the TR route. Then, unfortunately, localities began renumbering segments o f the road 
so that there now is a confusing array o f  numbers from one jurisdiction to another. A  
modem expressway parallels the route so it is possible to avoid the confusion and to 
drive across the province quickly without a great deal o f variation from the original 
route. That course, though, does sacrifice some authenticity.

4. Initially there was some variation inland before the current U.S. 23 was laid out, but 
ultimately engineers overcame the marshy terrain. When they were able to build a road 
along tlie shoreline, tlie TRIH was relocated to follow the new route.

5. The actual legislation may be found at 46 Stat. 490, June 2, 1930, Public, No. 296.
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I’m Movin’ On:
The Wanderings and Musings of 
Clarence Eugene “Hank” Snow, 

The “Singing Ranger”

That big eight-wheeler rollin’ down the track 
Means your true-lovin’ daddy ain’t cornin’ back 

I’m movin’ on 
I’ll soon be gone

You were flyin’ too high for my little old sky 
So I’m movin’ on '

Hank Snow had one of the most unusual and inspiring careers in the history 
of twentieth century music in general, and country music in particular. He was an 
active performer for more than sixty years and worked under the same label, R.C.A., 
for forty-five years. In 1951, he was voted by fans of Cowboy Song Round-Up as 
their favorite country singer (Peterson, 1997, p. 182) and, in 1979, was voted into 
the Country Music Hall of Fame (Ellison, 1995, p. 7). He recorded 100 country 
music albums, sold over 70 million records, and made clear that '‘good ole country 
music” was really the only kind of music for him (Cantin, 1999; Wolfe, 1994, pp. 
535-540). That would be a good enough career for any performing artist, making 
him prominent enough to be worth of scholarly attention. However, Snow was 
much more.

His influence transcended his mere playing and singing. He was distinctive 
enough to be a subject (one might say a victim) of Robert Altman’s Nashville. In 
that 1975 film Henry Gibson played a self-centered patriarch whose resemblance 
to Snow was uncanny. Snow’s songs were recognizable enough to show up on 
popular television shows and commercials. A band-aid company used his hit, 'T 
Don’t Hurt Anymore” while Johnny Cash rumbled a version of his 'T ve Been 
Everywhere” in a Citgo advertisement. His song, 'T m  Movin On,” was recorded 
scores of times by leading popular and country artists and appeared on many network 
television programs shows such as the "Perry Como Show” (The Country Music 
Foundation, 1994. p. 166).

The artist known first as the "Yodeling Ranger,” then, after his voice 
deepened, as "The Singing Ranger,” wielded enormous influence in country music 
in many ways: by recording a wide-ranging catalogue, as though reminding younger 
singers that every song they made need not sound like their last one; by sticking to
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a distinctive vocal and musical style that kept his records selling and his concerts 
sold-out even when the commercial trends in country music changed; by branching 
out into other venues so that he would be less dependent financially upon those 
commercial trends; and by helping develop the careers of younger artists (Malone, 
1985, p. 90). He gave one young singer of the 1950s the chance to perform on his 
segment of the Grand Ole Opry (Touches, 45). From there he guided the singer on 
a nationwide tour allowing him to get out of Memphis, onto a record label, and 
eventually to “The Ed Sullivan Show,” movies, television, the leading Las Vegas 
showrooms, concert halls, and ultimately back to Memphis and Graceland. (Snow, 
1994, pp. 380-391).

Snow was influential in other ways as well. He was the most popular 
country music performer ever to come from Canada, enabling music to literally 
cross borders and he was the last living link to the creation of modem county 
music by Jimmie Rodgers, considered the “Father of Country Music” (Slotek, 
1999; Van Wyk, 1999; Malone, 1985, p. 90). His ovm life was a more fascinating 
Horatio Alger story than Alger ever wrote. When Hank Snow died on December 
20,1999, at the age of 85, the music world lost a major historical figure whose life 
and times merit discussion and analysis, and whose story is a parable and an allegory 
on twentieth century American music and American culture.

Clarence Eugene “Hank” Snow was bom on May 9, 1914, in th Nova 
Scotia town of Brooklyn, the first and only boy in what would be a family of five 
children. As he eventually disclosed when he created the Hank Snow Foundation 
for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, International, and later told in his 
autobiography. The Hank Snow Story, he was the victim of mean behavior at the 
hands of a grandmother and step-father when he was a child (Snow, 1994, 21 fif). 
That puts it mildly. As one of his longtime band members, veteran Nashville 
musician Joe Talbot, said on the occasion of Snow’s death, “He had a childhood 
that would have killed a mule.” Snow’s parents divorced when he was six, and 
while his siblings were scattered among relatives and foster homes, he was sent to 
live with his paternal grandmother. She forbade even the mention of his mother’s 
name and beat him frequently, especially when he disobeyed her orders and visited 
his mother. Finally, after mnning away several times, he was allowed to stay with 
his mother. She then remarried, and as Snow recounted, her new husband regularly 
cursed him and beat him, despite his mother’s pleas (Snow, 1994, pp. 21-31).

At the age of twelve. Snow left school forever and he left home for four 
years. He went to sea as a “Flunky” on fishing boats. Returning at age 16, in 1930, 
he had trouble getting work because Canada was suffering the effects of the Great 
Depression. Snow wandered from job to job and home to home, staying as often as 
possible with his mother until his step-father would beat him again (Snow, 1994, 
pp. 73-107).
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The event that changed Snow’s life was his mother’s purchase of two 
items: a Hawaiian guitar from a mail-order catalog, and a recording ofr‘My Blue- 
Eyed Jane” by Jimmie Rodgers. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, Rodgers, a 
former brakeman slowly dying of tuberculosis, was a popular recording artist whose 
‘'’blue yodels” inspired countless young entertainers; indeed, the early recordings 
of Gene Autry and Ernest Tubb are almost indistinguishable from those of Rodgers. 
But Snow would become the Mississippi Blue Yodeler’s most devoted disciple. 
He began imitating Rodgers, learning songs and the guitar, and trying to get on a 
radio station to sing. In 1933, he succeeded, auditioning at station CHNS in Halifax 
and winning a daily show (Snow, 1994, pp. 117-118; Dawidoff, 1997, p. 13; Malone, 
1985, pp. 237-238).

Snow attributed his ultimate success to two factors: consuming ambition 
and the understanding, criticism, and devotion of his wife, Minnie Blanche Aalders, 
whom he married in 1935 (Snow, 1994, p. 131). The couple was so poor that their 
son was bom in a Salvation Army charity hospital. Snow was so devoted to his 
idol, and his wife was so accepting of that devotion, that they named their son 
Jimmie Rodgers Snow (Snow, 1994, pp. 142-143). His son also had a career in 
music as a singer, but it was short-lived, as he “found” the Lord and turned to the 
ministry. (On March 15, 1974, father and son performed at the last “Opry” show 
from the Ryman Auditorium in downtown Nashville. Hank sang, and Jimmie 
preached the last sermon for the Opry stage [Gaillard, 1978, pp. 3-6]).

Shortly after the birth of his son. Snow went to Montreal, the Canadian 
headquarters of R.C.A. He had written to the company’s executive there, A. H. 
Joseph, who then invited Snow to visit. When they met, Joseph told him that they 
had no need to re-record old material. Joseph told Snow he needed four new songs. 
Snow had only written two songs, but in one evening wrote two more. The next 
day he recorded the songs to the satisfaction of the studio. Soon he received his 
first royalty check: $1.98.

Less than two dollars for recording records for the leading record company 
in the world: this start to a recording career symbolized problems that would track 
Snow for the next decade and a half. Life would be hard. From Snow’s telling of the 
story, it is clear that he and his family remained victims of the Great Depression. He 
went on public relief, and moved his family from home to home, often living with 
his wife and son in a single room. Whenever he seemed to be prospering, he would 
run into bad luck. When he boldly sought a new career move, he would be set back 
on his heels. Despite these hard years. Snow came into the 1940s rivaling Wilf 
Carter (“Montana Slim”) as Canada’s leading country singer (Malone, 1985, p. 90).

To his last days. Snow retained a deep attachment to Canada that belied 
the tough years he had spent near the tundra. In his later years, a museum and 
music center dedicated to Snow was built in Liverpool, Nova Scotia, in a restored
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railroad station where he had often spent nights during visits to his mother (Snow, 
1994, p. 503). He was elected to the Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences Hall of Fame, received honors from the Canadian government, and 
continued to tour his native country to standing ovations and sell-out crowds (Snow, 
1994, p. 2). His more than 100 albums include numerous songs paying tribute to 
his homeland. These include, ‘'Canadian Pacific,” “Blue Canadian Rockies,” and 
his nostalgic expression of love for his home province, “My Nova Scotia Home”:

There’s a place I’ll always cherish 
Neath the blue Atlantic skies 

Where the shores down in Cape Breton 
Bids the golden sun to rise 

And the fragrance of the apple blossom 
Sprays the dew-kissed lawn 

Back in deal old Nova Scotia 
The place where I was bom

The Scotian and the Ocean Limited 
And the Maritime Express 

Their mighty engines throbbing 
Make their way towards the west 
And the sturdy fishing schooners 

Sway so lazily to and fro 
Nova Scotia is my sanctuary 

And I love it so^

WhileSnow became very popular in Canada, his goal was to become a 
star in the United States. In 1944, his records received some play south of the 
border and he was invited to perform first in Philadelphia, and then at the WWVA 
Wheeling Jamboree in West Virginia (Malone, 1985, p. 238; Snow, 1994, pp. 213- 
227). After attempting to work as a western character actor in Hollywood, he moved 
to Dallas and the “Big D” Jamboree, hoping to capitalize on the growing popularity 
of country music in Texas. There he established a close contact with Ernest Tubb, 
a fellow Jimmie Rodgers worshipper who had become an international country 
music star with his recording of “I’m Walkin’ the Floor Over You.” and other hits.

Tubb promised Snow that he would get him a spot on the Grand Ole 
Opry, clearly country music’s most important show. Late in 1949, Tubb succeeded 
in his efforts to persuade Opry executives to sign Snow to a contract as a show 
member. He made his debut on January 7, 1950. But Snow felt that the show was 
not a success, as he received only mild applause. He recalled the audience staring
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at him with the same quizzical look as Nipper, the R.C.A. dog cocking his head at 
the record player and decided on the spot that he was going to go back to Canada 
where at least he was appreciated. However, neither his wife nor Ernest Tubb would 
have any of that, and they persuaded him to persevere (Snow, 1994, pp. 290-291, 
319-320).

Snow’s life was not off the roller coaster yet. Opry management was not 
convinced he had the star power for their show, and they were about to fire him. 
Three months after his Opry debut he had no hit record, and his tours did not draw 
enthusiastic audiences. Two years before he had sought to record a song he had 
written, but the R.C.A. producer disliked the song. Now he rearranged it and had 
fiddler Tommy Vaden provide a stunning introduction. Additionally, the sounds of 
Joe Talbot’s steel guitar gave the song a haunting draw. Not mentioning to the producer 
that he had turned the song down before. Snow simply slipped it into the numbers he 
was recording. This time the producer decided to go with it. The song was 'T’m 
Movin’ On” and went all the way to number one on the Billboard Magazine country 
charts. It remained on the charts for 44 weeks, becoming Snow’s signature song, 
and solidifying his position as both an Opry regular and a star on the United States 
country music scene. The song was later recorded by Ray Charles on his Soul o f 
Country Music album, as well as by Elvis Presley, Hoagie Carmichael, Billy Vaughn, 
A1 Hirt, Don Gibson, Connie Francis, and Emmylou Harris (Snow, 1994, p. 494). 
The song has also been recorded in 36 different languages. (Stolek, 1999).

Hank Snow’s songs kept coming out and landing at or near the top of the 
charts. Several reached the top over the decade. In 1954, his ‘'I Don’t Hurt Anymore,” 
was number one for 20 weeks, and remained on the charts for 41 weeks (Malone, 
1985, p. 246; Wolf, 1994, p. 536-537). With Vaden and Talbot on most of his records. 
Snow’s music brought a unique sound to his listeners and his nasal voice and diction 
cut through on records and radio to make him instantly recognizable (Snow, 1994, 
p. 322). He was said to have one of the most admired and distinctive styles in 
country music (Malone, 1985, p 238). Snow was always a showman who believed 
audiences wanted to see flashy colors on the stars on their stage. Thus, he was one 
of the few country singers (along with Porter Wagoner, of course) to keep his sequin 
laden costumes during his entire career. (Malone, 1985, p. 271).

Interestingly, after moving around and struggling for a music career for 
the first 36 years of his life. Snow became a paragon of sameness in his personal 
affairs. Achieving stardom in 1950, he bought a home he named ‘The Rainbow 
Ranch,” and he lived there until he died at the end of 1999. He also named his band 
“The Rainbow Ranch Boys,” and several of its members performed with him for 
many years—an unusual occurrence in an industry in which bands change names 
and members frequently. Although he ventured near the line when he recorded 
“Hula Rock,” he refused to change his music when the country music industry
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changed under the influence of popular music and rock and roll over the next decades 
(Toches, 1977, p. 90). This cut into his record sales, but he kept recording and 
selling until R.C.A. released him from the label after 45 years—the longest tenure 
of any artist with a record label in music history—and not coincidentally after Snow’s 
longtime accountant audited R.C.A. and found that the company had short-changed 
him on royalties. (Mason, 1985, pp. 74-75; Snow, 1994, pp.479-483).

During his long career. Snow did a lot of what he later called “hard 
travelling.” He spent endless days and nights in tour buses moving coast to coast 
across the United States and Canada. He also toured Europe and Asia several times. 
During the Korean War, he performed for the troops and, upon returning home, he 
sent letters to the families of many of the servicemen he had met. In Tokyo, he 
sang on the local version of the Grand Ole Opry and brought several Japanese 
performers to Nashville to perform there. (Snow, 1994, pp.342-350).

In a way, this all reflected a contradiction. Once he had become established 
as a country star in the United States, Snow traveled heavily, but his life centered 
on his hard-won home. Thus while he had to be on the road, constantly moving, at 
home he kept things just the way they were. Even in his career he proved able to do 
this: the Saturday night Grand Ole Opry consists of two two hour and thirty minute 
shows divided into 30 minute segments, each starting at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. For 
much of his time there. Snow was the only major star who was on at the same time 
each week.

Still, the idea of movement is a recurring theme in both Snow’s work and 
his life. As a result of the Great Depression, he moved from job to job as a young 
man. As a successful musician, he was continuously on the road. As we examine 
the lyrics of many of his sonts, we are struck by the notion of moving unrelated to 
purpose, men leave relationships for no real reason only to return to find then- 
loves gone. Others just drift.

A partial list of his song titles shows that moving and wandering around 
was a central preoccupation: “I’ll Ride Back to the Lonesome Valley,” “Yodelling 
Back To You,” “Wanderin’ On,” “When It’s Over I’ll Be Coming Back to You,” 
“Headin’’ Home,” “Somewhere Along Life’s Highway,” “Journey My Baby Back 
Home,” “Chant of the Wanderer,” “Wanderin’ On,” “I’ve Ranged, I’ve Roamed, 
I’ve Traveled,” “I’m Still Moving On,” “Travelin’ Blues,” “Southbound,” “Just 
Keep a Movin’,” and , of course, his biggest hit, “I’m Movin’ On.”

However, as noted. Snow’s wandering was not aimless like many of the 
subjects of his songs. As a boy, he had moved from place to place for a reason: to 
escape a horrible family situation, and to survive. As a young man, his movements 
reflected his need to make a living doing a tough job— entertaining—in tough 
times—the Great Depression and during the Second World War. Once he made it 
big, he lived in one place, yet he travelled the globe extending his success. Other
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Snow song titles reveal his fascination withtravel: “We Met Down in the Hills of 
Old Wyoming,” “My San Antonio Mama,” “The Texas Cowboy,” “On the 
Mississippi Shore,” “Under Hawaiian Skies,” “Galveston Rose,” “Old Moon of 
Kentucky,” “Rose of the Rio,” “My Sweet Texas Bluebonnet Queen,” “On That 
Old Hawaiian Shore With You,” “Out on the Open Range,” “On a Tennessee 
Saturday Night,” “I wish I Was the Moon,” “Sleepy Rio Grande,” "Tf Ever Get 
Back to Georgia,” “Duquesne, Pennsylvania,” “North to Chicago,” “My Little 
Old Home Down in New Orleans,” “Colorado Country Morning,” “Beautiful Ohio,” 
“Texas Plains,” “Roll Along Kentucky Moon,” "Mississippi River,” “Miller’s 
Cave,” “The Man Who Robbed the Bank at Santa Fe,” “Town of Laredo,” “Music 
Makin’ Mama for Memphis,” “Rose of Old Monterey,” “When It’s Springtime in 
Alaska,” “Wabash Blues,” “The Spell of the Yukon,” “Mississippi River Blues,” 
“El Paso,” Cross the Brazos at Waco,” “If I Ever Get Back to Georgia,” “Peach 
Pickin’ Time in Georgia,” “Alabama Jubilee,” “Arkansas Traveler,” "Kentucky 
Waltz,” “Beaumont Ride,” and “San Antonio Rose.” In fact, one of his biggest 
hits, a song which won him attention outside of country music, was appropriately 
titled, “I’ve Been Everywhere.”:

Been to Reno, Chicago, Fargo,
Minnesota, Buffalo, Toronto, Winslow, Sarasota 
Wichita, Tulsa, Ottawa, Oklahoma, Tampa 
Panama, Mattawa, LaPaloma, Bangor 
Baltimore, Salvador, Amarillo 
Tocopilla, Barranquilla and 
Padilla, I’m a killer

I’ve been everywhere, man 
I’ve been everywhere, man 
‘Crossed the deserts bare, man 
I’ve breathed the mountain air, man 
Of travel I’ve had my share, man 
I’ve been everywhere (3)

Another aspect of Snow’ work was his willingness to experiement. His 
catalog of songs is as varied as it is lengthy. He was willing to record novelty songs 
and titles—certainly titles like “Honeymoon on a Rocket Ship,” “The Gal Who 
Invented Kissin’,” “Chattin’ With a Chick in Chattanooga,” “When Mexican Joe 
Met Jole Blon,” and “The Night I Stole 01’ Sammy Morgan’s Gin” fit into this 
category of experimentation. “Rhumba Boogie,” one of his biggest hits, is a popular 
example of his unique style:
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While Madame Lasanga 
Was teachin the conga 
In her little cabana 
Down in old Havana

We were doin’ the Charleston 
And ballin’ the jack 
And the old black bottom 
‘Til we started the jitterbug rag

Then across the water 
Came a Cuban beat 
He started to boogie 
To the Rhumba beat

It’s the Rhumba boogie 
Let’s give it a whirl 
While they play the boogie 
In the South America style^

Just as many popular singers covered his records, Snow recorded many 
pop standards, such as “Memories Are Made of This” and “My Way.” Snow 
remained steadfastly country, refusing to record suggestive lyrics or to arrange his 
songs to sound more like the “Nashville Sound” with its strings or Rockabilly with 
its electrification and amplification. But he experimented with other sounds and 
arrangements that incorporated jazz and Latin rhythms, or referred to exotic locales, 
all the while adapting them to country music. He recorded “Blue for Old Hawaii,” 
“My Little Swiss Maiden,” “My Filipino Rose,” “Bluebird Island,” “That Crazy 
Mambo Thing,” “Cuba Rhumba,” “Rainbow Boogie,” “Caribbean,” “New Spanish 
Two Step,” “La Cucaracha,” “Carnival of Venice,” “El Rancho Grande,” “Sing 
Me A Song of the Islands,” “Calypso Sweetheart,” “Blue Danube Waltz,” 
“Everybody Does it in Hawaii,” “Seashores of Old Mexico,” “The Mysterious 
Lady o f St. Martinque,” “Hula Love,” “My Oahu Rose,” “Spanish Eyes,” 
“Tradewinds Over Mamala Bay,” “Song of India.” And the list goes on and on. 
Bill Malone, author of Countiy Music U.S.A., called Hank Snow “The most versatile 
country entertainer of the mid-fifties... a master of the flat picking style of guitar 
playing [who] could ably sing both slow and fast songs.” (Malone, 1985, p. 237).

The idea of moving from place to place is a country music tradition, and 
Snow exemplified this theme in his his numerous records relating to train travel. 
Given Rodgers’ influence. Snow’s interest in trains should be no surprise. He sang
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about the engineers and hobos, the spumed lover escaping via the rails, and, of 
course, he recorded tributes to Rodgers. He even helped create the Jimmie Rodgers 
Memorial Festival in Rodgers’ hometown of Meridian, Mississippi (Snow, 1994, 
pp. 351-364). His train songs included “The Hobo’s Last Ride,” “Mainliner,” “Hobo 
Bill’s Last Ride,” “There’s a Little Box of Pine in the 7:29,” “Silver Rails,” “Wabash 
Cannonball,” “The Engineer’s Child,” “Casey Jones Was His Name,” “Fireball 
Mail,” “Lonely Train,” “Folsom Prison Blues,” 'The Train My Woman’s On,” 
“Crack in the Boxcar Door,” “The City of New Orleans,” “The Texas Silver Zephyr,” 
“The Hobo’s Meditation,” “Waiting for a Train,” “Orange Blossom Special,” “Train 
Whistle Blues,” “Wreck of Old 97,” “The Streamline Cannonball,” “Blow Yo’ 
Whistle, Freight Train,” “Lonesome Whistle,” “The Wreck of the Number Nine,” 
“Pan American,” “Big Wheels,” “Ghost Train,” “Chattanooga Choo Choo,” “The 
Crazy Engineer,” “One More Ride,” “Crazy Little Train of Love,” “Doggone that 
Train,” “The Atlantic Coastal Line,” “The Christmas Cannonball,” “The Mystery 
of Number Five,” “Southern Cannonball,” and “This Train.” One of his most popular 
train songs was recorded right after “I’m Movin’ On.” It’s called “The Golden 
Rocket”:

I was a good engine 
Running on time 
But baby I’m switchin’
To another line 
So honey never hang 
Your signal out for me

I’m tired of running 
On the same old track 
Bought a one way ticket 
And I won’t be back 
This Golden Rocket’s 
Gonna roll my blues away^

Snow obviously fit into a country music tradition with his train songs 
while his songs about love, and the other stories his songs told, solidified his position 
among the best country artists. He also gave something back, which has been 
characteristic of country music. Almost every singer of the last half century has 
made it a point to mention another performer who helped him or her at some point. 
Dolly Parton still credits a lesser-known Cajun and country singer named Jimmy 
C. Newman for letting her sing on the Grand Ole Opry for the first time when she 
was 12. Ricky Skaggs just recorded a Grammy-nominated album in tribute to his
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idol and mentor, Bill Monroe, the father of Bluegrass music. Snow also honored 
those who inspired him, notably Rodgers, and he did his part in mentoring other 
young musicisians. He brought both foreign singers and traditional country artists 
like western swing bandleaders Spade Cooley and T. Texas Tyler to the Opry (Snow, 
1994, pp. 397-407).

As mentioned previously. Snow was also an early friend and influence on 
Elvis Presley, taking the then-unknown singer on tour with him and promoting him 
to R.C.A. as a future star. At the time. Snow was a partner of manager Tom Parker, 
and in his autobiography he recounts how he aided Presley only to learn that Parker 
went behind his back and signed him to an exclusive contract without either of the 
two singers knowing it. (Despite this. Snow and Presley remained friends and 
musically linked.) The King of Rock and Roll recorded several Snow songs, including 
‘T’m Movin’ On,” and ‘‘A Fool Such As I” (Snow, 1994, pp.380-391).

When Hank Snow died on December 20, 1999, his friends and admirers 
recalled a tough, funny, dedicated friend and professional. At his funeral at the 
Grand Ole Opry, Snow’s son Jimmie Rodgers Snow presided. A younger artist, 
Marty Stuart, performed beside a train lantern that had belonged to Jimmie Rodgers. 
Rodgers’ widow had given it to Hank Snow, who, in turn, had left it for Stuart 
(Slotek, 1999; Cantin, 1999; Van Wyk, 1999). Country music represents a link 
from generation to generation, with old songs made new, old themes evolving to fit 
the times yet retaining much of their old resonance, and old instruments still used 
amidst the din of synthesizers. Snow remained true to his own roots, and rooted, 
while showing that change was possible and certain old verities were well worth 
keeping. Few in American music have better reflected thei themes of change and 
mobility. Clarence Eugene “Hank” Snow stayed country, but he always kept “Movin’ 
On.”

But someday baby
When you’ve had your play
You’re gonna want your daddy
But Your daddy will say
Keep movin’ on
You’ve stayed away too long
I’m through with you
Too bad you’re blue
Keep movin’ on^

Community College of Southern Nevada 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Michael Green 
William N. Thompson
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Songs
1. “I’m Movin’ On” by Clarence Eugene Snow. 1950. UniChappell Music, Inc.
2. “My Nova Scotia Home” by Clarence Eugene Snow. 1959. Hank Snow Music, Inc.
3. “I’ve Been Everywhere” by GeofFMack. 1962. Rightsong Music, Inc.
4. “Rhumba Boogie” by Clarence Eugene Snow. 1950. Hank Snow Music, Inc.
5. “The Golden Rocket” by Clarence Eugene Snow. 1950. UniChappell Music, Inc.
6. I’m Movin’ On” by Clarence Eugene Snow. 1950. UniChappell Music, Inc.
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